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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 
 

The Appellant was employed with the South Dakota Division of Criminal 

Investigation (DCI).  The Appellant received notice from the DCI that disciplinary action 

would be taken against him and that his superiors at DCI  intended to terminate his 

employment with DCI.  The Appellant exercised his right to administrative remedies 

pursuant to ARSD 55:10:08:16 within the DCI framework, but all decisions within the 

DCI agency were adverse to the Appellant.  Pursuant to ARSD 55:10:08:16(3)  Appellant 

timely  appealed the adverse decisions from the DCI agency to the Civil Service 

Commission of South Dakota (Commission).  After a hearing, the Commission rendered 

a Memorandum Opinion and entered formal Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 

and Order affirming the termination of Appellant=s employment with DCI.  Appx. 1, 2 

and 3.  The Appellant appealed the Commission decision to the Circuit Court, Sixth 

Judicial Circuit, State of South Dakota in accordance with and pursuant to ARSD 

55:10:08:16 and SDCL 1-26-30.2 et seq.  The Honorable John L. Brown, Circuit Court 

Judge, Sixth Judicial Circuit, State of South Dakota, presided over the Circuit Court 

appeal.  Following briefing and oral argument, Judge Brown entered a Memorandum 

Decision which was dated February 1, 2016.  Appx. 4.  Judge Brown, however, did not 

enter independent findings of fact nor conclusions of law.   Pursuant to Judge Brown=s 

decision an Order was entered on February 1, 2016, and Notice of Entry of Order was 

served by mail and electronically on February 3, 2016.  Appx. 5.  The  

Appellant perfected this appeal by timely and properly filing the Notice of Appeal on 

March 1, 2016.  Appx. 6.  This appeal is from the entire Commission decision and the 
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Circuit Court=s affirmance thereof.  This Court has jurisdiction over the Appellant=s 

appeal pursuant to SDCL 1-26-37 and 15-26A-3. 

The Appellant shall hereinafter be referred to as ABlack@.  The Appellee shall 

hereinafter be referred to as ADCI@.  References to the Commission hearing will be by 

ACH@ followed by the page number and line number if necessary.   References to 

Commission exhibits shall be by AExh.@ followed by the exhibit number or, if used, the 

exhibit letter.  

STATEMENT OF THE LEGAL ISSUE 

ISSUE 1: Whether there was good cause under the governing law, rules and regulations 

    and the facts as presented to the civil service commission to terminate 

    Black=s employment with the South Dakota Division of Criminal 

    Investigation.  

 

The Commission held that there was good cause under the law and facts for DCI to 

terminate Black=s employment and the Circuit Court affirmed this decision. 

Relevant South Dakota Supreme Court cases: 

1.  Hollander v. Douglas County, 2000 S.D. 80, 683 N.W.2d. 181. 

2.  Wendell v. State Dept. of Transportation, 1998 S.D. 130, 587 N.W.2d. 595. 

3.  Green v. City of Sioux Falls, 2000 S.D. 33, 607 N.W.2d. 43. 

4.   Certifiability of Jarman, 2015 S.D. 8, 860 N.W.2D. 1. 

ISSUE 2: Whether the South Dakota Division of Criminal Investigation complied with 

    the governing law, rules and regulations when it terminated Black=s 

    employment. 

The Commission held that the DCI complied with the governing law, rules and  

regulations when it terminated Black=s employment and the Circuit Court affirmed this 
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decision. 

Relevant South Dakota Supreme Court cases: 

1.  Hollander v. Douglas County, 2000 S.D. 80, 683 N.W.2d. 181. 

2.  Wendell v. State Dept. of Transportation, 1998 S.D. 130, 587 N.W.2d. 595. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

Black was employed by DCI as a Special Agent for over eight (8) years.  On 

February 13, 2014, Black was placed on administrative leave by his supervisor, Brian 

Zeeb (Zeeb) due to allegations made against him by his ex-wife in a Petition and 

Affidavit for a Protection Order (Domestic Abuse).  On February 21, 2014, Black was 

notified by Zeeb that DCI intended to terminate his employment based upon the 

allegations in the aforesaid petition.  Black responded to the February 21, 2014, notice 

and defended against the intended termination of his employment, but his efforts were to 

no avail and his employment was terminated effective March 14, 2014.  Black appealed 

the decision to terminate his employment to DCI Director Brian Gortmaker (Gortmaker) 

and Gortmaker affirmed Zeeb=s decision by a letter dated March 27, 2014.  Black 

appealed Gortmaker=s decision to South Dakota Attorney General Marty Jackley,  but 

Attorney General Jackley affirmed Zeeb and Gortmaker=s decisions by a letter dated 

April 10, 2014.  Black timely appealed the termination of his employment and the 

adverse decisions from the DCI administration to the Commission on April 16, 2014.  A 

hearing was held before the Commission on September 16, 2014, and the Commission 

entered its Memorandum Decision on April 12, 2015, and its Findings of Fact and 

Conclusions of Law and Order on May 18, 2015.  Black appealed the Commission 
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decision to the Circuit Court, Sixth Judicial Circuit, State of South Dakota, and the 

Honorable Judge John L.  Brown presided over said appeal.  Judge Brown rendered a 

Memorandum Decision affirming the Commission decision in all respects and entered an 

Order pursuant thereto.  The Circuit Court, however, did not enter independent findings 

of fact nor conclusions of law.  Black perfected his appeal to this Court and appeals the 

entire Commission decision and the Circuit Court=s affirmance thereof.    

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 

Black was hired by the DCI on August 25, 2009.  Exhibit #6, CH., p. 13.  Prior to 

becoming employed by the DCI, Black served over seven years in the United States Navy 

and was honorably discharged therefrom.  Exh. A, CH., p. 228.  Black had extensive 

experience in law enforcement before being hired by DCI.  CH., p. 229.  Black=s law 

enforcement experience was all with the Pennington County Sheriff=s Office where he 

entered the law enforcement profession as a jailor in 1997, was promoted to Deputy 

Sheriff in 1999, and eventually became a narcotics investigator assigned to the DCI drug 

task force until he applied for and was hired by DCI in 2005.  CH., 229.  Black received 

extensive and specialized training while employed with the DCI.  CH., pp. 64, 120, 237-

238.  During Black=s tenure with the DCI and up to the time his employment was 

terminated, he was considered one of the DCI=s top five agents.  CH., 110, 113-114, 139, 

260.  Black received several commendations while with the DCI for the exceptional 

manner in which he performed his work and received the first ever awarded 

Distinguished Service Award (DSA) in 2009.  Exhs. B, C, D, E, and F; CH., pp. 62-63.   

Black, like all DCI employees, was subject to regular work performance 
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evaluations.  Exhs. #6 and H.  Black received exceptional marks on his work 

performance evaluations.  Exhs. #6 and H; CH., pp. 52-75.  In fact, Black met or 

exceeded DCI expectations in all categories of his evaluations for all years that he was 

employed by DCI, including the year his employment was terminated.  Id.  The terms  

Black=s DCI superiors used to describe his work ethic, productivity and attitude 

included, but were not limited to, the following: impressive, adaptable, quick learning, 

driven, intense, passionate, dedicated, excellent, meticulous, relentless, and resilient.  

Exhs. #6 and H.  Notations on Black=s work performance evaluations that he needed 

improvement in certain areas of his work were standard and routine, as no one who 

worked for the DCI ever received a work performance evaluation without a notation of 

something that need improvement.  CH., 98.  This is so because, according to the DCI 

administration, everyone who worked for DCI had room for improvement in their work 

performance in some respect.  Id.    

In 2007 Black participated in a criminal investigation involving a Nick Berbos 

(Berbos).  CH., pp. 238-241.  Black became frustrated with the fact that Berbos was 

making serious threats to him and his family, engaging in activities that were intended to 

intimidate Black, and engaging in activities that Black believed violated Berbos= 

conditional release on bond.  Id.  On numerous occasions Black had requested assistance 

from the South Dakota Attorney General=s Office with regard to the problems he was 

encountering with Berbos, but Black=s requests were to no avail and the problems with 

Berbos persisted.  Id.  As a result, Black sent a strongly worded e-mail to the Assistant 

Attorney General handling the Berbos matter and submitted his resignation to his 
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superiors at DCI.  Id.  Black=s resignation was withdrawn, but he was disciplined for his 

actions relative to the Berbos matter, received a 2 day work suspension, and was placed 

on a 60 day work improvement plan.  CH., pp. 241-242.  Black served his suspension 

period and successfully completed his work improvement plan.  Id.  Black was also 

referred to Dr. Magnavito for a counseling session as a result of the Berbos incident, but 

was cleared to return to work without restrictions by Dr. Magnavito on the basis that his 

actions were not out of the ordinary given the circumstances with the Berbos case.  CH., 

pp. 280-281.  Black also received a disciplinary action for a comment he made on 

Facebook relative to a citizen complaint aired on KELO News about law enforcement 

officers training near a school.  CH., pp. 100-101.   Black received a one day suspension 

which was served and completed and no work improvement plan was ordered or 

implemented.  CH., pp. 101-102.  There were two additional occasions (boat and 

youTube incident) where Black met with his superiors regarding work related matters, 

but those matters did not result in disciplinary action nor a work improvement plan.  CH., 

pp. 27, 244-249.  It is important to note that although Black received the above described 

disciplinary actions and his conduct was discussed from time to time by his superiors, his 

evaluations remained excellent and after the discipline had been implemented and 

completed, Black had later been awarded the first ever DSA.  Id.; CH., pp. 241-242. 

Black was married to Patricia Black (Patty) for approximately 22 years.   

CH., p. 278; Exh. #2.  Black and Patty became involved in a divorce that was clearly 

hostile and contentious  due to Patty=s actions.  CH., pp. 225-226; 251-252; 265-278; 

Exh. #2.  Black=s divorce from Patty became final August 6, 2013.  Exh. #2.  During the 
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divorce proceedings and thereafter, Patty vowed to ruin Black=s career and his potential 

for future employment.  CH., pp. 182, 225-226; 251-252; Exh. G.  Patty also pledged 

revenge against Black=s new wife, Lynda.  CH., pp. 224-226.  Patty and her attorney 

made the divorce and post divorce proceedings a corn-a-copia of disputes and hostilities 

by virtue of hostile text messages, telephone calls, complaints, letters, visitation disputes, 

false reports to law enforcement, and generally making Black=s life a living hell.  CH., 

pp. 224-226, 276-277; Exhs. #2 and #4.  The divorce and post-divorce hostilities from 

Patty were regular and persistent and Black, out of frustration, wrote APatty Wins@ in 

paint on the parties= boat (boat incident) he had in his possession, but which was a 

marital asset, and delivered same to Patty=s home.  Exh. #2; CH., pp. CH., pp 258-259.  

Black, however, cleaned the boat within 24 hours after conferring with Patty on the 

matter.  Exh. #2; CH., pp. CH., pp. 122-123, 258-259.  DCI was not concerned about the 

boat incident, but discussed the incident and Black=s behavior with him.  CH., pp. 122-

123.  Patty=s contacts with Black and her harassment of him was not limited to his off 

duty hours, but was just as persistent while he was on duty.  CH., p. 276; Exh. #4.  In 

fact, Black was required to block text messages, e-mails and telephone communications 

from Patty on his personal and work electronic media due to the harassing, repeated and 

continuous nature of same. CH., p. 276.   

Moreover, as a result of Patty and her attorney=s actions, the intricate details of 

Black=s private and personal life became the product of gossip and false reports to 

Attorney General Jackley.  CH., pp. 253-256.  In fact, the reports and complaints about 
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Black from Patty and parties affiliated with or representing her became so common place 

that Attorney General Jackley and Gortmaker decided that they were tired of hearing 

Black=s name and it was time for him to be dismissed.  CH., pp. 253-256.   

Further examples of Patty=s vindictiveness is shown by an occasion where Black 

and Patty had a dispute over money allegedly due Patty from Black=s State retirement 

account.  When the divorce was concluded a Qualified Domestic Relations Order 

(QDRO) had been entered by the Court relative to Black=s State retirement.  CH., pp. 

266-267.  A post divorce issue arose regarding Black paying Patty $37,000 from his State 

retirement account.  Black could not get the money from his retirement account with the 

State until he retired or his employment with the State was terminated either voluntarily 

or involuntarily .  Id.  Patty insisted on Black obtaining the money, but he assured her and 

her attorney that such action was not possible.  Id.  After Patty left the negotiation table 

unsatisfied over the $37,000 payment pursuant to the QDRO, the DCI received the 

complaint about the Facebook posting regarding the KELO News matter.  CH., pp. 25-

26, 266-267 ; Exh. #6.  Thereafter, Black was disciplined.  CH., pp. 101-102.    

In addition and, perhaps, the most telling event of Patty=s ruthless efforts to ruin 

Black=s career was the Petition and Affidavit for a Protection Order (Domestic Abuse)  

filed by Patty approximately 6 months after the parties= divorce had become final.  Exh.  

#2.  Patty and her attorney knew that once the protection order pleading was filed, all of 

the pleadings and orders would be a public record.  Exh. #2.  With full knowledge of the 

public nature of the protection order proceeding, Patty and her attorney included as part 

of the petition various documents which contained old and untrue information which had 
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no bearing on any alleged issue in the protection order matter, but which could prove to 

be harmful to Black, his career and his ability to continue to pursue and secure gainful 

employment once same became public.  Exh. #2.  The meritless claims and allegations in 

the protection order proceedings included, but were not limited, to the following: 

unfounded and malicious criminal complaints, complaints that Black displayed episodes 

of rage and engaged in physical violence during their marriage, accusations that Black 

physically assaulted Patty and held her against her will by restraining her against walls 

and floors, allegations that Black expressed his rage by punching and  throwing inanimate 

objects in fits of anger, and that Black assaulted her and committed acts of domestic 

violence.  CH., pp. 225-226; 251-252; 265-278; Exh. #2.  Moreover, Patty was 

represented by counsel in the divorce and post-divorce proceedings and knew that when  

Black was served with the protection order pleadings he would not be allowed to possess 

firearms.  CH., pp. 267-268.  True to Patty=s malicious intent, upon Black being served 

with the protection order he was immediately placed on leave with pay because of the 

allegations in the protection order proceeding and since he could not possess firearms.  

CH., pp. 14-15.  Black never returned to work and his termination was solely and 

exclusively based upon the petition for protection order and the allegations contained 

therein.  CH., pp. 117-118;  Exhs. #1, #3, and #5.  Moreover, Patty=s petition found its  

way into the press and was published in the media outlets in the eastern part of the State.  

CH., p. 194.     

The spitefulness and vindictiveness of Patty=s actions are further indicated by 

how Patty used a personal letter Black sent to her in October of 2013 in an eleventh hour 
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attempt to reconcile the broken marriage.  Exh. #2.  During the divorce, but prior to the 

protection order proceeding, Black counseled with his clergy and others regarding the 

divorce and whether he should return to Patty and reconcile with her.  CH., pp. 269-270.  

In this regard, Black wrote a personal letter to Patty as a last attempt at saving the 

marriage and reconciling the broken family.  CH., pp. 269-270.  Instead of taking the 

letter as an attempt at reconciliation and an effort to make some reparations for a broken 

family, Patty used the letter in the malicious protection order proceedings to further her 

efforts to ruin Black=s career.  Exh. #2.  Further, DCI relied upon that letter as one of its 

strongest evidentiary nuggets in the termination of Black=s employment.  CH., pp. 17-19; 

Exh. #3 and #5.  

All of Black=s superiors at DCI knew of the divorce and its hostile nature.  CH., 

pp. 15-16.  Moreover, after DCI obtained copies of the protection order pleadings it 

instigated an independent investigation into Black and his family by the North Dakota 

Bureau of Criminal Investigation (NDBCI) .  CH., pp. 37-38.  The NDBCI investigation 

did not result in Black being prosecuted for anything and did not paint Black in a bad  

light with regard to his work nor his mental state.  CH., pp. 37-38; Exh. #4.  Moreover, 

four sitting sheriffs in the northeastern South Dakota area and Black=s partner, Dave 

Lunzman (Lunzman), who was currently employed by DCI, testified to Black=s 

effectiveness as a DCI Special Agent and that his relationship with them had not been 

harmed in any respect from the antics of Patty.  CH., pp. 192-220.  Also, the sheriffs and 

Lunzman clearly indicated that no Ablack eye@ had been given to DCI as a result of 

Black=s conduct, nor had the DCI lost any respect or credibility with other law 
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enforcement agencies or the public because of Black=s actions.  Id.  DCI did not 

interview or communicate with the sheriffs nor Lunzman prior to terminating Black=s 

employment  

and, in spite of the NDBCI report, DCI began the process of terminating Black=s 

employment.  CH., pp. 37-38; Exh. #4.  

The first letter to Black was from Brian Zeeb (Zeeb) dated February 13, 2014, and 

placed Black on administrative leave with pay.  Exh. #1.  The second letter to Black from 

Zeeb was dated February 21, 2014, and gave him notice of the DCI=s intent to terminate 

his employment and such action was based solely and exclusively on the contents of the 

protection order pleadings.   CH., pp. 117-118; Exhs. #2 and #3.  The validity and 

truthfulness of the allegations in the protection order pleadings, however, had not yet 

been determined, as the protection order hearing was scheduled for March 12, 2014, and 

had not yet been litigated. CH., pp. 117-118; Exhs. #2 and #3.    Black responded to the 

notice of intent to terminate his employment with a written statement explaining his 

position and countering the allegations against him which had been made by Patty in the 

protection order pleadings.  Exh. #4.  Zeeb rejected Black=s explanation and terminated  

his employment effective March 14, 2014.  Exh. #5.  At this time, the protection order 

matter had been heard by the Honorable Eugene E. Dobberpuhl, but he had not made a 

decision thereon.  Exh. I.  Black timely appealed Zeeb=s decision to DCI Director 

Gortmaker.  Exhs. #15, #16, #17, and #18.  Gortmaker rejected Black=s appeal and 

affirmed the termination of his employment by virtue of a letter dated March 27, 2014.  

Exh. #18.  Black appealed Gortmaker=s decision to Attorney General Jackley who 
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rejected Black=s appeal and affirmed the decisions by Zeeb and Gortmaker.  Exhs. #19 

and #20.  The petition for protection order filed by Patty was dismissed on March 21, 

2014, but the official Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order Dismissing 

Protection Order (Domestic Abuse) were not entered by Judge Dobberpuhl until August 

15, 2014.  Exh. I.  The findings and conclusions entered by Judge Dobberpuhl exonerated 

Black of any wrong doing not only in reference to the protection order proceedings, but 

also in reference to all allegations of simple assault-domestic or any other type of spousal 

abuse.  Id.  The termination of Black=s employment and the appeals process for Black 

were administered and concluded before the Court presiding over the protection order 

proceedings had a chance to render a ruling on Patty=s malicious petition.  Exh. I.  DCI 

did not call as a witness any mental health professional of any nature or sort to establish 

the claims that Black was emotionally or mentally unfit or unstable and, therefore, not 

able to perform his work or function within the confines of the DCI and its policies, rules 

and regulations.  

ARGUMENT 

The standard of review for appeals from an administrative proceeding to the 

Supreme Court is governed by SDCL 1-26-37 and requires the application of SDCL 

1-26-36.   Hayes v. Rosenbaum Signs, 2014 S.D. 64, &7, 853 N.W.2d 878.  Further, the 

standard of review regarding agency decisions is well settled.  See, Certifiability of 

Jarman, 2015 S.D. 8, 860 N.W.2d 1; Hayes, 2014 S.D. at 64; and  Williams v. S.D. Dept. 

of Agriculture, 2010 S.D. 19, 779 N.W.2d 397.  Specifically, the Supreme Court=s  

... review of agency decisions is the same as the review made by the  
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circuit court. ... A[w]e perform that review of the agency's findings  

'unaided by any presumption that the circuit court's decision was  

correct.'" ... [w]e "give great weight to the findings made and inferences  

drawn by an agency on questions of fact." SDCL 1-26-36. We "reverse  

only when those findings are clearly erroneous in light of the entire  

record." ... [q]uestions of law are reviewed de novo. ... (Citations  

omitted).   

Jarman, 2015 S.D. at 8, &8.  In light of the above authority, the Supreme Court reviews 

the agency decision and not the Circuit Court=s review of that decision.  Further, the 

Supreme Court reviews the agency decision in this case in accordance with SDCL  

1-26-36.  Irvine v. City of Sioux Falls, 2006 S.D. 20, &4, 711 N.W.2d 607.  SDCL  

1-26-36 provides as follows:  

The court may affirm the decision of the agency or remand the case  

for further proceedings. The court may reverse or modify the decision  

if substantial rights of the appellant have been prejudiced because the 

administrative findings, inferences, conclusions, or decisions are: 

(1) In violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 

(2) In excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 

(3) Made upon unlawful procedure; 

(4) Affected by other error of law; 

(5) Clearly erroneous in light of the entire evidence in the record; or 

(6) Arbitrary or capricious or characterized by abuse of discretion or  

clearly unwarranted exercise of discretion. ... 

 

A finding of fact is clearly erroneous if, A... after reviewing the entire record, ... [the court 

is] ...  left with the definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been made...@.  Estate 

of Schnell, 2004 S.D. 80, &8, 683 N.W.2d 415.  The issue of whether there was sufficient 

cause for a termination is A... fully reviewable as a legal question...@.  Hollander v. 

Douglas Co., 2000 S.D. 159, &20, 620 N.W.2d 181.  Clearly, the issues in this appeal fall 

squarely within the confines of SDCL 1-26-36(3), (4), (5), and (6) and are fully 

reviewable by this Court on appeal.   
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ISSUE 1: Whether there was good cause under the governing law, rules and 

                 regulations and the facts as presented to the civil service commission to 

                 terminate Black =s employment with the South Dakota Division of 

                 Criminal Investigation.  

The findings of fact entered by the Commission and the conclusions of law are 

clearly erroneous based upon the facts that were presented at the commission hearing and 

the lack of evidence produced by the DCI at said hearing.  The significance of the error is 

shown by a detailed analysis of the administrative rule Black allegedly violated, the 

policies he allegedly violated, the letters sent to Black to terminate his employment, and 

the timing of the actions by DCI.  Furthermore, it is critical to the proper analysis of the 

issues on this appeal to remember that the administrative rules and policies relied upon by 

the DCI to prosecute Black were drafted by State officials and not Black nor other 

employees.  Since the State created the rules, policies, and the governing language 

thereof, they most certainly should be required to adhere to the standard that they created 

and the logical interpretation of those rules and policies in disciplinary actions such as the 

one before this Court on appeal.  Finally, the issue of whether there was sufficient cause 

for a termination is A... fully reviewable as a legal question...@.  Hollander, 2000 S.D. at 

159, &20. 

A.  Burden of Proof. 

The rules of civil procedure do not necessarily apply in administrative agency 

proceedings.  Perrine v. Dept. of Labor, 431 N.W.2d. 156, 159 (S.D. 1988).  However,  

the general rule that the proponent of a cause bears the burden of proof thereof remains a 

cornerstone in our system of justice and is applicable to the matter before this Court.  See, 

Kaberna v. Brown, 2015 S.D. 34, &16, C N.W.2d. C (partition sales); St. John v. 
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Peterson, 2015 S.D. 41, &15, C N.W.2d.C (evidence); Wilcox v. Vermeulen, 2010 S.D. 

29, &25, 781 N.W.2d 464(agreement); Estate of Palmer, 2007 S.D. 133, 744 N.W.2d 

550(probate and will contest proceedings).  Moreover, the black letter law in 

administrative agency proceedings regarding employee disciplinary matters provides that  

... [t]he employing agency generally bears the burden of proof by a  

preponderance of the evidence that the employee engaged in the conduct  

on which the disciplinary charge was based and that such conduct  

constituted a cause for discipline under the applicable statutes. ... 

 

63C Am.Jur.2d Public Officers and Employees '458; see also, Shatz v. U.S. Dept. of 

Justice, 873 F.2d 1089 (8
th

 Cir. 1989).  Clearly, the burden of proof to show that Black=s 

employment was terminated for good cause was on DCI.   The burden of proof DCI must 

meet is by a preponderance of the evidence.  See, Jarman, 2015 S.D. at 8, &15; ARSD 

2:01:04:02:01.  

B.  Grounds for Dismissal. 

The grounds for the dismissal of Black from the DCI, based upon Zeeb=s letters 

and Gortmaker=s letter, are Black=s violation of ARSD 55:10:07:04(26) and DCI 

policies 7.0101 and 7.0103.  The facts relative to this type of appeal necessarily apply to 

both of the issues herein.  Consequently, the arguments, both factual and legal, are 

applicable to both issues and cannot easily be separated, but Black will attempt to do so.  

To the extent possible Black will attempt to refrain from repetition of essential facts and 

argument.  

1.  ARSD 55:10:07:04(26).    

ARSD 55:10:07:04(26) provides in pertinent part that an employee with the DCI 
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may be dismissed, for conduct within or without the scope of his employment, for just 

cause, where the employee engaged  

... in conduct, either prior to or during employment with the state that  

reflects unfavorably on the state, destroys confidence in the operation of  

the state services, or adversely affects the public trust in the state ... 

 

Just cause is a legal determination to be made by the Courts and is fully reviewable on 

appeal as indicated above.  In order to show that the termination of Black=s employment 

was for just cause, DCI must first show that there was misconduct.  Hollander, 2000 S.D. 

at 159, &21.  Further, there must be some causal nexus between the alleged misconduct 

by Black and his work performance.  Wendell v. State Dept. Of Transportation, 1998 

S.D. 130, &8, 587 N.W.2d. 595. 

In this case the DCI relied upon Black=s alleged violation of the above 

administrative rule.  Consequently, it is incumbent upon DCI to show that the actions and 

conduct of Black were such that it reflected unfavorably on the state, destroyed 

confidence in the operation of the state services, or adversely affected the public trust in 

the state.  It is important to note from a plain and simple reading of the rule that the proof 

from a factual proof standpoint requires that DCI show something more than that the 

conduct offend an administrative officer of the state, such as Gortmaker. There must be 

facts produced by way of witnesses that show Black=s alleged misconduct resulted in the 

consequences to the state, not just DCI, as defined by the administrative rule.  DCI did 

not call any witnesses who could testify or provide any evidence that Black=s conduct 

reflected unfavorably on the state, destroyed confidence in the operation of the services 

provided by the state, or adversely affected the public trust in the state.  DCI produced 
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four of its administrative personnel to testify against Black, but, again, the standard is not 

whether Black offended his superiors, but whether the evidence shows that Black=s 

conduct affected the Astate@ and those persons or entities who make up the state.  No 

witnesses were called by DCI to show that any person, group, agency, or other entity was 

offended by Black=s actions or that his actions reflected unfavorably on the state, 

destroyed confidence in the state operations, or adversely affected the public trust.  

Black=s superiors accused him of these things, but, again, under the requirements of the 

administrative rule at issue here, they are not the determinative factor.  The best evidence 

of Black=s violation of the above administrative rule is from parties independent of the 

DCI administration who would testify that they were adversely affected by Black=s 

conduct as provided by this administrative rule.  DCI simply did not produce facts that 

would support this contention.  Black, on the other hand, produced four sitting sheriffs 

and his partner who was still employed by the DCI to show that his actions had not 

effected his ability to perform his work.  Moreover, Black=s witnesses testified and  

produced evidence that Black=s relationship with other law enforcement agencies was 

solid, nothing that he did either on duty or off duty reflected unfavorably on the state or 

destroyed confidence in the operation of the state services or adversely affected the 

public trust in the state.  The failure of the DCI to produce independent witnesses on this 

issue is fatal to their case from a burden of proof standpoint.   

Additionally, DCI was highly critical of Black and his alleged Amisgivings@, but 

the entire time that he was allegedly Aunable to control is emotions@ he was still charged 
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with training new DCI agents, supervising other DCI agents and investigations, and 

interacting with other law enforcement agencies.  If Black=s conduct were as horrific as 

DCI portrayed at the hearing before the Commission, certainly some action would have 

been taken to remedy the problem.  No such action occurred, because DCI was not 

concerned about Black and his behavior.  Moreover, DCI failed to produce any evidence 

from any mental health professional that indicated in any respect that Black was 

emotionally unstable or unable to control himself either on or off duty.  Consequently, the 

DCI failed to meet its burden under this administrative rule and did not show just cause to 

believe that Black violated the aforesaid administrative rule.   

Furthermore,  in order to meet the criteria of this administrative rule, DCI relied 

largely on old disciplinary matters to support its current actions against Black.  Black=s  

evaluations, however, clearly show that DCI=s reliance on same to support Black=s 

termination are grossly misplaced.  At the Commission hearing DCI referenced 

comments made in evaluations from 2006, 2007 and 2008.  The most obvious problem 

with DCI relying upon these evaluations is that in 2009, Black was awarded the first ever 

DSA.  CH., pp. 27, 241-242, 244-249; Exh. H.  If there were any support for the 

termination of Black=s employment in any evaluation prior to 2009, then it would 

certainly be extinguished by the DCI=s actions of recognizing Black as a superior agent 

and employee and awarding him the above service award.   

In order to put DCI=s specious use of the evaluation reports in perspective, it is 

necessary to view the evaluation reports in their entirety.  The evaluation reports contain 

on the first page of each report a section entitled ADefinition of Performance Ratings@ 
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(Ratings) which defines the various rating categories as follows: 

O - Outstanding.  Performance is exceptional in all areas. 

 

E - Exceeds Expectations.  Results clearly exceed most position requirements.  

Performance is of high quality and is achieved on a consistent basis. 

 

M - Meets Expectations.  Competent and dependable level of performance.  Meets 

performance standards of the job. 

 

B - Below Expectations.  Performance is deficient in certain areas.  Improvement 

is necessary. 

 

U - Unsatisfactory.  Results are generally unacceptable and require immediate 

improvement.  No merit increase, or promotion should be granted to individuals 

with this rating.   

 

NR - Not Rated.  Category does not apply. 

Exh. H.  The Ratings portion of the evaluation reports further indicates that a rating of 

either O or U requires a comment of the supervisor.  In the eight (8) plus years Black 

worked for DCI and in seventeen (17) performance evaluations Black had he never 

received a U rating in any category and only received five B ratings.  The first B rating 

was on his 1-1-08 to 6-30-08 evaluation report in the ADecision Making/Risks@ category 

and was solely as a result of the Berbos matter.  Black was disciplined for his actions in 

regard to the Berbos matter and his ratings in the ADecision Making/Risk@ category were 

either an E or M for all time periods thereafter.  The next two B ratings were on his  

7-1-08 to 12-31-08 evaluation report and his 1-1-09 to 6-30-09 evaluation report, both B 

ratings were in the ACase activity@ category, and the rating was specifically in relation to 

LEINs (Law Enforcement Intelligence Network).  It is interesting to note that in the  

1-1-09 to 6-30-09 evaluation Mark received two O ratings; one for the Distinguished 

Service Award and the other for his attendance of the National Forensic Academy for 10 
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weeks and his commitment to service.  Exh. H.  The next B rating was on his 7-1-09 to 

12-31-09 evaluation report and, again, was in the ACase activity@ category with regard to 

his overall case numbers and his inactive cases.  The final B rating was on his 12-31-09 

to 6-30-10 evaluation report and, once again, was in the ACase activity@ report with 

regard to his LEINs.  After the final B rating, Black never again received a B rating in 

any category on his performance evaluations.  In order to fully understand the paltry 

nature of the negative remarks and ratings Black received it is important to compare that 

portion of the evaluation reports with the rest of same.  Specifically, during all evaluation 

periods, Black received 2 O ratings for outstanding work; 65 E ratings for his work 

exceeding the expectations of DCI; and 104 M ratings for his work meeting DCI 

expectations.  In short, out of a possible 176 rating marks, Black received 5 poor marks 

which equates to approximately 3 percent.  It was a travesty for the Commission and the 

DCI to center in on a few old evaluation comments and ratings as well as stale and 

remote disciplinary matters in order to support a rash decision to terminate Black=s 

employment.   

2.  DCI Policy 7.0101.  

DCI policy number 7.0101 defines conduct unbecoming as follows: 

Unbecoming Conduct - Agents shall conduct themselves on and off  

duty in a manner that reflects favorably on the Division.  Conduct  

unbecoming to an agent means conduct contrary to professional standards  

that shows an unfitness to discharge duties or conduct which adversely  

affects morale or efficiency of the Division of diminished public  

confidence.       

 

Under this policy conduct unbecoming must be shown by one of two ways.   

A.  The First Means of Showing Conduct Unbecoming. 
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First, one must have engaged in conduct contrary to professional standards AND 

such unprofessional conduct must be directly related to AND show an unfitness to 

discharge duties.  Consequently, one can engage in unprofessional conduct, but if that  

conduct does not show unfitness to discharge duties, it is not unbecoming conduct under 

the policy and not grounds to terminate employment.  

AConduct unbecoming an officer@ is the most evasive, overly-broad, and wide 

reaching reason for disciplinary action against a law enforcement officer that exists 

today.  It is the proverbial Acatchall@ for disciplinary action or termination of 

employment.  AConduct unbecoming@ is largely undefined by the administrative rules 

and is purely a subjective standard that can be applied in a variety of ways by a variety of 

personnel.  The definition of Aconduct unbecoming@ varies from jurisdiction to 

jurisdiction, state to state, and agency to agency.  See, Green v. City of Sioux Falls, 2000 

S.D. 33, 607 N.W.2d. 43.  The policy provides that Aconduct unbecoming@ is that 

conduct which is contrary to Aprofessional standards@, or shows Aunfitness@ for duty, or 

that adversely affects Amorale@ or Aefficiency@ of an agency or diminishes the Apublic 

confidence.@  The problem with this language is that in any given case one public official 

may determine that certain conduct falls within the purview of the above language, 

another official may conclude the conduct is egregious, yet another may conclude none of 

the given conduct falls within the meaning of the rule, but yet a fourth official may 

simply believe that a given case some conduct is unbecoming but other conduct is not.  

Clearly, this was true with the case at bar because the DCI determined that Black engage 

in offending conduct, but the independent witnesses called by Black did not agree with 
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their conclusions.   

The Green and Hollander cases are instructive on this issue as well.  In Green the 

officer engaged in offensive and potentially dangerous conduct and risked the safety of  

the public by his actions and used his position as a police officer to intimidate the public 

in his patrol area.  Id., at 33.  Green engaged in out right hostile actions while on duty and 

risked the safety of a prisoner and his co-workers by doing so.  Id., at 33.  Green was also 

the subject of an internal police investigation based upon his actions.  Id., at 33.  The 

finding that Green engaged in conduct unbecoming was upheld by the courts.  Green, 

2000 S.D. at 33.  In Hollander the alleged conduct attributable to the officer was 

intentional mistreatment of a victim while on duty, inappropriately signing another 

officer=s name to a ticket, and the Sheriff concluding that he simply could not trust the 

officer any longer based upon his on duty actions.  Both Green and Hollander dealt with 

actions which were much more egregious than Black and actions that were directly 

related to their work performance.           

Black further argues that in order to show a violation of the first category of this 

policy, DCI was required to produce an independent expert witness who is qualified in 

the professional standards for law enforcement officers to establish the standard of 

conduct which is to be applicable to Black.  This argument is directly related to matters 

of proof and is not subject to any specific legal definition.  There were no professional 

standards provided nor identified by independent witnesses before the Commission.  

Under these circumstances, the Commission did not have the evidence it needed to fully 

and fairly adjudicate the claims against Black.  The only evidence produced by DCI as to 
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any standards of performance was the four administrative staff from DCI.  Since DCI had 

the burden to produce evidence and witnesses to support their claims, it was incumbent  

upon them to bring forth and identify the professional standards to which Black was to  

adhere.  This did not happen and as a consequence DCI clearly failed to meet its burden 

of proof.   

Further, the professional standard cannot be established by the administration for 

DCI because their testimony is self-serving and is biased since they are the ones who 

terminated Black=s employment.  Self-serving testimony is not always relied upon nor 

found to be credible and has been rejected by the Courts on occasion.  See, Estate of 

Regennitter, 1999 S.D. 26, &16, 589 N.W.2d. 920; Muenster v. Muenster, 2009 S.D. 23, 

&35, 764 N.W.2d. 712; Martinson v. Holso, 424 N.W.2d. 664 (SD 1988).  Moreover, the 

evaluations are inconsistent with the conclusions reached by the DCI administration 

which brings into question their ability to independently establish the requisite 

professional standard.  Consequently, without establishing the appropriate standard of 

conduct by an independent expert witness, DCI cannot prevail on this issue and no 

termination can be based upon a violation of this policy. 

Assuming, for the sake of argument, that the DCI could show unprofessional 

conduct on the part of Black, the evidence was clear and uncontradicted that Black was 

fit for duty and his actions and conduct associated with Patty and his divorce and post-

divorce proceedings had absolutely no affect on his ability to perform his work.  Quite 

the contrary, in fact, as the testimony of the four sitting sheriffs, his partner, and the 

evaluations rendered by his superiors all support Black=s fitness for duty.      
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B.  The Second Means of Showing Conduct Unbecoming. 

The second means of showing a violation of the unbecoming conduct policy 

requires that one must have engaged in conduct which adversely affects the morale or 

efficiency of the Division or diminishes public confidence.  In order to prove this policy 

violation, DCI was required to produce witnesses who could testify that the morale or 

efficiency of other officers or special agents with the DCI who worked with Black was 

adversely affected.  Again, as with the administrative rule, DCI did not call any witnesses 

to testify that their morale or efficiency or the morale or efficiency of the DCI employees 

was affected in any respect by Black=s conduct.  Moreover, the DCI had the burden of 

producing evidence or witnesses who could show that the public confidence was 

diminished by Black=s actions.  DCI failed in all respects to meet this burden and make 

the required showing to establish a violation of this policy.  As with the administrative 

rule, the only witnesses who testified for the DCI were the administrative officers for 

DCI who had investigated and made the decision to dismiss Black.  These administrative 

officials were not independent of the disciplinary matter and are not the category of 

persons who make up the Adivision@, nor are they the general public as contemplated by 

this policy.  The general public would be the citizens in Black=s work area and/or the law 

enforcement community with whom he worked.  None of these types of witnesses were 

produced by DCI, but Black produced favorable and credible witnesses in this regard.  

The evidence from Black=s witnesses did not in any respect show that Black=s actions 

had adversely affected the morale or efficiency of the Division or diminished public 

confidence.  Quite the contrary, Black=s witnesses proved that Black performed his work 
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in a most professional fashion while dealing with a complete emotional basket-case of an 

ex-wife.      

3.  DCI Policy 7.0103. 

DCI policy 7.0103 addresses officer integrity and states as follows: 

Integrity - Agents shall be truthful in all matters relating to the operation  

of the Division.  Any conduct act, neglect, error or omission regarding  

these matters may subject an agent to disciplinary action. 

 

The alleged violation of the integrity policy was never made by Zeeb and was never a 

part of the disciplinary action against Black until Gortmaker received the case on appeal.  

Consequently, Black did not have an opportunity to address the integrity issue until his 

employment had been terminated and he had been part way through the administrative 

appeal process.  The new allegation was not work related and did not have anything to do  

with the operation of the division as contemplated by the above policy.  The sole basis for 

the integrity allegation is that on June 28, 2013, almost 8 months prior to Black=s 

dismissal, Gortmaker asked Black if he had a sexual relationship with his now current 

wife, Lynda.  Black denied the allegation as it was put to him by Gortmaker.  Gortmaker 

then takes a comment made by Black in a text message to Patty during a heated and 

emotional exchange out of context and cites it in his letter to Black as the sole basis for 

Black=s violation of this policy.  CH., pp. 182-183, 277.  The cited exchange is Black 

expressing his frustrations with the divorce proceedings and capitulating an issue to Patty 

telling her that he will give her what she wants.  The exchange and Black=s comments 

have nothing to do with the operation of the DCI.  After the above, Gortmaker bootstraps 

the exchange and his conversation with Black into a matter that is related to the operation 
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of the DCI.  Gortmaker=s actions in this regard are incredulous.  Gortmaker=s personal 

belief, feelings or opinions have absolutely nothing to do with the operation of the DCI, 

but are merely, and only, a matter of his personal preferences.     

Clearly, in light of the above, the Commission made an error in its findings and 

conclusions on this issue and its decision should be reversed. 

C.  Erroneous Findings of Fact. 

The findings by the Commission contain matters which are not supported by the 

facts solicited at the hearing and which are clearly erroneous.  Specifically, the 

Commission findings repeatedly reference matters alleged in the petition for protection 

order and the accompanying documents.  Black responded to, explained and contradicted 

those allegations in detail, not only in his testimony at the hearing, but specifically in 

Exhibit #4.  This Court must make a detailed examination of Exhibit #4 in order to obtain 

a firm grasp of the events surrounding Black=s life and what he was dealing with from 

Patty and her attorney.  Moreover, it is imperative for this Court to realize that DCI acted 

on the allegations in the protection order matter without a complete investigation of same 

and before the presiding court in the protection order matter could resolve the accusations 

against Black.  Such action by DCI was fatal to its cause against Black in this matter.    

Commission Finding number 6 indicates that the boat that was defaced by Black 

was in Patty=s possession.  This is not true.  The boat was in Black=s possession with 

Patty=s consent and after the painting incident the boat was returned to Black=s 

possession.  CH., pp. 259.   Consequently, this finding is simply wrong.  Further, 

Findings numbered 7 and 8 indicate that Black admitted to allegations made against him 
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in the protection order proceeding and that DCI was concerned Black committed a crime 

of domestic violence.  These findings are untrue.  The letter referenced in these findings 

was made in an attempt by Black to reconcile with Patty, was not intended as an 

admission of wrong doing, and did not contain any admissions of wrong doing as 

represented by the DCI.  Moreover, Judge Dobberpuhl specifically found that Black had 

not engaged in any actions which would constitute domestic violence nor spousal abuse 

as concluded by DCI.  See Exh. I.  Consequently, the Commission could not have made a 

finding that was inconsistent with or contrary to the very same fact issue that was already 

determined by a higher court of competent jurisdiction.   

Commission Findings numbered 9-17 address past disciplinary matters which had 

already been resolved.  Moreover, these findings are inconsistent with the evaluation 

evidence which directly contradict same.  Specifically, Black=s evaluations were 

excellent and routinely showed that he met or exceeded the DCI expectations and work 

performance parameters set for him.  The Commission ignored the evaluations and relied 

upon old disciplinary matters that had been resolved and which had no bearing on the 

protection order matter which was the sole and exclusive basis for terminating Black=s 

employment.  Moreover, there is no evidence in the record that shows in any respect that 

Black was regularly counseled for misconduct or other work performance related matters.  

The evidence relied upon relative to the publications on the internet of certain materials  

and the protection order pleadings were beyond Black=s control and instigated and 

carried out by someone other than Black.   

Commission Findings numbered 18-24 are completely inconsistent with the 
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record.  More particularly, Attorney General Jackley and Director Gortmaker made it 

clear to the DCI administration that they were simply tired of hearing Black=s name.  

The reason they were hearing Black=s name was because Patty and her representatives 

were repeatedly contacting either Attorney General Jackley or DCI administration 

directly and complaining about Black.  The motivation for these contacts was not work 

related and had nothing to do with Black=s actions, but were solely related to the divorce 

and post-divorce proceedings with Patty and were instigated by Patty or someone on her 

behalf.  Moreover, Patty and her cohorts do not under any circumstances constitute the 

general public, the division, the DCI,  nor the state as those terms and phrases are used in 

the administrative rule and the DCI policies.  The meetings of the DCI administration 

referenced in the findings had nothing to do with Black=s work performance, but 

everything to do with the complaints from Patty and her entourage.  Further, no agent, 

law enforcement officer, member of the public or other independent witness was called 

by DCI to support these findings.  The only DCI staff complaining about Black was the 

four administrative officers and Attorney General Jackley and the reasons were 

completely unrelated to work or Black=s integrity or other character traits, but were 

solely associated to Patty and those acting on her behalf.  The findings referencing the 

basis for the termination of Black=s employment were inconsistent with the evidence 

produced at  

trial, particularly the letters sent by Zeeb and Gortmaker, as these letters clearly indicated 

that the sole and exclusive basis for Black=s dismissal was the protection order 

proceeding.  Gortmaker added the issue of integrity regarding the alleged lie attributed to 
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Black, but that issue was wholly inconsistent with the truth and with the facts presented at 

the hearing.  However, the findings clearly indicate that the DCI made its decision to  

dismiss Black based upon prior, resolved disciplinary matters and upon matters that were 

clearly personal in nature which had no impact whatsoever on Black=s ability to perform 

his work.   

Commission Finding number 49 indicates that Black identified himself as a DCI 

agent on the KELO News blog.  This is not true.  Black made the comment after work 

hours and KELO made the connection with DCI and identified Black as a DCI agent.  

CH., pp. 262-263, 287.  Moreover, the source of the complaint to Attorney General 

Jackley was not a member of the public, but, according to Even, was reportedly 

attributable to an adversary of Black=s and a party close to Patty.  CH., p. 263. 

Commission Findings numbered 69-72 are completely contrary to the testimony 

from the four sitting sheriffs and Black=s partner, Special Agent Lunzman.  All of these 

witnesses testified favorably for Black in all respects.  Further, these witnesses were the 

only witnesses to provide any testimony about the views and attitudes of Black outside of 

the four DCI administrative staff that testified at the hearing.  DCI provided absolutely no 

evidence of other agencies, persons or the general public having any concern about 

Black.  Moreover, these findings are completely inconsistent and contrary to Black=s 

evaluations which were made by the very same DCI administrators who testified against 

Black.  Consequently, the testimony of the DCI administration in this matter is 

contradicted by their own actions and conduct relative to the exceptional evaluations they 

provided to  
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Black.  If Black truly were a problem as described by the findings and as alleged by DCI, 

then the evaluations certainly should have reflected poorer marks.     

In light of the above factual arguments, it is clear that the Commission=s findings 

of fact are clearly erroneous, it abused its discretion in this matter, and the Commission 

decision should be reversed.      

ISSUE 2: Whether the South Dakota Division of Criminal Investigation complied 

                 with the governing law, rules and regulations when it terminated    

                 Black=s employment. 

The law required the DCI and the Commission to follow the governing 

administrative rules and procedures when seeking to discipline Black.  Consequently, the 

law governing employment relationships in South Dakota is relevant herein.  South 

Dakota is an at-will employment state and an employer can terminate the employment of 

an employee with or without cause unless the employer has taken steps to relinquish the 

at-will relationship created by statute.  Hollander, 2000 S.D. 159, at &13.  An employer 

can relinquish the at-will relationship with an employee if it creates a for cause only 

termination provision by a personnel manual or by enactment of ordinances or policies to 

this effect.  Hollander, 2000 S.D. 159, at &14.  If an employer creates a for cause only 

termination policy, then the employee subject to said policy has a significant and 

protected property interest in his employment.  Hollander, 2000 S.D. 159, at &16.  DCI 

has relinquished any at-will relationship it may have had with Black in this case by virtue 

of the administrative rules enacted by the State of South Dakota.  See, ARSD 

55:10:07:04.  Consequently, Black had a significant and protected property interest in his 

employment and was entitled to a due process hearing before his employment with DCI 
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was terminated.   

The due process hearing Black was entitled to must have been fair and impartial.  

The South Dakota Supreme Court has held that A... [f]undamentally, due process requires 

notice and an opportunity to be heard ... [and that]  ... [t]hese basic guarantees must be 

granted at a meaningful time and in a meaningful manner ...@ (citations omitted).  

Hollander, 2000 S.D. 159, at &17.  Further, Black had a right to the due process hearing 

required by the administrative rules  before he is deprived of his employment which is a 

significant and protected property interest.  Black did not receive the due process hearing 

that complies with the settled law in South Dakota.   

    The first letter dated February 13, 2014, cited the protection order matter as the 

sole and exclusive grounds for the suspension of Black=s employment, but also assured 

Black that no action would be taken against him until the protection order matter was 

resolved.  This letter proved to be false and misleading, as the next letter received by 

Black was the February 21, 2014, letter notifying him that his employment would be 

terminated based solely and exclusively upon the protection order matter, even though 

the protection order hearing had not yet been held.  The DCI administration testified that 

they had considered prior disciplinary actions and measures regarding Black and relied 

upon those matters in support of their decision to terminate Black=s employment.  The 

problem with this assertion is that Black was not notified of the fact that those prior 

disciplinary actions would be a basis for the decision on his employment in 2014.  Black 

had suffered the discipline meted out to him in the past and had successfully completed 

any and all work improvement plans implemented against him.  Since DCI was 
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resurrecting old disciplinary matters, Black was now paying for those sins once again.  

Both letters from Zeeb used and relied upon only the protection order matter to wage the 

employment war against Black.  However, Black was exonerated of all of the wrong 

doing ascribed to him by Patty in the falsified protection order proceedings by the 

Court=s decision in the protection order matter dated March 21, 2014.  Unfortunately, 

DCI did not wait for Judge Dobberpuhl to render his decision on the facts that they were 

relying upon, but acted without solid evidence and in contradiction to the evidence that 

they did have from the NDBCI.  This anxiousness to jump the gun and get rid of Black as 

per Attorney General Jackley and Gortmaker=s direction caused Black to be deprived of 

a fair due process hearing, or a hearing that was meaningful in nature.    

Further DCI error on this issue appears when on March 27, 2014, after Black 

began the administrative appeal process, Gortmaker asserts an additional ground for 

Black=s termination.  Gortmaker relied on an alleged lie by Black relative to Black=s 

personal life and his relationship with his current wife, Lynda.  Gortmaker asserted that 

on June 28, 2013, he had asked Black if he was having a sexual affair with Lynda.  Black 

responded that he was not; however, Gortmaker relied upon one personal text message, 

taken out of context, between emotionally driven parties in a hostile divorce to show that 

Black had previously admitted to the adulterous conduct.  Based upon this, Gortmaker 

asserts that Black engaged in conduct that violated the DCI policy on integrity.  Black, 

however, did not have an adequate opportunity to fully address this issue prior to 

Gortmaker making his decision.  Moreover, Gortmaker=s basis for the dismissal of Black 

in this regard was not authorized by any policy or administrative rule.  Consequently, 
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Black was deprived of a meaningful due process hearing as required by law.   

In addition, the record clearly shows that Patty and parties on her behalf were 

contacting Gortmaker and Attorney General Jackley to complain about Black.  These 

complaints, however, were not about his work, but about old issues and about divorce 

and post-divorce related matters.  Gortmaker and Attorney General Jackley concluded 

that they were tired of hearing Black=s name and he needed to be dismissed.  

Consequently, the determination to dismiss Black was made before any evidence existed 

to justify the dismissal.  In short, the DCI got the cart before the horse and now is 

attempting to justify its actions by hind sight.  After Gortmaker and Jackley met, then 

Zeeb, Satterlee and Even met with Gortmaker and they decide to terminate Black=s 

employment.  This conclusion, as with Attorney General Jackley=s conclusion, occurs 

before any facts exist to terminate Black=s employment.  Given the status of the process, 

Black had no chance to prevail in any hearing before DCI administration nor appeal 

before the Commission.  As a result of the above, Black did not receive a fair and 

impartial hearing during the administrative appeal process and did not receive the due 

process hearing he was entitled to in a meaningful time and meaningful manner.   

Moreover, the Commission is not well versed in the law governing dismissal 

actions and relied upon the advice of Administrative Hearing Office Thomas Lee (Lee).  

Lee clearly failed to advise the Commission of the applicable law and the manner in 

which the administrative rule and the policies should have been applied to Black=s case.  

Further, given the nature of the Commission Findings and Conclusions, it is clear that the 

Commission did not understand the burden of proof in this matter, the factual 
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requirements to sustain the dismissal, nor the correct manner in which to apply the 

governing law, rules and regulations.  In short, absent the proper guidance and direction 

as to how to apply the law and the proper facts necessary to meet the burden of proof in 

this matter, the Commission could not have been functioning in a fair and impartial  

manner required by law and the due process hearing for Black was legally tainted and 

invalid.  

CONCLUSION 

Black prays that the Commission and Circuit Court decisions be reversed and he 

be awarded all benefits he lost as a result of the termination of his employment.. 

REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT 

Black hereby requests oral argument. 

Dated this 1
st
 day of June, 2016. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                              

TIMOTHY R. WHALEN  

Whalen Law Office, P.C. 

P.O. Box 127    

Lake Andes, SD 57356   

Telephone: 605-487-7645 

whalawtim@cme.coop 

Attorney for the Appellant 

 

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 

Timothy R. Whalen, the attorney for the Appellant hereby certifies that the 

Appellant=s Brief complies with the type volume limitations provided for in SDCL  

15-26A-66(b)(4).  The Appellant=s Brief contains 49,942 characters and 9623 words.   

Further, the undersigned relied upon the word count of the word processing system used 
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to prepare the Appellant=s Brief.  

Dated this 1
st
 day of June, 2016.  
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Telephone: 605-487-7645 

whalawtim@cme.coop 

Attorney for the Appellant 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that he served two true and correct copies of the 

Appellant=s Brief on the attorney for the Appellee at his address as follows:  Robert B. 

Anderson, May, Adam, Gerdes & Thompson, P.O. Box 160, Pierre, SD 57501, 

rba@magt.com by e-mail and by depositing same in the United States first class mail, 

postage prepaid, on the 1
st
 day of June, 2016, at Lake Andes, South Dakota. 

Further, the undersigned hereby certifies that the original and two copies of the 

above and foregoing Appellant=s Brief were mailed to Shirley Jameson-Fergel, Clerk of 

the Supreme Court, State Capitol Building, 500 East Capitol Avenue, Pierre, SD 57501- 

5070 by depositing same in the United States first class mail, postage prepaid, on the 1
st
 

day of June, 2016.  Further, one copy of the Appellant=s Brief was e-mailed to the  

aforesaid Clerk of the Supreme Court on the 1
st
 day of June, 2016, at her e-mail address  

as follows: SCClerkBriefs@ujs.state.sd.us. 
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Whalen Law Office, P.C. 
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CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 
STATE OP SOUTH DAKOT/\ 

I N THE MATTER 01? 'I'HE GRIEV.P.NCE OF: 

Mark Black 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 

v. 

Division of Criminal Investigation 

Mark Black(Grievant) was hired in 2005 by the South Dakota 
Division of C~imi nal Investigation. On February 21, 2014, 
Special Agent Black was notified by letter that disciplinary 
action was proposed. In a letter dated March 14, 2014, in 
response to a reqtiest to reconsider a proposal for termination, 
director Brian K. Zeeb acknowledged review of specified 
Hi format :i.on, and de\reloped a· timeline of events .beginning in 
September, 2006 and culminating in an evaluation dated January 
29, 2014, indicating a history of action taken which adversely 
affected the Division of Criminal Investigation. In a February 
21, 2014 letter Special Agent Mark Black was termina t ed. That 
disciplinarY. action was appealed, and the appeal was heard by the 
Sout h Dakota Civil Service Commi ssi on on September 16, 2014. 

The Civil service commission met in Room 412 at t.he south. 
Dakota Capitol Building on September 16, 2014 for purposes of a 
contested hearing and consideration of Grievant's appeal . 
Commission members Ingemunsen, Greff, Garnos, Gr·andpre and 
Mosteller were in attendance, with Barbara Christ i anson 
presiding . 

'I'he issue before the Civil Service Commission was 1•1hether 
just cause exis t ed to terminate the emplo~nent of Grievant. The 
South Dakota Department of Criminal Investigation was represen t ed 
by attorney Robert B. Anderson of Pierre. The Grievant was 
represented by at torney Tim Whalen of Lake Andes . 

The Commission heard testimony that Grievant hacl neen a 
valued asset of the Department of Crimina l Investigat-ion an9 
worked well with other agencies. He had worked skillfully to 
assist prosecutors and support local law enforcement. There were 
many positive aspe~ts of his employment, but Grievant displayed 
frustration, anger and vipdictiveness on repeated occasions that 
caused alarm in and outside the agency. Whether it was marking 

. defamatory messages oh a boat parked outside his residence , 
'rel~tionships with ot~er individuals, cens ure of decisions made 
by co - wor l<ers in a very j:>ublic manner , o l: other expressions of 
~r~stration and anger, it became clear to his ~upeiviaors that 
Grievant could ~ot or would not effectively ma nage his anger. 

. _Nork: i mprovement plans, warnings am1 adminis t rat i ve rnea·sures were_ 
· -: '. .. , ·., ..... 116.t. ef.f~cti:ve in curtailing the displays of unhappiness and lack 
:;:::. .. :"/:·:/·:· .'.:of :i.'oi:?je,C;tiy.~ .ty . Grievant .c;iescri.l:;>ed himself as a paf;S.i<;:mate. and 
· .. ~.:.:·: :.;~.:·~·-··-.::.~·.·~:.:;-_:. -: ~,i~~·::~. :: ; : ".. . . 

r r.· 
.' \ ) . 
G \ IJC\ 
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emotional guy. He testified that when he placed the message on 
the boat, he "knew that it was not ~mart•, yet he did it anyway. 
It was this recurring loss of control that led t he agency to 
terminate . 

The Civil Service Commission cannot put itseH in the 
position of managers or supe~visors, but is obligated to 
determine if just ca\lSe exis\:ed fo1· disciplinary act-ion unde1·· 
t he se cir.-cumst:ances. 'rhe Commission finds that t)1e a_gency had 
just cause to terminate the Grievant in this matter . 

Counsel for the South Dakota Department of Criminal 
Investigation is req~ested to serve p roposed findings of fact and 
conclusi;ons oE law consistent. with this memorandum decision upC?n 
the hearing officer and Gdevant within ten days of receipt of 
this decision. If Gr.ievaqt wishes to submit his own proposed 
finding of fact and conclusions of law and any objection to those 
produced by the South Dakot:a Department oC Criminal 
Invest igation's counsel, he shall do so within 15 days from 
receipt of this decision. The commission will thereafter adopt 
findings and conclusions and an order will be entered, with 
notice of. entry given as provided by l _aw. 

Dated this 1,J-l}J day of ·4-1.L-~----' 2015. 
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SOUTH DAI<OTA CIVIL SERVICE 
COMMISSION 

B~~M~1J 
Acting Chair 
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CIVTL SER VICE COMMISSION 
STA TB OF SOUTH DAKOTA 

fN THE MAJTER OF THE GIUEVANCE 
or: 

MARK BLACK 

V. 

01\ILSION OP CRIMINAL 
JNVESTIGATTON 

FTNDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

The lleariug in Chis appeal was held on September 16, 2014, in room 412 of the South 

Dnkotn Capito! Building in Pierre, SD, before the Civil Service Commission of !he State of 

South Dakota. The hearing was held before a quorum oflhe Civil Service Commission with 

Commission members f ngemunsen ' Mosteller in allendance and 

with Chairman Barbara Clu·isliansc ssion members in attendance 

were experienced in faw enforccm ~L § 3-6D-J • Hearing officer 

wns Thomns Lee. 

The Appelltmt, Mark Black appeared in person 111111 .... ¥ • ..,.l his attorney Timothy Whal.en 

of Lnke Andes, Sb. Tile Division of Criminal I.nvestigntion nppenrccl through its director Bryan 

Oortmnkcr, and through its attorney Robert B. Anderson, both of Pierre, SD. 

The Civil Servlcc Commission heard Rll willlesscs testify nnd observed al l witnesses in 

person other than the follov,iing witnesses who testified lclcphonie11lly1 by agreement of lhe 

parties aiid permission of fJJe Commission: Dave Ackcrmnn, Mnrk MilbrnncH, Barry Hillstead, 

D11ve Lunz.man and Da)e Elsen. 'fhe Conunissioners in ancnda.nce were able to observe the 

witnesses who lesti fied personally and make their juclgmenls as !o the reliability aud credibility 

of the testimony prc$cnled by all witnesses. All of the Comntissioncrs present hcnrd nil of the 
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lcslimony mid reviewed all of the exhibi ls and oilier pot1ions of the record. Aflcr considering the 

record in i ls enlirely, the testimony of lhe wil nesses, the evidence produced, and the argumenl of 

the parlies and their counsel, and good cause appeAring lhe1efore, and the Conunission having 

previously voled to nffirm the tem1inalion of Mark Black by his employer, the Division of 

Crimint1l 1nvestigntion, and a written memorandum decision clalecl April 12, ?.O 15, having 

previously been entered , which Memornndum Decision is nl1achecl hereto, labeled as Exhibit A 

and inco1pornted fully herein by reference, now lhe Civil Service Commission of111e State of 

South Dakota does hereby make lhc following J?i11di11gs of Fact nnci Conclusions of Law. 

FINDTNGS OF FACT 

I. Mark Black (Black) was hired ns an agenl with lhe Division of Criminal 

Jnvestigalion (DCI) in 2005. When in.itially hired Brinn Zeeb (Zeeb) wcis his immediate 

supervisor in !'I region which covered no11henstem South Dnkotn. 

2. On February J 3, 20J 4, Zeeb became nwnre thaL n prolection order had been 

· sc1ved on Black 1hnt nmong other things required Bl::ick to suuender his duty wel'lpons. As n 

result, Dlack was j)laeed on administrntlvc lenve. 

3. The DCT placed Black on adminislrntive leave bccnusc he was required to cal1'y n 
t 

firenr.m in !he course of his employment and being unable lo do so could 110 longer serve as an 

ngenl. 

'I. The Petition for Protection Order was brought i:igrdnst Blnck by bis then ex-wif~ 

Patricia. 

5, Black nnd Patricia had been involved in <1 lengthy, unfriendly divorce that had 

been finalized in Ai1gus1, 2013, 

2 
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6. Jn June, 20 I J, it crone lo lhe aNcntion of lhe OCT thnl Black had spray pninled on 

a bonl which \VllS marital property ond in U1e possession of Palricin. I [e sprny pninted on lhe boat 

in lnrge lclters uPalty Wins" al a time when lhc hont was parked in or near a house inhabited by 

Pnlricin. 

7. Attached lo the petilion for protective orclcr wns n /ellel' writlen by Black to 

Pnfricin which acki1owlcdgcd prior violent beluwior on his pnrt and nn im1bi lity lo conltol llis 

temper. 

8. DCJ was conccmed !hat Black mny have eommilled n crime of domestic violence 

based on lhe infomrnlioo lhcy reviewed !lfter obtaining a copy of the proteclio11 order petition. 

9. Prior to Febnrnry 13, 2014, the DCI had concems abo111 Black's behavior, his 

tendency to make decisions based on emotion rather thanju<lgmenl, and his periodic loss of 

control. On 111 lenst six prior wrillen perso1mcl evaluations, Dlack had been criticized for mCtking 

decisions based on emotion ond not judgmenl. 

I 0. Al one time Block sent an email to everyone in the DCI flS well as the Attomcy 

Ocnernl cri1 icizi11g a prosecuting al1oroey wifh the At1orm:y General's office and submitte<J his 

resignation (wh ich was not accepted). Tbis act \Y<lS !he result of nn emotion11r impulse on the part 

of Block. 

11. Black's wl'itte11 personnel evaluntion done in July, 20 13, noted that: rcMark was 

pf need on WJP (work improvement plnn) based upon a documented history of his difiic111ly with 

s!ressfu)/ei11otional reactions to situnlions. Mark needs lo keep bis head down and mnke sound 

decisions 111 all lime." 

12. Black made very negaqve and ill con~idered and potentially damaging comments, 

which were recorded on n tape recording that he hncJ been making during !he course of 

3 
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inveslignlion done in the Brown County Courthouse in Aberdeen. Portions of the tape evcnl11nlly 

made il on to the inrcmet c-tu·ough olhcrs. The lnpe wns polentially damaging to the confidence 

And lrnst of the public and other law enforcement officinls. 

I J, Blnck wns in mnny ways a skilled ngcnl and vnluable to the DCI when he wns 

<1blc to control his emotions and make good judgments. 

14. Despite being counseled periodically from 2006 onwnrd Black continued lo mnke 

similar mistakes nnd nllow his emotion lo control his behovior and performance. 

15. Tbe DCI views good judgment ns fin imp011<Hlt clrnrnctcristic of an ngenl because 

their agents must dent wilh complex situations involving victims, suspects, other low 

enforcement agencies nnd the public. 

16. A paragraph froni the hand wril1en let1er Block wrote lo Patricio wns obtained by 

someone nnd placed 011 the inlernct for the public to review. The letter was dnnrngi.ng to Black's 

credibility and his continuing ability to serve as an agenl. 

l 7. Doring the course of an investigation Zeeb conducted in response to the filing of 

the protection order nnd tlle i11fo1mntio11 he gflthcl'cd during the course of that investigation he 

become justifiably concerned filat Black's prior bchnvior lrnd flffoctecl or would affect his nbilit>,1 

I 

to work ns nn agent and testify effectively in the futmc. 

18. Because of thcsc concerns, Zeeb discusser! Black's situation with Black's 

immedintc supervisor Jason Even (Even) and AssisCanl Director, Dan Satterlee (Sat1erlee) as well 

ns DCJ Director Ilryan Gortmn.lcer (G011maker). 

19. Zeeb though! discipli ne was necessary bnsccl 011 1l1e infomrntion he had. acquired 

nod Blnck's disciplinary and service history with the DCT. 

{. ~-~ \ (, ) ' 

-.....,, ~ ' 
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20. One concern reJntcd lo the fact thnl DCT 11gcn1s are often asked to investignle 

other law enforcement ngencics or officers across the Stnte nnd the fact that Black had admitted 

conduct Iha! may have been crimimil in na!urc (regardless of whcthe1 it resulled in a conviclion) 

would affect his cibilily to conduct such investigations. 

21. Some of these inveslignlion,~ relnte to clrnrg('.S of domestic abuse ngninst other 

officers and based 01\ the in.formation now on the internet and in othel' places, Zeeb nnd the DC1 

justifiably fell Black's ability to conduct such investigation was compromised. 

22. The convers<Jlions Zeeb had with the other identified DCI officials caused them to 

be co11ccmcd about Black's ability to perform as a DC! agent. 

23. It was detennined that Black should be tennin11led and the facts required such 

action. Zeeb personally agreed .. 

24. After lengthy discussion, Gortmaker, Satterlee, Zeeb nncl Even all agreed that 

discipline was necessary and that te1111ina1ion shouJcl be the discipline imposed. 

25. · As a ~esult of their decision, DCI llu·ough Zeeb wrote a letter dated February 21, 

2014, giving Block notice of in!ent lo termin11te his em1>loymenl with DCJ. The Jetter explAincd 

lhe reasons in detai l. 

26. The basis for discipline described in the notice of lntent to terminate letter 

included nllegntions coHtained in Pntrlcin's applicntion for protection order involving nets of 

l 

physical violence and Black's inabiJity to control his temper, as well as Black's own hand 

written Lelier acJa10wledging many of fhcsc nl,legntions nil of which the DCf was unnware of 

prior fo ~eb1u11ry 13, 2014. 

5 
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27. Tn addition, Che leller stated that Dlack had commillecl what appears to have been 

the crime of simple assault (domcslic violence) whether he was charged or not. The DCI was 

likewise iuiawnre of this prior lo Pebrunry 13, 2014. 

28. · Black's conduct which was the basi$ for the notice of intent to tennillale letter 

dl\tecl Felmrnry 21, 20 14, was ontsidc the scope of his employment b11t 11drninistrative rules of the 

State of South D11kota spccific111ly permit discipline for such ncls. 

29. The acls complained of by Black reflected llnfavornbly by the State, tended lo 

destroy confidence in the operntion of state services or adversely affected the public trust 

pnrticularly since these allegations becnme known lo the public through publicnlion on the 

internet. 

30. The facts described in the nolice of intent to terminate leller also constitute a 

violation ofDCI policy 7.0101 regarding how agents must conduct themselves both on and off 

dt1ly. Dlack's conduct as described in !he notice of in1eut to terminnte leller exhibited conduct 

contrary to_ professional standards nnd unfitness to disclrnrge duties As well as conduct which 

Adversely affocled mornle or efficiency of the DCI 11nd diminish public confidence. 

3 l. Zeeb ni\d olhcrs correctly felt that !hro\1glt tbc history of the documentation Black 

had not represented the DCI in a positive way and therefore violnled the DCl poliC)' noted abo\•c. 

32. Given Block's behavior nnd the DCI's legilimatc concern about his exercise of 

judgment lt wns too grent of risk lo mnintain Blnck ns an active ngent. 

33. After Ofock exercised his right to reply in wriling (O the notice of intent lo 

terminate leper Zeeb and OCT conducted Rddilionnl investigation into Blacks stntemcnts to 

detcm1ine whe~hcr their decision to terminate was justified., TJ1is investigation included the 

review of docu1nents at the Brown County Courthouse, review of nud io recordiugs, review of 

6 ~ 
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voluminous text ~iessnges and having the North D<1kota Bureau of Criminal Tnvestigntion 

condud n sepnrntc investigation. 

3~. As n result of Bl.ick 's response to the notice of intent to !enninnte letter and the 

add itiomil inveslignlion conducted l>)' DCI, Zeeb provided a letter dntcd March L 4, 2014, to 

Block outlining in delail the factual basis for maintaining the DCf ciecision to discipline Black 

and in fact terminate him. Among other things !his additional investigation resulted in the DCI 

staling additional foctunl rensons for the discipl ine against Black, nil of wh ich nrc outlined in 

hearing exJ1ibil 5. 

35. Black's continued behavior throughout his employment with the DCl showed a 

lack of ability lo deal with stressful situations nnd an innbilily to keep his emotional reactions in 

coutrol. 
c 

36. Black displnyed ih1strntio11, nngel' nnd vindictiveness on repented occasions that 

caused alt1i·m in n°ocl outside lhe DCI. 

37. Black over lime proved thnl he could not or would not effeclively manage his 

anger nnd emotion. 

38. DCI repc11tedly notified Bl11ck of their concerns over the behnvior identified in the 

proceeding findin3 nnd attempted to work with him to improve his concluct. Those efforts are 

described in hearing exhibit 5. 

39. Of lhc cxnmples described in hearing exhibit 5 beginning on page 2 continuing 

through 1he bottoin of page 3 were proven by ft prepondernnce of evidence on the record and 

represent separate basis for Black's tcrmirrntion. Hearing exhibit 5 is nl(achcd hereto, labeled as 

Exhibit B And inc'orporntecl hercio by reference. 

7 I 
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<10. Blnck's conlinued hislory of cornh1ct and emotionnl behavior wns n significm1I 

factor in his dclcr;mination. 

41. The foct !hat DCI had nolcd their concerns over Black's prior behavior on 

numerous .occasions and altcmpte<l lo assist him llu·0\1gli evnlualions and two work improvement 

plans was also a legitimate factor in DCI's decision to tenninate Black. 

42. Although Zeeb had been 11 personnl friend of Black ilnd hnd a long \.Vorking 

relationship with him, he was justifiably convinced nftcr the investigation and findings that Blnck 

11ceded to be terminated. 

43. The evidence in the record shows !hat DCI made continuoi1s efforts over a period 

of years lo keep Black in lhe field as an agent and altemplecl to deal with his problems and 

improve his performance. 

44. The tape recording which Black made in !he Brown County Courthouse made its 

way onto the internet and did nol show ngent Black or the DCI inn posjtive light. 

tl5. Bl<1ck hnd difficulty during his career as n DCr agent in dealing with good arnl 

bad on an even level. His emotions often affected his judgment. 

~6. Black had been placed on one work improvement plan as n resul t of his sprny 

painting the boat d1sc\lssed above. DC! saw Urnt as evidence of his inability to control his 

emotions and make bnd decisions. 

41. Black testified that when he sprny painted the mcssnge on the boa! he "knew that 

ii wns not smarl''..Yet1 be d[d it anyway. 

48. B J~ck was critic,ized for how he himdled a disagreement vvith a prosecuting 

attorney in sendi1;g neg<\tivc conunents to everyone in t1Je DCI through fill email. DCI 

8 
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nclministration correctly de!ermi ncd thnl such cri!icisrn should be lrnndlecl inn different wny nnd 

in a more limi!cd fashion. 

lf9. Black received none clay suspension without pay for commenting on a Keloland 

Ulog and iden! ify)ng himself ns n DCT ngcnt inn ml'liuier that lhe DCJ was concerned wo\tld be 

interpreted as an official comment on !heir behalf. 

50. On June 28, 2013, Blnck had been placed on ·n GO dny work improvement plnn by 

his immedinte supervisor Even. 

51. At that time that work improvement plan was imposed on Blnck, the DCI 

specifically relied on the tape recording !hat he bad made and which found its way to the 

internet, the spray painting of the bont discussed above, and 15 other notatious in his personnel 

file that addressed his co11urn111ic11tions nbility with others and his emotional reactions i1t regnrd 

to relationships with others irnd the impact of rhol on his decision mnking. 

52. Orie pu1µose of !he work improvement plnn in June, 20 13, was to gel the rnessage 

across to Block tliot they didn' t want any more of these type of evenls involving emotional 

re.ictions or poor judgment to occw·. Shortly after toe work improvement progrnm was 

completed, Black was again disciplined for the blog comment iclenti fyi ng himself <1s n DCI 

ngcn!. 

53. During the course of events concerning Black which became public, vnrious law 

enforcement officers and agencies contacted Even and asked him wbii! w~s going on, why did 

this happen and !he like. 

54. There were nrticl_es couceming Black in !he Aberdeen Newspnper and on the 

i11tcrnct. They were affecting public knowledge and confidence. 

9 I~ I . 1 
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55. Blnck explc:iined the incfdenl whore ho spray pninlcd lhc boal as representing an 

impulsive reac1io11 to his fiuslration with his divorce proceedings. 

56. Black's response lo lhe Kelolancl blog idenlifying himself as n DCI agent was 

noliced by lhe Attorney General's Office and broughl to the allcnlion of lhe DCI by lhal office. 

57. The Jetter written by Black lo Patricia during the course of their divorce which 

was ullimalcly placed on I he intcrncl by unidentified parties admitted lo nc!s of violence in 

bl'enking and des troying personal properly nnd physical conlacl between Block nnd Patl'icia. 

58. By stMtlle, lhe DCJ is the Jaw enforcement ogcnc)' charged with the duty and 

obligation to assist other agencies including both local nnd stale ngencics, municipal police 

departments, county sheriff$ nnd others engaged in law enforcement 

59. The role of the DCI is unique nnd Jnw enforcement in South Dakota. As explained 

by assistant director Satterlee they "police (he J>olice". 

60. wi1cn Black sent an cnrnil to nll DC! employees slnte wide cril icizing and 

blaming nn assistanl attorney general for the manner in which they prosccl1lcd a cnse, Gorlmaker 

I 

intervened wi(h then Altomey General Lal'l'y Long to snve Block's job. Gorlmnkcr con·ectly 

viewed il ns nn example of Black's emolions overcoming his renson and judgment. 

61. The IRpe recotding wJlich ulti mately made ii to the internet <J nd which involved 

Agent Black among others was in !he eyes of Director Oortmnkcr very inappropriule and hannfol 

to !he DCI nncl its image. 

62. Go11maker was juslifolbly concerned abolll the inciclenl where Black spray 

painted lhc bont because it also showed a confinualion of J3Jack's emotions 9vercoming his 

judgment. 

10 
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63. Gortmakcr was justifiably concerned about I31ack 's response on the Keio land 

news blog criticizing a mother who had posted remarks about a swat te11m exercise, nnd 

identifying himself lherejn as a ))Cf agent. He viewed thal as a co11liuualioi1 of poor judgment on 

the par! of Bll'lck. 

64. Gorlmakcr and the DCT determined that Black's behavior over n period oftime 

reflecting poor judgment and a tendency lo react emotionally affected him, his credibility ~md his 

11bili ty to carry out his duties as a DC! agent. 

65 . After the initial of intent to tcnninatc letter dated Febnrnry 21 , 20 14, and Black's 

response, the DCI conducted ncldi tionnl Jnves!ign1ion which runong other things revealed 5'10 

pages of text messages rnnny of which were sent by Black. Director Oorlmaker reviewed all of 

those and he hnd never seen them prior to lllat time. 

66. Oortmaker's review of the lex! messnges confirmed his decision that Black should 

be terminated. 

· 67. Among other things Black admitted lo his wife in a 1ext message that he would 

!1tke lhe stand nnd odmit to oclultery when he had previously specifically denied such actions to 

Director Gorlmal{cr in response to ~ specific and direct question . 

68. Gortmnker made !lie determinalion that if Dlnck would lie lo his wife, Black 

would lie to him in the comse of his duties and respoiis ibililies. That has always been 

Gortmnker's rnle in· dealing with other employees of the DCf. 

69. Throughout the course of his employment with DCI, Block had been furnished 

written personnel evaluations corrunenting on his need to improve his control of emotion, he Wi'IS . 

offered counseling, he \Wts placed on two work improvcme11l plans in an effort to improve his 

pe1fornrnnce and save hirn ns an agent. 

11 
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70. Black's inability to control.his emotionnl response to stressful evenls as set forth 

above negatively affected !he confidence ofothers in him as an agent nnd i11 the DCI as well as 

their respective relationships with olher law enforcement age11cies nnd individuals. 

71. Blnck's rcpMtcd behavior in pennitting his emotions to overcome his belier 

jlldgmcnl nnd reasoning reflected unfavoi·ably 011 the 8tnte nnd the DCl and destroyed 

conficlcncc in the·opcrnrion of the DCT ns well as adversely affecting the public trust in the State 

and the DCI. 

72. Black's behavior nnd in pm1icular his tendency to react emotionnlly to stressful 

sil1111tions and not use his beUer judgrnenl became known to other law enforcement <1gcnci es and 

inclividunls and to !he public in genernl. 

73. Black's cmolional responses lo stressful silua(ions and his tendency to allow 

emotion to overcome better judgment ancl reason caused his supervisors al the DCl to lose trust 

nnd confidence in his ability to effectively net as Rn agent and a represen1a1ivc of the DCL 

74. Binck violllted ru le 7.0101 oflhe DCI personnel policy manual in that he fa iled to 

conduct himself on ru.id off duty in n mnnner (hat renected favornbly on the DC!. 

75 . Black violAted rnle 7.0101 of the DCI perso1mcl policy mnmrnl in that his condnct 

both on and off duty aclvcrscly affcc!ecl the morale and ·efficiency of the DC( imcJ diminished 

public confidence. 

76. Black's co11d11c'l and violation of !he DCI policy set forlh in !he preceding t.wo 

findings of fact negatively impacted the (rnst of others in the DCI and those in o(\)er law 

enforcement tigencies in regard to Black's Ability to perform the duties of his position and 

reflected poorly on the DCL 
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71. The evidence presented al the hearing is sufficient lo cslt1blish good cnuse for 

Black 1s termination b)' DCI. 

78. Black's net ions ns set forth in these findings of fact disrupted lhe efficiency or 

morale of the DCJ. 

79. Black violated standard work rules and OCT policies established for the safe, 

efficient OJ' effeclive OperaliOll of !he 0 Cf. 

80. Black violated the provisions of ARSD 55: I 0:07:04(26). 

81. The bnsis for termination given lo Black in !he initial notice of intent lo terminate 

letter dated Febrnary 2 l, 20 [ 4, imd in the supplcme.ntal n61ice of !errninnlion datccl March l 1l, 

2014, WAS supported by credible evidence in !he record and persuasive focls. 

82. Good cause nnd factual supporl ex ist lo supp011 Lhe discipline which wns imposed 

on Black as 11 rcsull of the focls nnd circumstances described in tbesc findings of fact. 

83. Good cause ex isled for the tenninntion of Black by the DCI. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

J. The Civil Service Commission of the Stnle of South Dnkoln has jurisdiction over 

I 
both the subject matter of this proceeding ru1d the pnrlies. 

2. Ali of the evidence and lestimon)' wns hcnrd by a quomm oft he Civi l Service 

Commission for the State of South D11kota. Of those members present, three were experienced in 

Jaw enforcement as that term is ut iJfzed in SPCL 3-6D-I. 

3. The DCJ mel its burden of going forward, its bmden of proof, and its burde.n of 

persuRsion to es!Clblish there was good ca\lse for discipline lo be imposed on Black, 

'1. The DCf met its burden of going forward, its bmden of proof, nnd i !s bnr<len of 

persuasion to establish there w<1s good cause for Black's tenninalion. 
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5. Given the facts <ind circumstances which existed and which arc described in these 

findings of foct and conclusions of law, there was good cause for the DCI 10 tcnniniitc Black's 

employment. 

6. These conclusions of law arc based on the facts and other evidence prcseutcd nt 

the hearing held on September 16, 2014 mid on !he Commission's assessment of the credibil ity 

of the var'ious witnesses as well as 011 the mcmorondum decision elated April 12, 2015, which is 

attached hereto, lnbelcd ns Exhibit A and incorporated herein by reference. 

7. Black's appcRI is dismissed and the decision oftheDCJ in regard to the 

termination of Black's employment is upheld. 

8. The memornndum decision entered by the Civil Service Commission dated April 

12, 20 I 5, is hereby incorporated fnlly be reference. 

9, Ali order consistent with these findi11gs of fact and conclusions of law shall be 

issued by the Civil Service Commission . . 

....... , ....... _..__. ___ _ 

Dated !his jj·Jiday of May, 2015. 

SOUTH DAKOTA CIVIL SERVICE COMMTSSION 

.µ4-.:.!..'....:...:.:...:....:..-\...c..J~ ;,J;:;_,//uyryJ 
BY: 
It's Chainnru1 
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ClVIL SE:Rvrcg COMMISSION 
STAn:: OF SOOTH DAKOTA 

IN THE MATTER OF THE GRIEVANCE OF: } 
) 
) 
) 

l 
J 
r 

Mar.le IJlack 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 

v. 

r.>:i.vision of Criminal Inves~igal:ion 

M.ark Bl ack (Gl:.·ievant) \•Jas hired in 2005 by the South Dakota 
Dj.vision of Crim:i.nal Investigation . On Febn1a:ry 21 , 2014, 
Special Agent Black was notified by letter that disciplinary 
action was proposed . In a letter dated March 11, 2011 , in , 
.response to a request to .recons:i.der a proposal for termination, 
director Brian K. Zeeb acknowledged review of specified 
inf:ormation 1 and developed a timeline of events beginning in 
September, ·2006 a nd culminating in an cvalual:.ion dated January 
29, 2014, indicating a history of action taken wb.ich adversely 
affected the Division of Criminal Investigat:i.on. In a February 
21, 201~ letter Special Agent Mark Black was t erminated. That 
disciplinary, action was appealed, and the. appeal was heard by the 
South Dakota civil Service Commission on September 16, 2014. 

The Civil Service commission met in Room 112 at the South 
Dakola Capitol Building on September 16, 2014 for purposes of a 
contested hearing and consideration of Grievant's appeal . 
Commission members Ingemunsen, Greff, Garnos, Gr.anctpre and 
Mosteller were in a ttendance, with Barbara Christianson 
presiding. 

.... .. .. . '. 

·rhe issue befo2:e the Civil service Commission v1as whe t her 
just cause existed to terminate the employment of Grievant. The 
south Dakota Department of Criminal J.nvesti.gation \•/as repr.esented 
by attorney Robert a., Anderson of P.:!.erre. 'rhe Grievant \•?as 
r~p~~~.e!! .~.~·g. ~.;y -~.~·~o.rn~Y ... T·t.m \qhalery,,.of:. ·Lake Andes .. 

The Commission heard tes t imony that Gd.evant had been a 
-- valued asset of the Department of Crimina l Investigation and 

worked \'/ell. with other agencies. He hi;l.d \'lorlc.ed skillfully to 
assist prosecutors and support· local law enforcement . There \'/ere 
many positive aspects of his employment, but Grievant displayed 
frustration, anger and vindictiveness on re eated cc sions t_hat 
caused a arm in and outs1de the agP.nC:(. l~hether it was mat'king 
aef.amatory messages on a boat parked outsi de his residence, 
relationships with other individuals, censure of decisions made 
by co · workers in a v.er y publ1c manner, or ot:her expressions of 
frustration and anger, it ~f?came clear to his s.upervisore that 
Grievant could not or would not effectively m,n~ge his anger. 
work i mprovem-ent-p:l.:-ans"'l)'Jar:n:t:ngm-aaffilID.s tra c; .t ve mea·sures were 
n.ot effective in curtailing the displays of unhappiness and lack 
of objectiv.i..ty. Grievant described himself as a passionate and 

. f\ . , -~ ~. r,=~=F.>e~H~r~-1r X!E:J=·. · 
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!\11.AIRN J. JAC(,{tt:V 
ATTORNI;\' GEMERllL 

March 14, 201;1. 

Mark Blad< 
33396132""·st. 
Aberdeen, SD 57401 

Dear Mr. Blacl<: 

ST/f1·E OF smm.'1 DAi<Or/•, 
IIJlP\if-0~0©~ (())IF <C~U~WOC\9~ll. OU'~~~$1~@t% li'O@~~ 

or=r=ccr: or- /.\lT:ORNt:V GEN~RM. 
GEOROf: S. MICl<GlSOflJ CRfMll-l/11. JUSTICE CGllJTL:R. 

PIERRE, SOl.)TK DAl<OTA 57501·6G05 
PHONE (605) 773·3331 

PAX (606) 773·'1629 
.1.nw r::nrorwncmt Trninln9 
SIDIO fo/r,MIC l<illol'<)\c1)' 

CErfflr:IED- RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

I am In receipt of your February 23, 2014, letter In which you Indicated that you would like ll1P. to 
reconsider proceeding with your termination. I have had the opportunlt\' to review and consider your 
correspondence dated february 23, 2014, and also vddltlonal Information to include the following 
Items: 

0 13rown County Protection Order documents, Petition and Affidavit for Protection Ortler 
(Domestic Abuse), dated 2·13·111, 5 pages; 

0 Orown County Protection Order documents, Notice of Hearing, dated 2·13·14, 2 pages; 
0 Brown County Protection Order documents, Order for Protection, dated 2·13-14, 3 

pciges; 
e Orown County Protection Order documents, Petitioner's Affidavit in Support of PeUllon 

for Protection Order, dated 2-13-14, 40 pages; 
o Orown County Protection Order documents, Brown County Sheriff's Office Receipt of 

Service, elated 2-1.4~14, 2 pages; 
0 North Dakota O ureciu of Crimi pal lnvestiGalion (ND OCI) Investigative Report of Domest!c 

Violence Allegations, 8 pages; 
0 Brown County Sheriffs Office Report. dated 12-9·13 Investigative Report ofTheft, 8 

pages; 
o Aberdeen Pollce Department Report elated 1-27-14 Investigative Report of Identity 

Theft, 7 pages; 
o Corresponqence among vours~lf, P.atly Blade, nnd Patty Blad<' s attorney, 19 pages; 
o Audio recording of \'our Interview with ND BCI, clated.2-19-14, 1hour7 minutes; 
o Audio recording of Morgan Olack's Interview with ND OCI, dated 2-19·1'1, ?.4 mlnuies; 
o Audio recording of conversation between you and Potty Black, 5 minutes; 
o ·Copy of text messaffes oetween you and P(ltly Olil~k, dated 12-19·12 to 12·0·13, sqo 

pages. 

' . 
Your contlnuecl conduct has lwcJ an lrrev!?rsible effect on YOll( ability to conthlUe to perform your dulles 
as D Special Agent. Your conduct hil s not only damaged your repLililtlon o~ an agent, but II ha.<> also 

~(\ · t (} (1 3'2\ . 
\ .,· (, v 
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Mark nlack 
March 14, 2014 

PaBe 2 

( 

destroyed the public cind. Division's coiirldencc fn your ability to maintain professional standards at <'Ill 
tirnes while on and off duty, You have shown a liick of ability to deal with stressful situations nn<l nh 

inability to lceep your emotional reactions In control. You hayC! also continued to fail in the ability to 
consider consequences of your actions llncl communications insuring your decisions do not bring 
discredit to yourself, the Division, and the Anorney Genera l's Office. 

ThC! Olvlsioh has repeatedly attempted to work with you over the years to help Improve your conduct'. 
This has occurred In many wnys inclucllng supervisors addressing areas of weakness and needs 
Improvement in your evaluations,. coaching you In your day-to·day development and relationships, 
holding y.ou accountable PY disciplinary nctlon, lmplenientlng a Worf< Improvement Plan, and offering a 
relocation of your duty station. These progressive discipline attempts have obviously fnlled 'to change 
your behavior. Building and maintaining rclatfonshlps are con~ functions of the Division. It is made 
C1bundantly clear to each and every curreht and future employee of the Division th<lt relntlonships are of 
tile utmost impQttance. 

The fol.lowlng are several ex<imples of f!tlempts inn de by the Division to address these issues and to 
correct your conduct: 

9-7·06 Evaluation - Needs Improvement section - Notutlon to remind yourself to maintain your 
composure aml riot allow your emotions to take over; 

8-1-07 Evaluation - Needs Improvement section ~ Notation to remlncl yourself to maintain a positive 
attitude when things are difficult or do not turn out the way you hoped; 

2·13·08 Evaluation - Relations with others/PlJblic - Notation regarding a traffic stop In your person1ll 
vehicle by the South Dakota Highway Patrol when you became frustrated one! vocal toward a trooper. 
Needs improvement section - Notation regarding maintaining your composure <1Liring stressful times 
when dealing with others In law enforcement; 

5·18·08 - Emal! resigning your position as a DCI Agent due to frustration over the Attqrney General's 
Office's handling of the Nick Berbos case and irnrassment by Derbes; 

6-4-08 - Memo reeording your email to. nlf DCI Agents nncl Attorney General long and your perception 
of Assistant Attorney Genenil Mayer's Incompetent manner In deal.Ing with the case. This unbecoming 
conduct was cause for a two-day suspension without. pay t1n<I requirer! meetings with Dr. iv1agnavito on 
ti rnonthl\' basis; 

8-12·08 Evaluation - Relations with Others/Public - NotCJtlon reg<1rding disagreements with other 
investigators In Aberdeen and ta~ing the high road. Needs Improvement section-· Not<ltlon regarding 
the need to seek out avenues to relieve· your stress und not allow your emotions to t:et the best of you; 

9-3-08 - Memo to nll agents fron1 you regarding yollr frnstrntion with the Oerbos case and your apology 
to Assistant Attorney General Mayer nnd to ail agents. You exp fa in your regret for acting hastil\'i 
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Mark 8/ilck 
M;irch 1'1, 2014 
Page 3 

~-· · . 

3-13-09 Evaluation - Relationships with Superiors/Peers - Notation regardine the need to remain in 
control of your emotions ancl not Jet others affect how you do your Job. Needs Improvement secllon -
Notation regarding tile need lo continue to work on your relationships with others In this assigned area, 
which al lime~ can be a challenge; 

I 

8·30-11 Evalual/on - Relationships with Others/Public- Notation regarding Ironing out differences that 
you may lrnve with people and not to let things fester. Needs Improvement section - Notation 
rognrdlng thr. need to deal with work Issues when they nrlsc so lt doas not affect parties Involved for a 
prolonged time period; 

3-20·12 i:valuatlon - Relationships with Superiors/Peers - No talion regarding Involvement In an office 
conflict and encournglng to learn from this situation and apply to future relationships. Needs 
Improvement section - Notation regarding the need to do a better job of dealing with things on the 
front side so they do not turn into bigger issues down the road; 

9-6-12 Evaluation-· Needs Improvement section - Notation regarding the need to make sure that your. 
passion does not become the focal point of your Investigations and dealing with things on the front side 
and m ovl ng on; 

2-7-13 Evaluation~ Relations with others/Public - Notation regarding the need to make sure to take 
things In stride and work toward remedies. Written and Oral Communications- Notation regarding a 
racordlng tlrnt made Its way to the internet. Needs Improvement section - Notation regarding dealing 
with issues that arc positive or negative on an even level; 

6-3 .. 13 - Meeting regarding spray painting your boat with "Patty Wins" due to frustrations with Patty 
Black over the divorce process; 

6·28-13 Worl< Improvement Plan - Notice regarding your continued conduct and the adverse effect on 
the C11Jlllly of both the DCI and Attorney General's Office to conduct business effectlvely with other 
officers rind the public; 

7·30-13 Evaluation - Needs Improvement section - Notntlon regarding being placed on a Work 
Improvement Plan reaarding your hrstory_ with stressful and emotional reactions to situa tions and 
mnklng sound decisions Clt all times; 

10-8-13- Notice with Intent to.discipline regarding a one-day suspension without pay due to Cl 9·18-13 
rcspons~ to a KELOLAND.com story about a SWAT training even t and response as a South Dakota OCI 
Agent sin ling the story was il waste of time by the media and the mother would rather whine to get her 
face on camera than explain to her child the need for lt1w enforcement training; 

1-29-14 Evaluation - Written and Oral Communication section - Notation regarding a one·day 
suspension wlrhout pay for a written comment 011 l<ELOIAND.com where you Iden tiffed yourself as 11 DCI 
Agent. Needs Improvement section- Notation regarding the need to understnnd that others in lhe 

/,,I · \· \ 
f v (
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Marie Blacl: 
March 14-, 2014 
rage~ 

ogency can recognize: when you are not happy and Isolating yourself-from others is not i'l posHiv(! vMy to 
deal with issues. 

I have fully considered all the! Information y~u have provided to me. /\fter consideration, I stand by rny 
decision to terminate your employment wfth the South Dakota Division of Criminal Investigation as I 
referenc·ed In my Febnwrl' 21, 2014, letter to you. The reasons given In this le tter In support of my 
decision to terminate your employment wlth the DC! nre based on 11dcl itlonnl review of documents ancl 
are intended to supplement i1ncl further explain my inltlal decision. Effective ill 5:00 PM on March 14, 
20:1.4, you are terminated. 

Pursuant to the Administrative Rules of South Dakota (ARSD} 55:10:08:16, you have the right to appeal 
this decision . You have 14 days from the date at the top of this letter (March 14, 2014) lo go to the next 
step ln the i!ppeal procedure. lf\'Ott want to nppeal th ls decision, this letter will allow you to proceed lo 
Step 2 of the appeal procedure. Step 2 ls an appeal to Director Gortmaker. Your failure to meet any of 
the time lirnifs In the appeal process will be considered a wlthqrawal of your appea l in accordance with 
ARSD 55:10:08:14. · 

Sincerely, 
Ll~ ·-· 

/ef/fl.. • ' ' .l 
t?-tLe':tti.tl 
Brian I<. Zeeb 
Assist·ant Director 
SD Division of Crlrninal Investigation 

cc: Director Gortmal<er 
Attorney General J<!Cf<ley 
Personnel File 

. ( c) . 
.. \ ~ 

( ' r 
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CIVIC SERYTCE COMMISSION 
STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA 

IN THE MATTER OF THE GRIEV t\NCE 
or: 

MARK BLACK 

v. 

DIVf$10N OP CRJMfNAL 
lNVESTIGA TION 

ORDER 

The lienring on !he grievance and appeal of Mark Black was held September 16, 2014, in 

Piel'l'e, SD, before a quornm of the Civil Service Commission for the State of So\llh Dakota. 

Inc!udecl in !hose members piesent \>.'ere three of the Commission members who were 

experienced in Jaw enforcement as that tenns is utilized in SDCL § 3-60-1. A memornndum 

decision dated April 12, 21051 was entered by lhe Civil Service Commission. Based on nil the 

evidence prod.ucecJ at the hemfog, and based on the findings of fact and conch1sions of law 

enlcred by this Co11m1ission, and good cause appenring tbcrefore, it is 

ORDERED, that there was good cause established for !he termination of grlevanl imd 

nppellcmt Marie Biack and that the termination of Mark Black's employment by the Division of 
I 

Criminnl Investigation is affirmed and his nppea.l is dismissed. 

J..1f~ 
Dated this&..:::::. day of M1iy, 2015. 

~»UTH DAKOTA ClVU: SERVICE COMrvfISSION 

'-lfferbm- eL±~J . 
BY: 
It's Chairmnn 

[\ ·1 \'-" c '\__:-- <.: " ( ' 
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CIRCUI'I' COURT OF SOUTH DAKO'I'A 

SIXTH ,JUDICTAL C IRCUIT 
HUGHES COUNTY COUR'l'HOUSE 

P.O. BOX J238 
PIETIHE, SOU'l'H DAl<O'I'A 5750l·i238 

JOHN BROWN 
PRESIDING CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE 

Phone: (605) 773-3970 
Fax: (605) 773-6492 

John.Brown@ujs.stale.sd.us 

Timothy \iVha len 
Whalen Law Office, P.C. 
Lake Andes, SD 57356 
whalawtim@cme.coop 

Robert Anderson 
May, Adam, Gerdes & Thompson 
Pierre, SD 57501 
RBA@mayaclam.net 

February 1, 2016 

MONAWEIGER 
COURT REPORTER 

Phone: {605) 773-3971 
Mona.Weiger@ujs.state.sd.us 

l<ATIE J, HRUSKA 
SIXTH CIRCUIT LAW CLERK 
l<alle.Hruska@ujs.stata.sd.us 

Re: H\1ghes County Civ . No. 15· 125: Madt Black v. Division of Cr iminal 
Investigation 

MEMORANDUM DECISION 

This is an appeal from the Civil Ser\iice Commission regarding l'l'!ark Black's 
termination of employment. The Division of Criminal Investigation termiirnted 

Mark Blac]< for cause. Mark Blnck eventually appealed that decision t.o the 
Commission, which affirmed termination. Mark Black now appeals to th is Circuit 

Court. This Court. affirms the Commii:;sion. 

BACKGROUND 

Ma rk Black ("Black") began employment as an agent with t.he Division of 

Criminal Investigation ("DCI") on A\1gust 5, 2005. AR. at 110. He was terminated 

on February 24, 2014. AR. at 88. Before being terminated, Blac;k was consiclerecl 

1 
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one of DCI's top five agents. HT. nt 110 (Even); HT. at: 139 (Satterlee) . Black was 

awarded the Distinguished Serv ice Award in 2009. AR at 254. Evel'yone agreed 
that Black was recognized as a good agent who per formed his wor k exceptionally. 

Howev~r, the record shows a long _history of temper, emotional imbalance, 

and poor judgment when \lnder stress. These haye been contim10\1s concerns of DCI 
since Black's first year of employment. Within his first yeal', h e l'eceivecl high 
marks and praise on his eva luation of Septembe1· 7, 2006, but was told that he 
needed "to continue to 1·emincl himself to maintain his composure and uot allow his 
emotions to take over ." AR. at 112. For the fast part of 2007, his evaluation reacl, 

"lVIark needs to remind himself to maintain a positive attitude when things are 

clifficul.t or do not Lum ou t the " '.ay he hope(!." AR. a t: 115. Anothel' eval\iation six 

months later in February of 2008 revealed the same pt'oblem: "Mark needs t.o 
maintain his composure clul.'ing stl'essfol times when clealing with others in" law 
enforcement. AR. at 118. Later that yea1·1 his evaluation advised that "lVIark on 

occasion makes poor clecis1011s with regards .to h is re lationship with others. Mark 
had at times a very difficult G month period and became frust1·ated and 

disappointed. This became an issue when ho sent B resignation email to <1ll agents 
in the DC! and to the At.t01·ney General." It continued on to recommend 

improvemen~ h? seeking "out avenues to relieve his stress and not allow his 

emotions to get the best of J1im . 1.Vfark un clel'stancls what is ~xpected of him, but has 

in the recen t past made poor choices in h ow he expresses himself." AR. at 121. The 

email r esu lted in 2·day work suspension and GO·day work improvement plan, and 
Black saw a colmselor. He received an additio1rn l five simila1· evaluation s outli ned 
in Zeeb's second letter. AR. at 105; 122·3G. Black was pnt on a work impl'Ovement 

pfan "based upon a documented history of his difficulty with stressful/emotional 

reactions to situations. Mark needs to keep his head down ancl make so\l ncl 
decisions at a ll times ." AR. at 1'10; 226. 

Outside of work, Black commented 9n the KELOlancl blog about a SWAT 

training event. Because he indicated he was a DCI agent on his Facebook page, his 

comment was linked, and it appeai·ed that the comment was made on behalf of the 
DCI. He wrote: "This story is an excellent example of a waste of time by the media . 

'I'his 'mother' wou ld rat.her whine t:o ge t her face on camera than be a parent and 
explain to her child, it is the people that protect us practicing to lrnep us safe frnm 
bad guys." AR. at 105; 229. Bl~ck was disciplined with a 1 ·day s11spensio11 . 

Black hacl a pending divorce occurring· around 2013 that was very hostile. 
Black was ve1·y frustrated and spray·painted the phrase "Patty wins" on his boat 
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that was parked on the street-in front of his home. On Februal'y 1·3, 201'1, his ex · 

wife filed a petition fot• a protection Ol'der. That same day, Black's supe1•viso1·, Brian 

Zeeb, wrote to Blach advising him that because he had to rel inquish his service 
weapon, he had to be "on administrative leave with pay until this issue [of the 

protection order] is resolved or until further notice from me." AR. at 35. The 
Protection Order alleged many things, of which none were the basis of termination 

for cause. Instead, the only basis in the protection order was found in an attached 

document, one handwritten letter by Black himself to his then·wife. That. letter 
elated October 23, 2013 incl ucled these passages: 

"As for my tempel', rage, and razor tongue, I finally 

figured out how bad I hurt everyone around me. 
Especia lly you. I said numerous hateful things ... 

''I know you feel like a victim ... 
''Yes babe I know I pt1nchccl walls and doors, broke dishes, 

picture~, 

"I pushed and shoved you as well for that I am sorry too. 

A[n] bonest reflection is that we both mistreated each 

other ... " 

AR at 59·GO. Because of the admission in the letter of physical contact that may 

nrise to domestic simple assault; and a clear showing of Black's continued lack of 
emotional control and poor judgment, DCI (through Zeeb) sent a letter elated 

Febrnary 21, 2014, stat.ing- that it intended to terminate Black's em.ployment. AR. 
at88·91. 

The ·notice of termination letter cited AR.SD 55:10:07:04(26) and DCI Policy 

7.0101 as a basis for finding jnst cause to terminate. AR at 88·89. In response, 

Black WM given the opportunity to be heard anc\ wrote a lengthy letter explaining 
his side of the story. AR. at 92· 102. 'l'his response letter caused S-npervisor Zeeb to 

reconsider. Zeeb reviewed numerous documents and information ancl outlined his 

findings in another letter. He stood by his decision and advised Black on the appeal 

process afforded to him. AR. at 103· lOG. Black appealed to Director Gortmaket• 
who i·einvestigated and reconsidered. In doiug so, he instead found more support 
for termination and affirmed Zeeb's decision. AR. at 170·7'1. Specifica lly, Black 

texted his ex·wife on May 17, 2013, the following, "Not after I take t he stand and 

admit to adultery. I told you I'll give you what u want. Btw [by the way] I broke up 

w/Lyncla." AR. at 170. Gortnrnker had asked Black if he committed adultet•y, to 

which Black said no. In lig·ht of this text, Gortmaker considered Black was lying to 
him 01• lying to his wife, in either case being a violation of DOI Policy 7.0103 
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"Integrity" and "unbecoming conduct." of An agent unde1· 7.0101. Gortmaker stoocl 

by Zeeb's decision. 

1'hen, Black appealed to the Attorney General, Marty Jackley, who l:\lso 

affil'med Zeeb's decision and denied the appeal. AR. at 197. 

Next, Black appealed to the Civil Se1·vice Commission. At the hearing, DCI 
presented witnesses who testified about Black's long history of emotional imbalance 

and poor judg·ment. Black pl'esentecl numel'ous commendation exhibits and 

\\•itnesses who testified about his cha1•acter and being a great agent. The 
Commission considered all of the above acts and fo\\ncl that just cause existed to 

terminate the employment of Black. AR. at 278·80. Findings and Conclusions were 
entered. AR. at 315-28. 

Black now appeals to this Circuit Court. This Court heanl oral ai·guments by 
counsel on Jam1ary 6, 2016. This Comt now affirms the decision of the DCI 

administ1·atot·s and the Commission. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

Agency decisions conceming questions of law are fully reviewable. 1 "'vVhether 

the facts establish just cause for termination is a leg·al question reviewed de novo. 11 

Irvine I'. C.if;y of Sioux. Fall$J 2006 S.D. 20, ~I 4. "In reference to the civil service 
board's factual findings, we have said that 'we do not judge witness credibility, a 
matter Jeft to those presiding first hand."' Id. Otherwise, this court's review of a 
decision from an aclmi.nistrati ve agency is governed by SD CL 1 ·26-36. "The court 

shall give great weight to the find ings made and inferences drawn by [the 
Commission] on questions of fact" and reverse only when those findings are "clearly 

erl'oneous 'in light of the ent.ire evidence in the recorcl."2 Documentary evidence is 
reviewed de 110110.s 

ANALYSIS 

I. Whether the facts relied on by DOI establish just cause to terminate Black's 
employment? 

1 Hayes v. Rosenbaum Signs & 011tdoorAd11er., Inc., 2014 S.D. Gt.J , 117, 863 N.W.2d 878, 881. 
2 Willinms I'. S.D:Dop'to/'Agr.,,20f0 S.D. 19, ii 5, 779 N.W.2<1397, •JOO: SDCL 1· 2G-3G. 
3 Martz I'. Hills Materials, 2014 S.D. 83, ~ 111, 85'7 N.W.2d •113, 41'7. 
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DCI cited one regulation and one policy that were violated by Black 

continuously throughout his employment as support fo1· just cause to tel'minate 
Black's employment. 'rhe Commission citccl the same two authorities fol' finding 

just cause existed to terminate. 

The firs t reg'tila tion, ARSD 55:10:07:0,J, is entitled1 "Causes for disciplinary 
action." It reads in relevant: part, 

Disciplinary action uncle1· this section may be taken for 
conduct within or outside the scope of employment. 
Disciplinary action may be taken for just cause as 
reported to. the commissione1-, including the just causes 
listed in tl~is s~ction: ... (ZG) The employee has eng·agecl 
in conduct, eithe1! pl'io1· to or during employment with the 
state that reflects ul1favorably on the state, destroys 
confidence in the operation of state services, or adversely 
affects the public trnst in the state. 

ARSD 55:10:07:QtJ(2G). 

Black's main argument is that DC! did not present the 1·ight witnesses to 
prove that Black "engaged in conduct that rnfleots \mfavorably on the state, 
destroys confidence in t he operat.ion of state services, or adversely affects the public 
trust in the state." Black would require DCI to present witnesses from the general 
public, outside of the agency, to testify whe ther Black's conduct spoiled their 
personal view of, confidence jn, and trust of the. state and DCI. To take this 
proposal to its logica l extreme, Black would require a parade of individuals to t11e 
court and having them polled without suggesting what level of personal lrnowleclge 
each person wou ld have, where these people need to reside, 01· how nHu1y members 
of the public are needed for DdI to meet its burden of proof. Black woulcl have some 
amount of 1·andom indi viduals testify about their opiI1ion that would somehow be a 
reflection of the general public's opinion. Additionally, this proposal has judicial 
economy concc1•ns. 

Instead, to meet its bmclen, DCI presented the directors and assistant 
directors of the DCI who had substantial experience working in DCI, observing and 
worbng with the ag·ents and the public, and who are charged with the duty of 
managing DCI. Ol1e way it manages the DCI is handling and improving the 
public's opinion of the DCI. "A witness may testify to a matte1· only if evidence is 
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int1•oclucecl sufficient to support a finding that the witness has personal knowledge 
of the matter. Evidence to prnve pe1•sonal knowledge may consist of the witness's 
own testiinony." SDCL 19· 19·602. 'l'hosc members of DCI testified as laypersons 
with personal knowledge of what is expected of an agent with regard to public 

opinion, public trust, nncl public appearance. These witnesses also had pers01rnl 
knowledge of the events that occurred smTomuling Dlack. These witnesses are the 

best witnesses available for determining whether conduct may destroy confidence in 
the agency or adversely affect public trnst in the agency. They are best able to 
effectively gauge the potential impact an agent's actions may have befol'e actual 

damage to the agency or its public image occms. 

Furt.her, Black presents no authol'ity fot• his pl'Oposal that. "the test is t.o show 

that pm·ties independent of the DOI aclministrntion were adversel;-11 affected as 

JH'oviclecr by this admin.istrative rule." Black's Bl'iefat 14. While the failure to cite 
authority is fatal for an issue at the Supreme Court level,'l it is illustrative to this 

circuit court' that the witnesses who testified, being cl1al'gecl with managing and 
supervising the agency, were competent and provided appropriate opinions that 
Dlack's conduct fit within the just cause de:;ct'iL~tl j 11 :;ediuu ZG of Ll 1i:; Rule. 

DCI also found Black's conduct was unbecoming of an agent, in violation of 
DCI Policy 7.0101, wl1ich provides that 

agents s.hall conduct themselves on and off duty in a manner that 
reflects favorably on the division. Conduct unbecoming to. an agent 
means conduct contnuy to professional standards that shows a n 

unfitness to discharge duties 01· conduct which adversely affects morale 
01· efficiency of the division or diminished pub I ic confidence. 

Black argties that an expert witness is necessary to explain to the court the 
pl'ofessional standards required of an agent to discharge his duties, befol'e 

determining whether Black was unfit. Black argues that that expert must come 
from outside of the agency because the administratol's are biased, and their 
testimony wo\\l<l be self-serving. 

FiL·st, there is no l'tlle of evidence prohibiting bias or self-serving· testimony to 

be admitted. That only g·oes to the weight of t11e evidence that the court will give it. 
See Donat v. Johnson, 2015 S.D. 16, 1f 17, 862 N.\;'\1.2cl 122, 128 (citing State v. 

~"As lrns been stnte<I mttny tiines by this Coml, [Appcllnnt.'s] fai l me to cit.c a11thoril.y is fat.Al." 
Steele 11. Bonnar, 2010 S.D. 37, ~ 35, 782 N.W.2d 379, 386 (citing SDCL 15·2GA-GO(G)). 
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Be1oge1·011, 452 N.W.2d 918, 926 (Minn. 1980) ("explainjng Lbat the objection that 

testimony is 'self-serving' appears to be a variation on the objection that a 

defenclf)nt is incompetent to testify because of an 'interest' or 'bias' in the case, an 
objection that is no longer valid under the modern ru!ei:i of P.Vi<lP.nce."). 

Second, expert testimony is necessary when the "expert's scientific, teclrnical, 

or other speciali zed Jmowleclge \vill help the trier of fact to unclerstancl the evidence 
or to determine a fact in issue." SDCL 19.-19-702. "To be helpful, of course, expert 

opinion must offe1· more than something jurors can infer for themselves." State v. 
Guthrie, 2001 S.D. Gi, 'II 32, 627 N.W.2cl 401, 415. The professional .standards of an 
agent are not a matter of scientific, technical, 01· specialized knowledge. This comt, 

sitting ~s the trier of fac_t, does not need testimony to help it understand any of the 

evidence presented. The coul't can infer for itself the pl'ofessional standards of a 
law enforcement agent, ancl how those standards were vio1atecl in this 
circumstance. An expert is not needed to establish that emotional control is a 

profes.sional standard for a law enforcement office1'. An expert is not needed to 
explain that a history of.emotional imbalance and a hot temper may cause one to be 

unfit foi· law enforcement duties or advel'sely affect mol'ale in t he division. 

Even if an expert was required to help the com't understand what conduct is 

"professional" for an ag·ent, Directo1· Gol'tnrnker and other supervisors who testified 

are such experts qualified to give such opinions. 

DOI also presented Black's evaluations as exhibits . 'I'he BVC\luations show the 

expectations ancl standards required of an ag·ent and how each is assessed. In this 

case, those evaluations show a history of conduct that Black was unable to keep a 
cool head and deal with his stress and anger in a very stressful job. 

Additionally, one of his job duties is to investigate other law enfo1·cement 

<1gents, sometimes those acct1sed of domestic violence. The admission in the letter 

that he "pushed and shoved" his ex ·wife prevents him from performing that duty 

because he has lost all crecllbility specific to that issue. But fu rther, h is course ·of 
conduct and the way he handles stressful situations g·ives one pause as to how well 

Black will testi(y at tria1. Testifying is a very stressful but very important duty of 

an officer. This record is full of impeachable other acts (whethe1· thof;e are 
admissible is not an issue before this com·t) making it dangerous for him to testify 

in any case on behalf of the State. His credibility has been damaged. 
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DCI also met its bUl'den of proof that Black's actions advet'sely affected t.he 

mo1·nle or efficiency of DCI or diminished public confidence. There wcn·e examples of 
conclt1ct including exposme of embarrassing· communications or documents on the 

internet, and public displays of frnstrntion and anger, and an agency·wicle email 

crit.icizing an assistant attorney general's work pel'formance. Zeeb even received 

calls about people concemed over Black's actions. HT. at 92. 

Combining the long·, continuous comse of conduct ancl the episodes of public 

outbmsts, Black's actions were contrary to professional standards, which show he is 

unfit to discharge t.he duties of an agent. DCI met its burden of proof that Black clid 
not conduct himself on and off duty in a manner that reflects favora bl~r on DCI, 
contra1·y to DCI Policy 7.0101. 

Find1i1g'S of Fact 

Black points to several factual findings that he argues were erroneous and 

require l'eversal. No finding was wholly unsupported by the 1·ecord or so egregiously 
erroneous to warrant reversal of the Commission's decision. 

First, FOF G said the boat was in "Patty's" possession when in fact it was in 
front of Black's home. The significance of this finding is to describe that Black 

spray·painted his boat with angry words, 11Patty Wins," in frustration of the divorce, 

AJsp, it was still marital property, so both parties had property rights to it. This 
finding does not require t•eversal. 

Black contends that FOF 7 and 8 indicate that Black admitted to alle~ations 
in his handwritten letter. The words "admit" or 11admission" are not in those 

findings. Instead, FOF 7 summa1·izes the content of that letter where Black 

acknowledged that he "pushed and shoved" bis wife. FOF 8 explains DCI's concerns 
about this letter. Neithe1· is erroneous. 

Black alle.ges (·.hat Gortnrnlrnr and .Jackley "macle it clea1· t.o (:he DCI 
administration that they were simply tired of hearing Black's name." Appellanfs 

Br. at 21. Black fails to cite the t·ecorcl fo1· this alleged motivation. Instead, 

Exhibits 3, 5, 18, and 20 are letters from Zeeb, Gortmaker, and Jackley. Those 
lette1·s are absent of any "clear" intention to ffre Black becnuse of gossip 01· 

annoyance. Those exhibits lead to the reasonable inference that DCI had dealt with 

Black's constant and t•epeated unacceptable and inappropriate behavior, which is 
well documented i11 the record. 
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The rest of Black's complaints with the Findings are consistent with the 

t•ecord and have already been addressed elsewhere in this opinion. The comt 
cannot say the Commission's factual findings were clearly erroneous in light of the 

<rntirn evidence in t.he recorcl. See SDCL l ·2G·3G. 

Lastly, Black spends a considerable amount of time proving he was a good 
agent. That is undisputed and irrelevant. Black was not terminated for· inadequate 

work performance 01· poor case management. He was termi nated because his 
emotions and ange1· cause him to act without thinking in a manner· contrary to 
professional standards and unbecoming of a state employee and a law enforcement 
officer. Under this Comt's de nova standard of review, the facts establish that just 
cause existed for DCI to t.erminat.e Black's employment.. The Comt afffrms the 

Commission's and DCI's decision to discipline Black in the fol'm they chose, 

terin ina ti on. 

II. Was Black provided his full due process rights'? 

Black complains that he was not afforded clue process dming his termination 
proceedings. First, Black argues that he did not have notice that prior disciplinary 

actions would be a basis for termination. 

He had notice on Febl'llary 21, 201<1 that he may be terminated clue to specific 
acts alleged in the protection order and Black's statements in his handwritten 

letter. The decision became final when Zeeb gave notice on l:vfarch 14, 20 1LJ 

outlining several examples of how Black had destroyed his own reputatio.n bnt also 
the public's and DCI's confidence in Black to maintain professional standards. This 

served as notice that all those prior acts showed a comse of conduct that Black was 
unable to control his emotions in stressful situations ancl to consider the 

consequences of his <1ctions. He has been afforded every opportunity to be heard at 
every level of this appeal process. 

Second, Black cites no authority that p1·ohibits prior conduct already subject 
to discipline, from being used in consideration of just cause for a future termination. 

Prim· conduct can be the basis for just cause when an employee has a history of bad. 

conduct and continues to act adversely to their employer. See ll'v1i1e v. Ci~v of Sioux 
Falls, 200G S.D. 20, ii 15, 711 N.W.2cl GO?, 612 (finding a long and continuous 
history of attitude problems recorded in employee's evaluations). 

Finally, Black al'gues that Rfter he was terminated, aclclitional reasons and 

gl'ounds were added . While Gol'tmakel' did aclcl anotJ1e1· fact of just cause after 
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t.ennination 1 there was no aclclecl "cl'ouncl" 01· policy violation. Gortmaker merely 
cited the Integrity expectation at. 7.0lOg, Lying, 01· vioJating this "golden rnle," is a 
violation of Policy 7.0101, unbecoming conduct of Ein 3g·ent. Even if there were some 
violation of clue pl'ocess fo r adding a not hel' cause or a new ground, without th e 

alleged fact of lyin~ abont adultery, the record still supports the agency's decision 
tlrn t just cause existed for clisci1>linal'y action by a preponderance of the evidence. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the Commission's decision is AFFIRMED. 

Dated this 1st clay of Febrnary, 2016. 

Honorable John Brown 

Pres iding Sixth Circuit Com t Judge 
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qTATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA 

COUNTY OF HUGHES 

MARK BLACK, 

Plaintiff/ AppelJ ant, 

vs. 

DIVISION or CR!MrNAL 
fNVESTIGATION. 

Defendant/ Appellee. 

) 
)SS 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

rN CIRCUIT COURT 

SJXTH JUDICJAL CIRCUIT 

CIVl 5-125 

NOTICE OF ENTRY OF ORDER 

TO: MARK BLACK AND TIMOTHY WHALEN, HrS ATTORNEY 

YOU WILL PLEAS.E TAKE NOTICE that the Order affirming the decision of the Civil 
Service Conunission, which Order incorporated by reference the Cou~t's Memorandum Opinion 
of February I, 20 I 6, attached hereto as E>~hiblt. A, w~s signed by the Court on February 1, 2016, 
and filed for record jn the;: Office of the Hughes County Clerk on February I, 2016. 

Dated this 3 day of Feb1'l1ar)1, 2016 

MAY, ADAM, GERDES & THOMPSON 

BY: 
ROBERT B. ANDERSON 
Attorneys for Division of Criminal Investigation 
PO Box 160 
Pierre, SD 57501 
605-224-8803 
rba@mayadam.net 

{\ '--~ '~ G.) .. 
~~ (_ 
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CERTilfICATE OF SERVICE 

? Robe11 B. Andersoil of May, Adam, Gerdes & Thompson LLP hereby certifies that on lbe 
..S day of .Pebrnary, 2016, he electronically filed a true nnd correct copy of the forcgoJng in 

the above captioned action lo the following al his last known addres.ses, to-wit: 

Tim Whalen 
Whalen Law Office 
PO Box 127 
Lake Andes, SD 57356 
whalm\~im@.cme.cooR 

~(j~ 
ROBERTB.ANDERSON 

f\. C,'l ( .,' 

~\. ·~ .~; (2 : 
\.. 
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STATE OFSOUTHDAJCOTA 

COUNTY OF HUGHES 

MARK DLAClC, 
Appellant, 

v .. 

DIVCSION OF CRU(lINAL 
INVESTlG ATION, . 

Appellee. 

) 
) :SS 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

IN CIRCUIT COURT 

SIXTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

CIVNO. lS-125 

ORD Im 

WH ER BAS, the court having entered its Memorandum Decision on february l, 2016, and 

having expressly incorporated lh~ same herein, now, therefore, it shall be nnd hereby is 

ORDEnED th;it !he decision oflhe Civil Service Coinmlssion be AFFIRMED. 

Dated !his I st day of February, 2016. 

A'n'EST: 

(iffoJ:at.~ ~~ 
(SEAL) 

BY THE COURT: 

Honornble John Drown 
Presiding Sixth Circuit Co1111 Judge 

STAIE OF SOUlH DAKOTA 
CIRCUIT COURT, HUGHES CO 

FILED 
FEB 01 2016 

{ ~ ( 1 >~~11l1\. Clork 6'\ ' l> \ \ \ By IF~ o.,,,, 
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STATE OF SOU'l'H DAl<OTA IN CIRCUIT COURT 
SS 

COUNTY OF HUGHES SIXTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
****************************************************************** 
MARK BLACK, ) FILE NO. 32CIV15-000125 

Plaintiff/Appellant , ) 
) 

vs. ) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
) 

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION , ) 
Defendant/Appellee. ) 

*************************** ***************'*********************** 
TO : Robert B. Anderson , May, Adams, Gerdes & Thompson, P.O. Box 
160 , Pierre, SD 57501-0160: 

H8R8BY TAKE NOTICE, that pursuant to SDCL 1-26-37 and 

15-26A-3 , et seq. , the above named Plaintiff/Appellant, Mark 

Black, appeals to the Supreme Court of Sout h Dakota from the final 

Order rendered in the above entitled action on the 1•t day of 

February, 2016. The final Order appealed from was served on the 

Pla i ntif f /Appellant on the 3~ day of February, 2016, by mail, as 

shown by the Notice of Entry of Order which is on file in this 

matter. Further, take notice that the appeal i n this matter is 

from the enti re Order entered by the court , A copy of said Order, 

together with the Notice of Entry of Order, is a ttached hereto. 

Dated this i st 

Attorney for the Plaintiff/Appel lant 
whalawtim@cme.coog 

.f~ 
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S'l'ATE OF SOUTH 'OAI<OTA 

COUNTY OF HUGHES 

MARK 13LAC1<, 
Appellnnt, 

v. 
orvrsroN OF CRrMl NA L 

INVESTIGATION, 
Appel lee. 

) 
) :SS 
) 

. ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

IN cmcurr COURT 

SIXTH JUDICTAL cmcurr 

crv NO. 1 s.12s 

. ORDER 

WH£REAS, the court having entered Hs Memornn<lum Decision on Fcbrunry I, 2016, and 

hnving expressly incorpo1·ated the same herein, now, therefore, it shnll be mid hereby is 
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 Appellee Division of Criminal Investigation will utilize the following references 

throughout this brief: 

 Appellant Mark Black – “Black” 

 Appellee Division of Criminal Investigation – “DCI” 

 South Dakota Civil Service Commission – “Commission” 

 Sixth Judicial Circuit Court for Hughes County and Honorable John L. Brown – “Circuit 

Court” 

 Administrative record of the State of South Dakota Civil Service Commission – 

“(AR____)” and the page number referred to.  

 Circuit Court record – “(CR______)” and the page number referred to. 

  Transcript of the Civil Service Commission hearing of September 16, 2014 – “(T____)”. 

 Hearing exhibits from the September 16, 2014 hearing before the Civil Service 

Commission will be referred to as “Ex” and exhibit number.  

JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

 Black appeals from the Circuit Court’s affirmance of a Commission Order which 

in turn affirmed the DCI’s termination of Black’s employment. (AR 335), (CR 481). In 

affirming the Commission, the Circuit Court authored a Memorandum Decision (CR 

408). Black’s Notice of Appeal to this Court was timely (CR 422). This Court has 

jurisdiction purusuant to SDCL § §1-26-37 and 15-26A-3(1). 
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STATEMENT OF LEGAL ISSUES 

 I. WHETHER THERE WAS GOOD CAUSE UNDER THE GOVERNING 

LAW, RULES AND REGULATIONS, AND THE FACTS AS PRESENTED TO THE 

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION TO TERMINATE BLACK’S EMPLOYMENT WITH 

THE SOUTH DAKOTA DIVISION OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION. 

 

 The Circuit Court held in the affirmative when it affirmed the Commission’s 

determination that the DCI’s termination of Black’s employment was appropriate.  

Most relevant statutes: SDCL §19-15-1 (Rule 701), SDCL §3-6D-15 and §3-6D-16  

 

Most relevant cases:  

Schroeder v. Dept. of Social Services, 545 NW 2
nd

 223, 1996 SD 34  

Donat v. Johnson, 2015 SD 16, 862 NW 2
nd

 122 

 State v. Guthrie, 2001 SD 61, 627 NW 2
nd

 401 

Grievance of O’Neill, 347 NW 2
nd

 887 (SD 1984). 

 II. WHETHER THE SOUTH DAKOTA DIVISION OF CRIMINAL 

INVESTIGATION COMPLIED WITH THE GOVERNING LAW, RULES AND 

REGULATIONS WHEN IT TERMINATED BLACK’S EMPLOYMENT. 

 

 The Circuit Court held in the affirmative and affirmed the Commission.   

Most relevant statutes: SDCL §3-6D-14 and SDCL §3-6D-15 

Most relevant cases:  

Schroeder v. Dept. of Social Services, 545 NW 2
nd

 223, 1996 SD 34  

Lee v. South Dakota Dept. of Health, 411 NW 2
nd

 108 (SD 1987) 

 Irvine v. City of Sioux Falls, 711 NW 2
nd

 607 (SD 2006). 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

 Black’s employment as an agent with the DCI was terminated by letters dated 

February 21 and March 14, 2014. (Ex. 3 and 5). Black followed the grievance process 

and ultimately the Commission held a hearing on Black’s appeal.  

 The hearing was held on September 16, 2014, before a quorum of the 

Commission and resulted in a written Memorandum Decision entered by the Commission 

dated April 12, 2015. (AR 279, App. 1). 

 The Commission entered an order dated May 18, 2015 (AR 335) consistent with 

the Memorandum Decision. The Order affirmed the termination of Black’s employment 

by the DCI and was based on thorough and extensive Findings of Fact and Conclusions 

of Law (AR 281, App. 2).  

 Black appealed to the Circuit Court in a timely manner. After briefing was 

complete, the Circuit Court held oral argument on January 6, 2016, and entered its 

Memorandum Decision dated February 1, 2016 affirming the Commission. (CR 408, 

App. 3). The Circuit Court entered an Order of Affirmance (CR 418) and this timely 

appeal followed.  

 The decision of the Commission which is the basis of this appeal was rendered 

after a lengthy evidentiary hearing which was conducted pursuant to the provisions of 

SDCL §1-26. The hearing lasted from 8:30 a.m. to approximately 6:00 p.m., involved 

eleven witnesses, generated 319 pages of transcript (T) and involved the admission of 

numerous exhibits from both parties. The Commission, as finder of fact, had the 

opportunity to evaluate the credibility of all witnesses who appeared on behalf of the 

DCI, and most of those who appeared on behalf of Black. 
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STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 

The DCI witnesses who testified generally agreed that Black had the potential to 

be a skilled and very capable agent. As noted by Black in his brief, he had been 

recognized as such on several occasions by the DCI. However, the uncontested record 

shows that for years, Black’s lack of emotional control and questionable judgment had 

been a concern to DCI. Progressive discipline regarding those issues and comments in his 

periodic evaluations failed to improve the situation. 

The Commission, in its Memorandum Decision, recognized this: 

“There were many positive aspects of his employment, but 

Grievant displayed frustration, anger and vindictiveness on 

repeated occasions that caused alarm in and outside the 

agency. Whether it was marking defamatory messages on a 

boat parked outside his residence, relationships with other 

individuals, censure of decisions of co-workers in a very 

public manner, or other expressions of frustration and 

anger, it became clear to his supervisors that Grievant could 

not or would not effectively manage his anger.” (AR 279, 

App. 1). 

 

The Findings of Fact entered by the Commission recognize and acknowledge this 

statement. The Findings are based on substantial evidence developed on the record.  

Black was hired as an agent with the DCI in 2005 and assigned to the northeastern 

region of South Dakota. (T 13). His immediate supervisor at that time was Brian Zeeb 

(“Zeeb”). Zeeb became an assistant director of the DCI in 2011 and was transferred to the 

Pierre office. Between 2005 and 2011, Zeeb worked directly with Black and became very 

familiar with him (T 13). At the time the discipline at issue in this appeal was imposed, 

Jason Even (“Even”) was Black’s direct supervisor in the region (T 81). During that same 

time frame, Dan Satterlee (“Satterlee”) was assistant director of the DCI with 
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approximately 20 years of service and had likewise known and worked with Black for 

many years. (T 120). 

 Almost from the inception of Black’s employment with the DCI, his 

supervisors had observed and been concerned about his judgment, behavior under stress, 

and lack of emotional control (T 19, 20). On a number of occasions, these concerns were 

documented during the course of personal meetings to discuss periodic written 

evaluations of his performance and independent acts of discipline taken against Black by 

his superiors. The record reflects a considerable number of such events, for example: 

 In a 2006 evaluation conducted by Zeeb, a comment cited Black’s need 

for better composure and control, and a concern that he not let his emotions take over. (T 

20, Ex. 6). 

 In an August 1, 2007 evaluation also performed by Zeeb, he comments 

that Black needed to maintain a positive attitude when things were difficult and not 

regress or become complacent.  (T 21, Ex. 7) 

 A February 13, 2008 evaluation again by Zeeb cited that it was important 

for Black to retain his composure during stressful times. (T 21, Ex. 8). 

 An August 12, 2008 evaluation by Zeeb expressed concern about poor 

decision making, Black’s relationship with others and his composure. (T 22, Ex. 9). 

Black had acted inappropriately by sending an email criticizing an Assistant Attorney 

General by communicating with every single employee of the DCI, as well as the 

Attorney General. As a result of the incident, Black submitted his resignation, but it was 

not accepted by his superiors at that time. (T 22, 233). 

 In the same August 2008 evaluation, Zeeb noted: 
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“Mark needs to seek out avenues to relieve his stress 

and not allow his emotions to get the best of him.” (T 

23, Ex. 9). 

 

 In a March 20, 2012 evaluation by Jason Even, Even made the statement: 

“Mark could do a better job of dealing with things on 

the front side so they do not turn into bigger issues 

down the road.” (T 23, Ex. 11). 

 

 During an admittedly heated divorce, Black spray painted the words 

“Patty Wins” on a boat parked in front of a residence in Aberdeen where his wife resided. 

That incident led to the imposition of a formal work improvement plan in June, 2013 

which – although based at the time on the boat painting incident – recognized the incident 

as a symptom of Black’s inability to exercise good judgment in stressful or emotional 

times. (T 24, 84, Ex. 22). In a written evaluation performed shortly after the work 

improvement plan was put in place, Even made  the statement: 

“Based upon a documented history of his difficulty 

with stress/emotional reactions to situations, Mark 

needs to keep his head down and make sound 

decisions at all times.” (T 84, Ex. 13). 

 

 In an evaluation of February 7, 2013 (prior to the “boat painting” 

incident), Even performed an evaluation and mentioned the fact that Black had 

inadvertently tape recorded a discussion he had with another agent. The record fell into 

the hands of someone who placed it on the internet. (T 82, Ex. 12). In somewhat of an 

understatement, Zeeb testified that the tape recording contained unwise or “incautious” 

comments made by Black which found their way into the public domain. (T 24, 25). In 

his February 2013 evaluation, Even noted: 

“SA Black needs to understand that when things 

happen, positive or negative, then he needs to deal 
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with it on an even level.” 

 

 Gortmaker and Even met with Black after the “boat painting” incident to 

discuss with him “where Mark was at” (T 89). This was about the time of the work 

improvement plan. Black’s supervisors were concerned that all Black’s issues arose from 

the same problem – “they all seemed to revolve around emotions and decisions that are 

made in regards to how he handles those things” (T 87).  

 An evaluation of January 29, 2014 notes that shortly after the work 

improvement plan was completed, Black had made an ill-considered comment on a 

Keloland Blog which gave the appearance that he was speaking in his official capacity as 

a DCI Agent in response to a posting by a citizen. (T 25, 26, 86, Ex. 15). As a result, 

Black received a one-day suspension – primarily because the event occurred so soon after 

the work improvement plan had been completed. (T 25, 26). Supervisor Even testified 

that he was concerned about the Keloland comment, mainly because it occurred so soon 

after Black had been warned about his repeated, similar behavior, the need to keep his 

“head down” and respond appropriately. (T 90). 

Because all of the above events were discussed in written evaluations or separate 

acts of discipline, Black was fully aware of his record and his supervisor’s concern about 

his emotional responses to stressful situations. Two of these situations were serious 

enough that they jeopardized Black’s employment. DCI Director Gortmaker personally 

intervened on two occasions to save Black’s job. The first such intervention resulted after 

Black’s emotional response which resulted in him sending a late night email to everyone 

in the DCI and the Attorney General, which email criticized an Assistant Attorney 

General. Gortmaker intervened with then-Attorney General Larry Long to save Black’s 
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job in the wake of his actions (T 148). After the incident which involved the tape 

recording being placed on the internet, Gortmaker again intervened to save Black’s job (T 

151). 

The events which directly precipitated Black’s termination began to unfold in 

February, 2014, when a protection order was served on Black by his ex-wife. The 

protection order was detailed and included a number of attached documents – one of 

them a letter written by Black himself, which indicated that Black may have been 

involved in a crime of domestic violence (T 14, 15). The DCI , and in particular Black’s 

supervisors, knew that the divorce was very hostile in nature. In recognition of that, the 

DCI did not take all the allegations made in the application for the protection order at 

face value, but the letter written by Black had enhanced credibility for the reason that he 

authored it. (T 132). The DCI had known nothing about these statements by Black until 

February, 2014, when the application was filed. (T 132). 

Because the filing of a protection order required Black to surrender all his 

firearms, and because all DCI agents are required to carry firearms, Black was 

immediately placed on administrative leave by written letter dated February 13, 2014 

from Assistant Director Zeeb. (T 15, Ex. 1). During the time Black was on administrative 

leave, the DCI investigated the matters which had come to light during the course of the 

protection order application. (T 15).  

The letter written by Black to his ex-wife where he acknowledged his 

uncontrollable temper and rage described events which caused concern with his 

supervisors at the DCI because of the possibility that the actions he admitted to in the 

letter could constitute a crime of domestic violence. (T 18, 19, 28, 131). Further, and 
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similar to the tape recording which contained unwise and incautious comments made by 

Black, Black’s letter was evidently obtained from the Court files and placed by someone 

(not connected with the DCI) on the internet. Therefore, it became available for everyone 

– including litigants, defense lawyers and judges – to view. The DCI officials were 

concerned that this would affect Black’s ability as a law enforcement officer, and his 

credibility as a witness. (T 18).  

Some of the things that DCI officials observed in the protection order application 

related to were the very same problems that had been repeatedly documented in 

personnel evaluations and independent acts of discipline over the prior eight years (T 19, 

23).  

After the tape recording and letter had been placed on the internet for all to view, 

and after Black had made his comment on the Keloland blog, Even received several 

contacts from people in the Aberdeen area community asking him what was going on 

with Black (T 92). In addition to affecting Black’s general credibility, the DCI was 

concerned that statements made by Black would compromise his ability to investigate 

cases, including investigation of other law enforcement officers and departments, which 

is one of the roles of the DCI (T 30). By that time, Black had been counseled and warned 

or disciplined about behavior involving lack of emotional control (T 29). Although it 

should be a matter of common sense, the DCI officials testified about the need for good 

judgment on the part of their agents. (T 27, 28).  

Zeeb, Even, and Satterlee all testified that Black’s problem was not necessarily 

his ability as an agent or his work ethic, but his inability to exercise good judgment due to 

his emotions sometimes controlling his common sense and decision-making abilities. 
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Whenever negative evaluations or discipline had been imposed, it had always been for 

this reason. (T 23, 83, 124). Director Gortmaker acknowledged that the ultimate decision 

to terminate Black was made more difficult because of Black’s ability as an agent. 

However, Gortmaker stated that Black’s continued emotional reactions which overcame 

his better judgment caused the DCI to be greatly concerned regarding his ability to act as 

an effective agent and retain his credibility (T 157, 158).  

After the filing of the protection order application, Black’s placement on 

administrative leave and follow up investigation, Satterlee (T 132-137), Even (T 94), 

Zeeb (T 33), and Gortmaker (T 157-158) as a group discussed Black and determined that 

discipline was necessary. This was based on his history, conduct and disciplinary record, 

and prompted by the information learned during the course of the protective order 

application. The decision was that Black would be terminated (T 159). They determined 

that Black’s problems had always originated from the same cause – emotions controlling 

his judgment – that his situation was not improving, and that it jeopardized his ability to 

act as an agent (T 137). His behavior – now publicized to some degree on the internet – 

had affected his credibility in the eyes of his superiors (T 158).  

Black was given written notice of intent to terminate his employment by letter 

dated February 21, 2014 (Ex.3, App. 4) which was personally delivered to him by Zeeb 

(T 36). Exhibit 3 cited administrative rules which specified causes for disciplinary action 

and recounted the facts which the DCI had recently learned through the filing of the 

application for protective order. Exhibit 3 noted that Black’s own handwritten letter 

admitting to such behavior had become a public document posted on the internet. In 
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addition to administrative rules as the basis for termination, DCI Policy 7.0101 

“Unbecoming Conduct” was also cited as a basis for termination. 

In response to Exhibit 3, Black provided a letter raising certain facts and issues in 

his defense. (Ex. 4). As a result of that letter from Black, the DCI conducted further 

consideration and investigation exactly as requested by Black. The DCI obtained 454 

pages of text message primarily between Black and his ex-wife as part of this 

investigation. (T 36). In the meantime, the DCI took the extra step of submitting 

information to their counterparts in North Dakota to investigate the potential of criminal 

prosecution against Black (T 37, 38). Although North Dakota did not recommend the 

charges be filed, the DCI still felt the termination of Black’s employment was necessary 

(T 37, 38). 

A letter confirming the decision to terminate was provided to Black on March 4, 

2014 (T 39, Ex. 5, App. 5). After reviewing the addition information that had come to 

light, the DCI was convinced to an even greater degree that termination was the only 

answer. (T 41, 157, 158, 161, 166).  

The second letter, Exhibit 5, advised Black, among other things, that: 

“The reasons given in this letter in support of my 

decision to terminate your employment with the DCI 

are based on additional review of documents, and are 

intended to supplement and further explain my 

additional decision.” (Ex. 5, P 4).  

 

Exhibit 5 also advised Black that: 

“You have shown a lack of ability to deal with 

stressful situations, and an inability to keep your 

emotional reactions in control. You have also 

continued to fail in the ability to consider 

consequences of your actions and communications, 

ensuring your decisions do not bring discredit to 
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yourself, the Division, and the Attorney General’s 

Office.” (Ex. 5, P 2). 

 

The letter reminded Black that the DCI had repeatedly tried to work with him and 

improve his conduct. The record reflects many instances where Black’s skill as an agent 

convinced his superiors to either provide him aid and assistance or go to bat for him, even 

to the extent of saving his job. As Satterlee testified, the DCI tried to help him and was 

there for him (T 124, 125), but it became clear that Black was “not getting the message”. 

(T 127, 128, 129, Ex. 23). 

When the grievance procedure reached Director Gortmaker, he affirmed the 

termination and wrote a letter to Black’s counsel explaining his decision. (Ex. 18). In that 

letter, Gortmaker mentioned comments made previously in the grievance process by 

Black, where Black made contradictory statements on subjects deemed important by 

Gortmaker. Gortmaker’s conclusion as expressed in Exhibit 18 that Black was lying to 

someone and likely to him is impossible to dispute based on Black’s own actions and 

testimony (T 163-164). 

The grievance procedure progressed through the Civil Service Commission and 

the Circuit Court. The DCI’s actions were affirmed at both levels. This appeal followed.   

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

 This Court has commented on the appropriate standard of review in 

administrative appeals in Williams v. SD Dept. of Agriculture, 2010 SD 19, 779 NW 2
nd

 

397. The Court stated: 

“Rather, our standard of review is controlled by SDCL 

§1-26-36, requiring us to give great weight to the 

findings of the agency and reverse only when those 

findings are clearly erroneous in light of the entire 
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record.” 

 

 When a record consists entirely of documentary evidence, or when the issues are 

questions of law, the review is de novo. In this case, the finder of fact was able to hear 

and evaluate a great majority of the witnesses who testified. Therefore, the Commission’s 

resolution of any facts must be reviewed under the clearly erroneous standard. See also 

Weekley v. Prostrollo, 2010 SD 13, 778 NW 2
nd

 823. Whether the facts established just 

cause for termination as a legal question is fully reviewable. Irvine v. City of Sioux Falls, 

2006 SD 20, 711 NW 2
nd

 607.  

 In Osman v. Karlen & Assocs., 2008 SD 16, 746 NW 2
nd

 436, 442-443, the 

Supreme Court further defines the clearly erroneous standard of review: 

“In applying the clearly erroneous standard, our 

function is not to decide factual issues de novo. The 

question is not whether this court would have made the 

same findings that the trial court did, but whether on 

the entire evidence we are left with a definite and firm 

conviction that a mistake has been committed. This 

Court is not free to disturb the lower court’s findings 

unless it is satisfied that they are contrary to a clear 

preponderance of the evidence. Doubts about whether 

the evidence supports the Court’s findings of fact are 

to be resolved in favor of the successful party’s 

version of evidence, and all inferences fairly deducible 

therefrom which are favorable to the Court’s action.” 

 

 The Findings of Fact are thorough and very specific in regard to Black’s actions 

and history, and in regard to the events and actions relied upon by the DCI in their 

decision to terminate his employment. Many specific findings dealt with the factual basis 

for termination described in the letters of termination (Ex. 3 and 5). In summary, Finding 

of Fact 81 confirmed that: 

“The basis for termination given to Black, and the 

initial Notice of Intent to Terminate letter dated 
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February 21, 2014, and in the Supplemental Notice of 

Termination dated March 14, 2014, was supported by 

credible evidence in the record and persuasive facts.” 

 

 The Commission – charged by statute with reviewing discipline actions against 

state employees subject to the Civil Service Act (including those within the DCI) found 

there was good cause to support the decision to terminate Black’s employment. The 

factual findings relied on by the Commission are not contrary to any preponderance of 

evidence in the record, but are supported by the record in its entirety.  

 

This Court’s Review of the Commission’s Decision 

 The Commission is charged by statute with resolving grievances involving the 

discipline of state employees. SDCL §3-6D-15. In resolving these grievances, it is the 

sole duty of the Commission to determine whether the employment action taken by the 

agency (in this case, the DCI) was made for good cause. SDCL §3-6D-16. If the 

Commission finds that the action was made for good cause, the agency’s decision must 

be upheld according SDCL §3-6D-16. That is exactly what occurred here, and this Court 

should affirm. 

 The decision of the Commission – memorialized and explained by its 

Memorandum Decision and Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law – shows exactly 

what decision-making process was employed by the Commission in terms of determining 

that good cause existed for the discipline to be imposed by the DCI on Black. See also 

Wendell v. SD Dept. of Transportation, 587 NW 2
nd

 595, 1998 SD 130.  

 It is important to remember that the Civil Service Commission is, by statute, made 

up of at least three members who are experienced in law enforcement so that appeals 
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involving law enforcement officers can be heard by a Commission having expertise in 

that area. SDCL §3-6D-1. 

 Once a determination has been made that discipline was justified, the Commission 

cannot substitute its judgment on the form of discipline, e.g.  termination vs. suspension. 

See Schroeder v. Department of Social Services, 545 NW 2
nd

 223, 1996 SD 34. Schroeder 

stands for the proposition that the employing entity should have the discretion – within 

bounds – to determine whether an employee is retained or dismissed, or simply 

disciplined in some other form, provided good cause exists for any discipline. As noted, 

this Court may reverse only based on the criteria established by 1-26-36 and within the 

parameters of the statutes and rules governing the Commission. Black acknowledges that 

scope of review.  

ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITY 

 ISSUE 1: THERE WAS GOOD CAUSE BASED ON THE LAW AND THE 

FACTS AS PRESENTED TO THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION FOR THE DCI 

TO TERMINATE BLACK’S EMPLOYMENT. 

 

A. Burden of Proof 

 Based on the facts presented at the hearing and the applicable law, the DCI more 

than met its burden of proof to sustain their termination of Black. The DCI accepts 

Black’s contention that the DCI had the burden of proof to prove the necessary elements 

for termination by a preponderance of the evidence. That burden was met.  

 B. Grounds for Dismissal 

The initial notice of intent to terminate letter (Ex. 3, App. 4) and the supplemental 

letter (Ex. 5, App. 5) specifically and clearly set forth the basis for Black’s termination. 
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The specific reasons for termination cited in each of those letters are supported by 

substantial evidence on the record.  

 Exhibit 3 cited ARSD 55:10:07:04 (26) in support of the initial decision to 

terminate Black’s employment. That rule states: 

“55:10:07:04. Causes for Disciplinary Action. 

Disciplinary action under this section may be taken for 

conduct within or outside the scope of employment. 

Disciplinary action may be taken for just cause as 

reported to the Commissioner, including the just 

causes listed in this section: 

 

(26) The employee has engaged in conduct either 

prior to or during employment with the State that 

reflects unfavorably on the State, destroys confidence 

in the operation of State services, or adversely affects 

the public trust in the State.” 

 

The letter then went on to detail facts which had only recently come to light 

through the course of the information obtained in the protection order materials. Specific 

facts referred to in Exhibit 3 include Black’s admitted loss of emotional control, 

potentially assaultive acts against his then-wife, committing physical damage to property 

in the course of an out-of-control rage (which he conceded), and generally doing damage 

as a result of his loss of emotional control. It referred specifically to Black’s own letter 

admitting some of these acts. 

Exhibit 3 also cites DCI Policy 7.0101 as a basis for the intended action: 

“7.0101. Unbecoming Conduct. Agents shall conduct 

themselves on and off duty in a manner that reflects 

favorably on the Division. Conduct unbecoming to an 

agent means conduct contrary to professional 

standards that shows and unfitness to discharge duties 

or conduct which adversely affects morale or 

efficiency of the Division, or diminish public 

confidence.”  
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 Exhibit 5 was written after Black provided additional documentation and 

information, and after the DCI conducted an additional investigation in response to 

Black’s submissions. Both the initial decision and the supplemental decision were made 

with knowledge of Black’s long history of emotional outbursts and poor judgment. These 

had been tolerated, but not ignored. The information which came to the DCI’s attention in 

February and March of 2014 was viewed by the DCI and must be viewed now in 

conjunction with his history. This was recognized by his supervisor, who wrote Exhibit 5: 

“You have shown a lack of ability to deal with stressful 

situations and an inability to keep your emotional 

reactions in control. You have also continued to fail in 

the ability to consider consequences of your actions 

and communications, ensuring your decisions do not 

bring discredit to yourself, the Division, and the 

Attorney General’s Office…The Division has 

repeatedly attempted to work with you over the years 

to improve your conduct…” 

 

 Black’s argument is based in large part on the contention that his superiors at DCI 

are incapable of making a determination as to whether he or any other employee has 

engaged in the type of conduct described in the Administrative Rule and the DCI Policy 

cited above.  

 In fact, the DCI Director and Assistant Directors, and other supervisors, all of 

whom possessed substantial experience working in law enforcement and in the DCI in 

particular, observing and working with agents, and who are charged on a daily basis with 

the duty of managing the agency should be the people best suited to make a 

determination as to whether an agent’s ability and actions have reflected unfavorably on 

the agency or the State, have destroyed confidence in the operation of state services, or 

affected the public trust in the State. 
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 As the Circuit Court noted: 

“Those members of DCI testified as laypersons with 

personal knowledge of what is expected of an agent 

with regard to public opinion, public trust, and public 

appearance.” Memorandum Decision (AR 412, 413) 

 

 The following are examples of incidents that clearly gave Black’s superiors great 

concern about actions which violated the Administrative Rule: 

 Black’s letter which contained admissions of behavior of the type he could 

be required to investigate in others. Black now says the statements were untrue. This calls 

into question another point regarding Black – a willingness to say or do anything at the 

time if it gained him an advantage. Whether true or false, the statements made in that 

letter were broadcast on the internet by someone who clearly believed Black’s behavior 

reflected unfavorably on him as a DCI agent and on the State, and who sought to destroy 

confidence in Black’s ability to serve the State and the DCI effectively. Why else would 

someone post an incriminating letter written by a law enforcement officer on the internet? 

 Similarly, someone posted an incriminating tape recording on the internet 

which could be viewed and utilized by litigants and defense counsel to attack Black and 

his ability to serve the State and the DCI. 

 Black’s messages to his ex-wife telling her that when he took the stand he 

would admit to adultery, combined with his very direct statements to Director Gortmaker 

that such behavior had never occurred. This combined with  other inconsistencies on the 

part of Black in telling people what they wanted to hear or what he wanted them to 

believe, were significant to the DCI’s determination. 
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 Black’s email to the entire DCI staff and the Attorney General which 

clearly reflected unfavorably on the State and on Black as a representative of the DCI, 

and had a tendency to destroy confidence at least among other agents and assistant 

Attorneys General with whom they work. 

 As the Circuit Court noted, the witnesses called by the DCI all had personal 

knowledge of the events that the DCI relied on and testified based on that personal 

knowledge. SDCL §19-14-2 (Rule 602). The Court commented and it is hard to argue 

otherwise that: 

“These witnesses are the best witnesses available for 

determining whether conduct may destroy confidence 

in the Agency or adversely affect public trust in the 

agency. They are best able to effectively gauge the 

potential impact on an agent’s actions may have before 

actual damage to the Agency or its public image 

occurs.” Memorandum Decision (CR. 413) 

 

 The Circuit Court made a very important observation. That is, is actual damage to 

the State or the DCI required in order to impose discipline? In that case, if a “bad act” 

committed by an agent is unknown to the public, under Black’s theory that bad act could 

never be utilized as a basis for disciplinary action. 

 The logical inference for any reasonable person would be that Black’s actions had 

an unfavorable impact on the State, the DCI, and confidence in the agency, and that if he 

were permitted to continue in his position as an agent, they would have serious negative 

impact in the future. Experienced law enforcement officers such as Gortmaker, Satterlee, 

Even and Zeeb had a right to make that determination based on their training and 

experience, and their duty to operate the agency in a professional, responsible and 

effective manner. 
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 No one was in a position to know more about Black and his abilities and 

deficiencies than the DCI management who Black now contends are unable to make the 

determination as to whether he violated the Administrative Rule in question. As 

employers and managers, they have the right, obligation and duty to determine whether 

conduct on the part of a DCI employee satisfies any of the Administrative Rule criteria. If 

that were not the case, overt behavior by a DCI employee which was never made known 

to the public or other law enforcement officers, and which would create a legitimate and 

serious concern in the mind of any reasonable person, could never be the basis for 

discipline. If managers of state agencies in a similar position fail to take action based on 

such a reasonable belief, later violations of a similar nature by the employee in question 

could expose the State and those managers to liability. 

 The DCI’s concern that Black’s ability to both investigate effectively and testify 

credibly is difficult to argue with under the circumstances. It is very likely that at some 

point in the future the DCI or a prosecuting attorney might have a difficult decision to 

make as to whether some of Black’s prior behavior rose to the level of exculpatory 

material under Brady v. Maryland, 373 US 83, 83 S.CT. 1194, 10 L Ed 2
nd

 215 (1963) or 

that which would affect his credibility under Giglio v. United States, 405 US 150, 92 S. 

CT. 763, 31 L Ed 2
nd

 104 (1972). This Court has recently addressed the issue in a 

different form, and noted the complexity of issues that can be presented in this arena. See 

Milstead and State of South Dakota v. Joseph Patrick Johnson, 2016 SD 56, and Milstead 

and State of South Dakota v. Emily Lou Smith, 2016 SD 55. 

 Supervisors and managers such as Gortmaker, Zeeb, Satterlee and Even are 

obligated to make decisions as to the operations of the DCI. They did so in this case 
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because they knew, based on their experience and training, that Black’s history of 

behavior permitting his emotions to overcome his better judgment – culminating in the 

events which came to light as part of the protection order application – was the sort that 

compromised his effectiveness in exactly the way ARSD 55:10:07:04 (26) contemplated. 

Both the Commission and the Circuit Court agreed.  

 Black’s reliance on the decisions in Hollander v. Douglas County, 2000 SD 159, 

620 NW 2
nd

 181 and Wendell v. State Dept. of Transportation, 1998 SD 130, 587 N.W. 2
nd

 

595, are misplaced. Hollander involved a county law enforcement officer and the 

disciplinary taken against him by the county was not governed by the Civil Service Act 

(previously the Career Service Act). Neither the process nor the elements of proof 

necessary to sustain his termination are relevant to the issues at hand. Likewise, Wendell 

involved the employer’s reliance on a different Administrative Rule which in fact 

required proof that the employee had committed an act of brutality, cruelty, or abuse to 

an inmate, prisoner, resident or patient of an institution. The analysis is entirely different 

and does not stand as authority for the discipline of Black in this manner.  

 Further, Black cannot erase the numerous documented concerns regarding his 

emotional instability by citing the positive portions of his evaluations as he attempts to do 

in his brief. 

 The Commission specifically found as fact that Black’s actions reflected 

unfavorably on the state, tended to destroy confidence in the operation of state services or 

adversely affected the public trust, particularly because several of those incidents had 

become known to the public through publication on the internet. (CR 281, App. 2). In 

addition, the Commission found that Black’s actions as described in the notice of intent 
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to terminate letter had violated DCI Policy 7.0101 regarding agent’s conduct. (AR 281, 

App. 2, FOF 30). 

 The record fully supports the Findings of Fact entered by the Commission on 

these points. The evidence supports the conclusions that Black’s behavior compromised 

his ability in all the ways contemplated by the Administrative Rule, and reflected 

unfavorably on the State and the DCI. Agents are instructed that they are on duty 24 

hours a day, 7 days a week, and their actions are the actions of their employing agency. 

Black’s supervisors acted appropriately in reaching their conclusion that discipline was 

warranted under the circumstances and the Administrative Rule. Based on well-settled 

law, a reviewing court does not have the power to consider the nature of what that 

discipline should be. 

DCI POLICY 7.0101 

 DCI Policy 7.0101 is cited in Ex. 3 as one of the reasons for the DCI’s decision to 

terminate Black’s employment provides: 

“Agents shall conduct themselves on and off duty in a 

manner that reflects favorably on the Division. 

Conduct unbecoming to an agent means conduct 

contrary to professional standards that shows an 

unfitness to discharge duties or conduct which 

adversely affects morale or efficiency of the Division 

or diminished public confidence.” 

 

 Black’s interpretation of this policy is erroneous and his position on how conduct 

unbecoming must be proven is unsupported.  

 Unbecoming conduct is defined as either: 

 1. Conduct contrary to professional standards that shows an unfitness to 

discharge duties, or; 
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 2. Conduct which adversely affects morale or efficiency of the Division or 

diminished public confidence. 

 There are many instances in the record supporting the DCI’s determination that 

Black had violated the conduct unbecoming policy. Those instances are described in the 

Commission’s Memorandum Decision and Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, as 

well as noted above in the factual portion of this brief. Several examples are worth noting 

again: 

 Black’s email to all the employees of the DCI and others in the Attorney 

General’s office affected the morale or efficiency of the Division. This was apparent from 

the immediate and strong reaction of then-Attorney General Long.  

 Black’s admissions in his own handwritten letter which found its way to 

the internet for all to view – whether they were true or not – showed and admitted to an 

inability to control his temper, and consistent with prior behavior noted in his record, 

allowed his emotion to control his better judgment. 

 The DCI has established its own “professional standard” regarding 

honesty, contrary to Black’s assertion. See DCI Policy 7.0103. Although Black is correct 

that 7.0103 was not specifically mentioned until Gortmaker wrote his letter as part of the 

appeal process (Ex. 18), it establishes a standard of honesty for DCI agents without 

question. Such a standard is one the public expects. 7.0103 states: 

“Integrity – agents shall be truthful in all matters relating to the operation 

of the Division. Any conduct, act, neglect, error or omission regarding 

these matters may subject an agent to disciplinary action.” 

 

 Black’s history showed that he had, on occasions, been willing to tell a 

story or be dishonest when it suited his purpose. For example he admitted to Satterlee that 
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a year prior to his termination he had told his own wife that the DCI had already 

terminated him – presumably to obtain some advantage in the divorce proceedings (T 

123, 124). This shows he was willing to lie to his wife, but it also shows that he thought 

the lie was plausible – i.e. that it was understandable that the DCI may terminate his 

employment.  

 Black now claims he lied when he wrote the letter to his wife which was 

contained in Exhibit 4 and later posted on the internet. In any event, he now denies that 

he did the things he specifically admitted in that letter. He either lied to his wife in 

asserting that he would admit to adultery, or lied to Gortmaker when Gortmaker 

confronted him on that same issue. (Ex. 18) 

 Black’s background and behavior and the DCI’s concerns regarding his 

ability to effectively and credibly act as an agent and testify in Court relate to another 

basic criteria of fitness for duty. Zeeb testified that considerations based on the Brady and 

Giglio doctrines did affect their decision to some degree. This was particularly true if 

Black had been required to investigate assaultive behavior or domestic violence by 

another law enforcement officer – exactly the type of investigation which is a common 

function of the DCI (T 41). 

 The Circuit Court recognized this in its Memorandum Decision. The Court 

acknowledged that Black’s letter regarding his actions towards his ex-wife prevented him 

from performing the duty of investigating domestic assaultive behavior in others, and 

affected his credibility. (Memorandum Decision AR 415). The Circuit Court noted: 

“This record is full of impeachable other acts (whether 

those are admissible is not an issue before this court) 

making it dangerous for him to testify in any case on 

behalf of the State. His credibility has been damaged.” 
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 Black’s contention that an expert witness from outside the DCI was necessary in 

order to meet the DCI’s burden of proof on the “conduct unbecoming” issue is erroneous.  

 Whether, as Black contends, the testimony of the DCI administrators and his own 

supervisors on this issue can and should be believed is an issue for the finder of fact. As 

noted by the Circuit Court, no rule prohibits potentially biased or self-serving testimony. 

In fact, most testimony is self-serving. It is a question of how much weight to attribute to 

that testimony. Donat v. Johnson, 2015 SD 16, 862 N.W. 2
nd

 122. The Commission 

believed the testimony of the DCI witnesses, and in fact, there was no reason not to. If 

this had been a conspiracy to wrongfully terminate Black or “get rid of him”, the DCI and 

its director would not have gone to such lengths putting up with his behavior in the past 

and indeed saving his job twice. 

 SDCL §19-15-2 (Rule 702) governs the admissibility of opinions of experts: 

“If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge 

will assist the Finder of Fact to understand the 

evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness 

qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, 

training, or education, may testify thereto in the form 

of an opinion or otherwise.” 

 

 SDCL §19-15-2 does not require an expert opinion in any given case. In fact, 

SDCL §19-15-1 (Rule 701) recognizes that witnesses not testifying as experts may still 

give opinions similar to those given by the DCI witnesses in this case, so long as they are 

rationally based on the perception of the witness and helpful to a clear understanding of 

his or her testimony, and the resolution of a fact in issue. 

 “To be helpful, of course, expert opinion must offer more than something jurors 

can infer for themselves.” State v. Guthrie, 2001 SD 61, 627 N.W. 2
nd

 401. The Court in 
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Guthrie also recognized that the law does not require opinion testimony to be above all 

criticism.  

 The Circuit Court recognized this and noted that the standards of a law 

enforcement agent are not a matter of scientific, technical, or specialized knowledge such 

that an expert would be required. (Memorandum Decision, CR 415). 

 Black confuses standards necessary to certify or decertify a law enforcement 

officer with the law governing discipline for employees subject to the Civil Service Act. 

The provisions of SDCL §3-6D and the provisions of law enforcement certification apply 

to the basis for discipline and the burden of proof in this case. See Grievance of O’Neill, 

347 N.W. 2
nd

 887 (SD 1984). 

 The Circuit Court also recognized that even if expert testimony had been required 

(after ruling that it was not required) Director Gortmaker and other DCI Supervisors who 

testified were in fact experts qualified to give such opinion (Memorandum Decision, CR 

415). 

 In short, no expert is or should be required to support the contention that in order 

to be effective and credible, a law enforcement officer must be honest and exhibit a 

certain degree of necessary emotional control and good judgment. Conversely, as the 

Circuit Court noted: 

“An expert is not needed to explain that a history of 

emotional imbalance and a hot temper may cause one 

to be unfit for law enforcement duties or adversely 

affect morale in the Division.” (Memorandum 

Decision, CR 415). 

 

 Finally, the periodic evaluations of Black and all other DCI agents are performed 

according to a format which identifies both positive characteristics which they seek to 
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foster in agents and negative characteristics which they seek to eliminate. The evaluations 

themselves – all of which were admitted into evidence – show what those characteristics 

are and how Black’s superiors evaluated him in those areas. To be sure, many evaluations 

were positive in many respects. Other evaluations were consistently troublesome and 

always in regard to the same negative characteristics – lack of good judgment and 

emotional control. These evaluations themselves established criteria for the assessment of 

an agent.  

 Black’s reliance on Green v. City of Sioux Falls, 2000 SD 33, 607 N.W. 2
nd

 43 on 

this issue is misplaced. Black is correct when he states that there are as many definitions 

of “conduct unbecoming” as there are jurisdictions. However, in this case there is only 

one definition which controls – the definition contained in the DCI Policy Manual 

evidenced by Policy 7.0101. In Green, this court acknowledged that the term “conduct 

unbecoming of an officer” was not defined in the Sioux Falls city code or in any South 

Dakota statute. It was then necessary to create its own definition. Such an exercise is not 

necessary here.  

 The DCI clearly established that Black violated DCI Policy 7.0101 – Conduct 

Unbecoming. 

 In conclusion, there was good cause shown by the DCI in support of their 

decision to terminate Black’s employment, both under the applicable Administrative Rule 

and DCI Policy 7.0101.   

Findings of Fact 

 Black takes issue with some Findings of Fact, mainly because he wishes the 

findings of the Commission had been different. They were not. In regard to those which 
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he claims were unduly influenced by his divorce, it should be noted that the witnesses 

agreed the Black would have been terminated even if the protection order had never been 

filed if they had known and investigated all the facts which came to light as a result. (T 

78, 117, 118). 

 In addition, Black’s own recitation of the facts regarding his wife’s lawyer 

allegedly contacting the Attorney General or others in the DCI were not accepted by the 

Commission. A review of the transcript testimony cited by Black in support of those 

allegations (T 252-256) shows that Black was concerned about his wife’s attorney having 

an acquaintenship with Attorney General Jackley, but had absolutely no evidence that 

any such contacts were made.  

 Black contends that Finding of Fact 6 is clearly erroneous relating to the “spray 

paint incident” involving a boat that was marital property. Even assuming that the boat 

was in the possession and property of Black or Black and his wife, the significance of the 

Finding of Fact is that Black spray-painted the boat in an area of Aberdeen that was 

visible to everyone traveling on Melgaard Road. (See FOF 6, AR 281) and Ex. 2. Black 

has never disputed this act, and in fact admitted to Satterlee that when he did he “knew 

that it was not smart”, yet he did it anyway. (See FOF 47, AR 281). 

 The remainder of the Findings of Fact are supported by substantial evidence on 

the record, and the fact that Black may have offered rebuttal or somewhat inconsistent 

testimony is meaningless. There is an exhibit or testimony to support all the findings 

entered by the Commission. 
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 ISSUE 2: THE DIVISION OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION COMPLIED 

WITH GOVERNING LAW, RULES AND REGULATIONS WHEN IT TERMINATED 

BLACK’S EMPLOYMENT. 

 

 The DCI complied with the requirements of due process and South Dakota law in 

the procedure followed in regard to Black’s termination.  

 The State of South Dakota has established a framework for grievances and 

discipline in regard to employees who are protected by the Civil Service Act. The 

Administrative Rule cited above has been promulgated as part of that framework, 

pursuant to the authority granted and required in SDCL §3-6D-14. The statutory 

procedure to follow grievances and the resolution of grievances is described in SDCL §3-

6D-15. Black was accorded the protections of both a pre-termination hearing within the 

guidance of Cleveland Bd. Of Educ. V. Loudermill, 470 US 532, 105 S. CT. 1487, 84 L 

Ed 2
nd

 494 (1985) and a full blown due process hearing as part of his grievance process. 

Schroeder v. Dept. of Social Services, supra.  

 Black contends that the letter dated February 13, 2014 which he received from 

Zeeb resulted in some denial of due process. The letter in question (Ex. 1) was necessary 

to place Black on administrative leave without pay, due to the fact that he was prohibited 

from carrying a firearm, which was an essential part of his duties. Although Black 

contends that the letter advised him no action would be taken until the protection order 

matter was resolved, in reality, the letter states in pertinent part: 

“You will remain on administrative leave without pay 

until this issue is resolved, or until further notice from 

me.” (Ex. 1) (Emphasis ours). 

 

 In fact, Black received further notice from Zeeb by letter dated February 21, 2014, 

which was a pre-termination letter. Again, Ex. 3 advised Black that he would remain 
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suspended with pay until a final decision had been made concerning termination. In Ex. 

3, Black was advised: 

“You have the right to present reasons, in person or in 

writing, why I should not terminate your employment. 

If you wish to present reasons in person, you must do 

so at 10 a.m. on Monday, February 24, 2014, in my 

office. If you wish to present reasons in writing, the 

reasons must be received by me on or before this 

time.” (Ex. 3) 

 

 In response to Ex. 3 – the written notice of intent to terminate which gave Black 

the right to present reasons in writing or in person – Black indeed presented reasons or 

arguments in writing as to why the proposed disciplinary action should not be taken. See 

Ex. 4 – An eleven page letter presented by Black to Zeeb in response to Ex. 3.  

 The DCI did exactly what the statute contemplated and what Black asked them to 

do – they considered Black’s response in detail. That response reaffirmed their 

determination that he should be terminated for a variety of reasons, all of which are 

clearly set forth in a letter dated March 14, 2014 from Zeeb to Black.  

 Black’s opportunity to be heard after receiving Ex. 3 – the pre-termination notice 

– was exactly that notice contemplated by US Supreme Court decision in Loudermill and 

cited in Lee v. South Dakota Department of Health, 411 NW 2
nd

 108 (SD 1987): 

“The pre-termination hearing need not definitively 

resolve the propriety of the discharge. It should be an 

initial check against mistaken decisions – essentially a 

determination of whether there are reasonable grounds 

to believe that the charges against the employee are 

true, and support the proposed action… 

 

The essential requirements of due process … are 

notice and an opportunity to respond. The opportunity 

to present reasons, either in person or in writing, why 

proposed action should not be taken is a fundamental 

due process requirement… the tenured public 
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employees entitled to oral or written notice of the 

charges against him, an explanation of the employer’s 

evidence, and an opportunity to present his side of the 

story.” 

 

 Black received all the due process to which he was entitled to, particularly when 

the pre-termination notice was combined with the full-blown evidentiary hearing from 

which Black now appeals.  

 Black also contends that DCI should have been prohibited from relying on prior 

disciplinary actions taken against him. It is difficult to believe that any disciplinary action 

could or should be taken in a vacuum, and without regard to disciplinary history. 

Disciplinary history was very important in Black’s case. He was fully aware of that 

history and he knew exactly where both he and the DCI stood in regard to every incident 

described in his evaluations and every prior disciplinary event.  

 The disciplinary history which the DCI relied on showed constant and recurring 

problems with the exercise of judgment and common sense, and Black’s inability to 

prevent his emotions from controlling his better judgment. 

 This Court recognized that it is appropriate to rely on prior conduct in 

determining the necessity and type of discipline to impose on any employee. In Irvine v. 

City of Sioux Falls, 711 N.W. 2
nd

 607 (SD 2006), a situation similar to the case at hand 

was discussed. This Court commented that: 

“Year after year, Irvine’s evaluations depicted a man 

who was a proficient firefighter, but an unmanageable 

employee. Irvine’s supervisors repeatedly encouraged 

him to “be more cooperative, courteous and non-

disruptive to the organization””.  

 

 In Irvine, this Court acknowledged that a review of prior evaluations and 

disciplinary history was very much appropriate.  
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 Black’s contention that Gortmaker added an additional ground for his termination 

during the grievance process is also misplaced. The Circuit Court recognized this. 

Gortmaker’s letter of March 27, 2014 (Ex. 18) does not add any additional ground or 

basis for termination. It offers an additional explanation for how the facts previously 

made known by Black to the DCI and vice versa support Gortmaker’s determination that 

the conduct unbecoming as expressed in Policy 7.0101 implies and how the DCI Policy 

requires agents to be truthful in all matters is significant.  

 The remainder of Black’s arguments in this area represent recitations of Black’s 

evidence, his testimony and the testimony of some of his witnesses. However, this 

version of facts was not accepted by the Commission, and there is no basis for an 

argument to the contrary. For example, the contention that Black’s ex-wife and parties 

“on her behalf” were contacting Gortmaker and Attorney General Jackley and that there 

was some other, unstated reason for Black’s termination was not adopted by the 

Commission and in fact not supported by credible evidence on the record. There is 

absolutely no basis for the unsupported statement made by Black that “given the status of 

the process, Black had no chance to prevail in any hearing before DCI Administration, 

nor appeal before the Commission.” See P 33 of Black’s brief. A review of the extensive 

transcript, the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and the Memorandum Opinion 

of the Commission and of the reviewing Circuit Court show this to be an unsupported 

contention.  

 Finally, there is no reason to believe that the Commission was not well-versed in 

the law governing disciplinary actions and appeals relating to State employees protected 

by the Civil Service Act. Allegations that the hearing officer failed to advise the 
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Commission of the applicable law, administrative rules and policies to be applied is 

likewise unsupported.  

 The Commission clearly understood the burden of proof. Black received pre-

termination notice and an extensive and exhaustive hearing in regard to the termination 

proceedings. Black received all the due process he was entitled to as a result of the fair 

and impartial hearing held by the Commission. 

CONCLUSION 

 During the course of his employment with the DCI, Black clearly exhibited some 

traits and abilities that the DCI valued. However, this is not a case that supports Black’s 

contention that some argument supporting termination was made up after the fact. During 

the entirety of his employment, the same significant problem surfaced repeatedly. Despite 

being warned in evaluations and disciplinary proceedings over a period of 8 years or 

more, he consistently exhibited poor judgment and an inability to control his emotions. 

These characteristics can be dangerous in a law enforcement officer.  Black’s ability and 

credibility was clearly damaged as a result. Discipline was justified and it is not the role 

of any reviewing court to substitute its judgment on the type of judgment imposed. Black 

was terminated after receiving all due process rights to which he was entitled. The 

decision of the Circuit Court and the Civil Service Commission should be affirmed. 
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Dated this ____ day of August, 2016. 

  MAY, ADAM, GERDES & THOMPSON, LLP 

  BY:___________________________________ 

  ROBERT B. ANDERSON 

  Attorneys for Appellee 

  503 S. Pierre St. 

  Pierre, SD 57501 

  (605) 224-8803 

  rba@mayadam.net 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

 The undersigned hereby certifies a true copy of the Brief of Appellee in the 

above-captioned action were duly served upon Appellant by emailing a copy thereof on 

the ___ day of August, 2016, to attorney Tim Whalen at his email address 

whalawtim@cme.coop. The undersigned further certifies that the original and two copies 

of the Brief of Appellee in the above-captioned action were hand delivered to Shirley A. 

Jameson-Fergel, Clerk of the Supreme Court, State Capitol, 500 E. Capitol Avenue, 

Pierre, South Dakota, 57501, on the date above written. On that same date a copy of the 

Appellee’s Brief in Word format and Appendix in pdf format were filed electronically by 

e-mail attachment to SCclerkbriefs@ujs.state.sd.us . 

 

 

   

     __________________________________ 

     ROBERT B. ANDERSON 
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 

             Robert B. Anderson, attorney for Appellee, hereby certifies that the foregoing 

Appellee’s Brief complies with the type volume limitation imposed by the Court by 

Order.  Proportionally spaced typeface Times New Roman has been used.  Excluding the 

cover pages, Table of Contents, Table of Authorities, Certificate of Service and 

Certificate of Compliance, Brief of Appellee contains 9,232 words or 46,941 characters 

and does not exceed 32 pages.  Microsoft Word is the word processing software that has 

been used. 

             Dated this ____ day of August, 2016. 

MAY, ADAM, GERDES & THOMPSON LLP 

 

BY:___________________________________ 

 ROBERT B. ANDERSON 

 Attorneys for Appellee 

 503 S. Pierre St. 

 Pierre, SD 57501 

 (605) 224-8803 

 rba@mayadam.net 
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C·IVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 
STATE OF SOOTH DAKOTA 

IN THE MATTER OF THE GRIEVANCE OF: I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Mark Black 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 

v. 

Division of Criminal Investigation 

Mark Black(Grievant) was hired in 2005 by the South Dakota 
Division of criminal Investigation. on February 21, 2014, 
Special Agent Black was notified by letter that disciplinary 
action was proposed. In a letter dated March 14, 2014, in 
response to a request to reconsider a proposal for termination, 
di-rector Brian K. Zeeb acknowledged review of specified 
iilfOrmation, and aeveloped a· timeline of events beginning in 
September, 2006 and culminating in an evaluation dated January 
29, 2014, indicating a history of action taken which adve·rsely 
affected the Division of Criminal Investigation. In a February 
21, 2014 letter Special Agent Mark Black was terminated. That 
disciplinary action was appealed,_ and the appeal was heard by the 
South Dakota Civil Service Commission on September 16, 2014. 

The Civil Service commission met in Room 412 at the Sout~ 
Dakota Capitol Building on September 16, 2014 for purposes of a 
contested hearing and consideration of Grievant's appeal. 
Commission member-s Ingemunsen, Greff, Garnos, Grandpre and 
Mosteller were in attendance, with Barbara Christianson 
presiding. 

The issue before the Civil Service Commission was whether 
just cause existed to terminate the employment of Grievant. The 
South Dakota Department of Criminal Investigation was represented 
by attorney Robert B. Anderson of Pierre. The Grievant was 
represented by attorney Tim Whalen of Lake Andes. 

The Commission heard testimony that Grievant had been a 
valued asset of the Department of Criminal Investigat-ion and 
worked well with other agencies. He had worked skillfully to 
assist prosecutors and support local law enforcement. There were 
many positive aspects of his employment, but Gr_ievant displayed 
frustration, anger and vindictiveness on repeated occasions that 
caused alarm in and outside the agency. Whether it was marking 

. defamatory messages on a boat parked .outside -his residence, 
·-rel~tionships with other individuals, ce~sure of decisions made 
by cb-wor~ers in a very public manner, or other expressipns of 
frustration q._nd anger, it became _clear to his s_upeivi.s_ors that 
Grie_vant could riot or would not effectively manage his anger . 
. 11ork .improvement plans, warnings and administrative measU"re.s were . 
. n6.t .. e_f_.f~ctive in curtailing the displays of unhappiness and lack 

-· :···,·.-· ·of:.'.:'ob::leG.ti:v.i.ty._ :Gr:ievant .Q.escril;led -him:?elf ,as .a .pa_s.:s.is:inat_e .. and 
- ''· ~.:··,.-:;::': .·_. ... ' .. •, ::, ; :,·: · ... , ' 

Al 



. ·. 
.. :-,::·:. ~ :- . '" ' . 

emotional guy. He testified that when he placed the message on 
the boat, he "knew that it v1as not .::;mart", yet he did it anyway. 
It was this recurring loss of control that led the agency to 
terminate. 

The Civil Service Commission cannot put itself in the 
position of managers or sup_ervisors, but is obligated to 
determine if just cause existed for disciplinary action under 
these circumst·ances. The Commission finds -that t.he a_gency had 
just cause to terminate the Gr.ievant in this mat.ter. 

Counsel for the South Dakota Department of Criminal 
Investigation is requ_ested to serve proposed findings of fact and 
conclusions of law consistent with this memorandum decision upon 
the hearing officer and Grievant within ten days of receipt of 
this decision. If Grievant wishes to submit his own proposed 
finding of fact and conclusions of la•v and any objection to those 
produced by the South Dakota Department of Criminal 
Investigation's counsel, he shall do so within 15 days from 
receipt of this decision. The commission will thereafter adopt 
findings and conclusions and an order will be entered, with 
notice of entry given as provided by law. 

Dated this !J-l}J_ day of -~-4'-""y='--'-,.LJ _____ , 2015. 

SOUTH DAKOTA CIVIL SERVICE 
COMMISSION 

B~~~ 
Acting Chair 
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CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 
STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA 

IN THE MATTER OF THE GRIEVANCE 
OF: 

MARK BLACK 

v. 

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL 
INVESTIGATION 

FINDINGS OFF ACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

The hearing in this appeal was held on September 16, 2014, in room 412 of the South 

Dakota Capitol Building in Pierre, SD, before the Civil-Service Commission of the State of 

South Dakota. The hearing was held before a quorum of the Civil Service Commission with 

Commission members Ingemunseng, Greff, Games, Grandepre and Mosteller in attendance and 

with Chairman Barbara Christianson presiding. Tluee of the Commission members in attendance 

were experienced in law enforcement as that term is utilized in SDCL § 3-60-1, Hearing officer 

was Thomas Lee. 

The Appellant, Mark Black appeared in person and through his attorney Timothy Whal.en 

of Lake Andes, Sb. The Division of Criminal Investigation appeared through its director Bryan 

Gortmaker, and through its attorney Robert B. Anderson, both of Pierre, SD. 

The Civil Service Commission heard all witnesses testify and observed all witnesses in 

person other than the following witnesses who testified telephonically, by agreement of the 

parties and permission of the Commission: Dave Ackennan, Mark Milbrandt, Barry Hillstead, 

Dave Lunzman and Dale Elsen. The Commissioners in attendance were able to observe the 

witnesses who testified personally and make their judgments as to the reliability and credibility 

of the testimony presented by all witnesses. All of the Commissioners present heard all of the 
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testimony and reviewed all of the exhibits and other portions of the record. After considering th.e 

record ln its entirety, the testimony of the witnesses, the evidence produced, and the argument of 

the parties and their counsel, and good cause appearing therefore, and the Commission having 

previously voted to affirm the tennination of Mark Black by his employer, the Division of 

Criminal Investigation, and a written memorandum decision dated April 12, 2015, having 

previously been entered, which Memorandum Decision is attached hereto, labeled as Exhibit A 

and incorporated fully herein by reference, now the Civil Service Commission of the State of 

South Dakota does hereby make the following Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

l. Mark Black (Black) was hired as an agent with the Division of Criminal 

Investigation (DCI) in 2005. When initially hired Brian Zeeb (Zeeb) was his immediate 

supervisor in a region which covered northeastern South Dakota. 

2. On February 13, 2014, Zeeb became aware that a protection order had been 

· served on Black that among other things required Black to surrender his duty weapons. As a 

result, Black was Placed on administrative leave. 

3. The DCT placed Black on administrative leave because he was required to carry a 

fuear_m in the course of his employment and being unable to do so could no longer serve as an 

agent. 

4. The Petition for Protection Order was brought against Black by his then ex-wif~ 

Patricia. 

5. Black and Patricia had been involved in a, lengthy, unfriendly divorce that had 

been finalized in August, 2013. 
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6. In June, 201-3, it came to the attention of the DCI that Black had spray painted on 

a boat which was marital property and in the possession of Patricia. He spray painted on the boat 

in large letters "Patty Wins" at a time when the boat was parked in or near a house inhabited by 

Patricia. 

7. Attached to the petition for protective order was a Jetter written by Black to 

Patricia which acknowledged prior violent behavior on his part and an inability to control his 

temper. 

8. DCI was concerned that Black may have committed a crime of domestic violence 

based on the information they reviewed after obtaining a copy of the protection order petition. 

9. Prior to February 13, 2014, the DCI had concerns about Black's behavior, his 

tendency to make decisions based on emotion rather than judgment, and his periodic loss of 

control. On at least six prior written personnel evaluations, Black had been criticized for making 

decisions based on emotion and not judgment. 

10. At one time Black sent an email to everyone in the DCI as well as the Attorney 

General criticizing a prosecuting attorney with the Attorney General's office and submitted his 

resignation (which was not accepted). This act was the result of an emotional impulse on the part 

of Black. 

11. Blilck's written personnel evaluation done in July, 2013, noted that: "Mark was 

placed on WIP (work improvement plan) based upon a documented history of his difficlilty with 

stressful/emotional reactions to situations, Mark needs to keep his head down and make sound 

decisions at all time." 

12. Black made very negative and ill con?idered and potentially damaging comments, 

which were recorded on a tape recording that he had been making during the course of 
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investigation done in the Brown County Courthouse in Aberdeen. Portions of the tape eventually 

made it on to the internet through others. The tape was potentially damaging to the confidence 

and trust of the public and other law enforcement officials. 

13. Black was in many ways a skilled agent and valuable to the DCI when he was 

able to control his emotions and make good judgments. 

14. Despite being counseled periodically from 2006 onward Black continued to make 

similar mistakes and allow his emotion to control his behavior and performance. 

15. The DCI views good judgment as an important characteristic of an agent because 

their agents must deal with complex situations involving victims, suspects, other Jaw 

enforcement agencies and the public. 

16. A paragraph from the hand written letter Black wrote to Patricia was obtained by 

someone and placed on the internet for the public to review. The letter was damaging to Black's 

credibility and his continuing ability to serve as an agent. 

17. During the course of an investigation Ze.eb conducted in response to the filing of 

the protection order and the information he gathered during the course of that investigation he 

became justifiably concerned that Black's prior behavior had affected or would affect his ability 

' to work as an agent and testify effectively in the futme. 

18. Be'cause of these concerns, Zeeb discussed Black's situation with Black's 

immediate supervisor Jason Even (EVen) and Assistant Director, Dan Satterlee (Satterlee) as well 

as DCI Director Bryan Gortmaker (Gortmaker). 

19. Zeeb thought discipline was necessary based on the information he had. acquired 

and Black's disciplinary and service history with the DCI. 
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20. One concern related to the fact that DCI agents are often asked to investigate 

other law enforcement agencies or officers across the State and the fact that Black had admitted 

conduct that may have been criminal in nature (regardless of whether it resulted in a conviction) 

would affect his ability to conduct such investigations. 

21. Some of these investigations relate to charges of domestic abuse against other 

officers and based on the information now on the internet and in other places, Zeeb and the DCI 

justifiably felt Black's ability to conduct such investigation was compromised. 

22. The conversations Zeeb had with the other identified DCI officials caused them to 

be concerned about Black's ability to perform as a DCI agent. 

23. It was determined that Black should be terminated and the facts required such 

action. Zeeb personally agreed .. 

24. After lengthy discussion, Gortmaker, Satterlee, Zeeb and Even all- agreed that 

discipline was necessary and that tennination should be the discipline imposed. 

25. - As a ~esuit of their decision, DCI through Zeeb wrote a letter dated February 21, 

2014, giving Black notice of intent to terminate his employment with DCI. The letter explained 

the reasons in detail. 

26. The basis for discipline described in the notice of intent to terminate letter 

included allegatiOns contained in Patricia's application for protection order involving acts of 

physical violence 'and Black's inability to control his temper, as well as Black's own hand 

written letter acb.owledging many of these allegations all of which the DCI was unaware of 

prior to February 13, 2014. 



27. In addition, the letter stated that Black had committed vvhat appears to have been 

the crime of simple assault (domestic violence) whether he was charged or not. The DCI was 

likewise unaware of this prior to February 13, 2014. 

28. Black's conduct which was the basis for the notice of intent to terminate letter 

dated February 21, 20J4, was outside the scope of his employment but administrative rules of the 

State of South Dakota specifically permit discipline for such acts. 

29. The acts complained of by Black reflected unfavorably by the State, tended to 

destroy confidence in the operation of state services or adversely affected the public trust 

particularly since these allegations became known to the public through publication on the 

internet 

30. The facts described in the notice of intent to terminate letter also constitute a 

violation of DCI policy 7 .0 I 0 l regarding how agents must conduct themselves both on and off 

duty. Black's conduct as described in the notice of intent to temlinate letter exhibited conduct 

contrary to professional standards and unfitness to discharge duties as well as conduct which 

adversely affected morale or efficiency of the DCI and diminish public confidence. 

31. Zeeb and others correctly felt that through the history of the documentation Black 

had not represented the DCI in a positive way and therefore violated the DCI policy noted above. 

32. Given Black's behavior and the DCI's legitimate concern about his exercise of 

judgment It was too great of risk to maintain Black as an active agent. 

33. After Black exercised his right to reply in writing to the notice of intent to 

tenninate Jetter zeeb and DCI conducted additional investigation into Blacks statements to 

determine whether their decision to terminate was justified. This investigation included the . . 

review of documents at the Brown County Courthouse, review of audio recordings, review of 
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voluminous text r.nessages and having the North Dakota Bureau of Criminal Investigation 

conduct a separate investigation. 

34. As a result ofBlack 1s response to the notice of intent to terminate letter and the 

additional investigation conducted by DCI, Zeeb provided a letter dated March 14, 2014, to 

Black outlining in detail the factual basis for maintaining the DCI decision to discipline Black 

and in fact terminate him. Among other things this additional investigation resulted in the DCI 

stating additional factual reasons for the discipline against Black, all of which are outlined in 

hearing exhibit 5, 

35. Black's continued behavior throughout his employment with the DCI showed a 

lack of ability to deal wit11 stressful situations and an inability to keep. his emotional reactions in 

control. 

36. ' . 
Black displayed frustration, anger and vindictiveness on repeated occasions that 

caused alafm in and outside the DCI. 

3 7. Black over time proved that he could not or would not effectively manage his 

anger and emotion. 

38. DCI repeatedly notified Black of their concerns over the behavior identified in the 

proceeding finding and attempted to work with him to improve his conduct. Those efforts are 

described in hearing exhibit 5. 

39. Of the examples described in hearing exhibit 5 beginning on page 2 continuing 

through the bottoin of page 3 were proven by a preponderance of evidence on the record and 

represent separate basis for Black's tennination. Hearing exhibit 5 is attached hereto, labeled as 

Exhibit B and incOrporated herein by reference. 
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40. Black's continued history of conduct and emotional behavior was a significant 

factor in his deter.ruination. 

41. The fact that DCI had noted their concerns over Black's prior behavior on 

numerous occasions and attempted to assist him through evaluations and two work improvement 

plans was also a legitimate factor in DCI's decision to tenninate Black. 

42. Although Zeeb had been a personal friend of Black and had a long working 

relationship with him, he was justifiably convinced after the investigation and findings that Black 

needed to be terminated. 

43. The evidence in the record shows that DCI made continuous efforts over a period 

of years to keep Black in the field as an agent and attempted to deal with his problems and 

improve his perfo'rmance. 

44. The tape recording which Black made in the Brown County Courthouse made its 

way onto the internet and did not show agent Black or the DCI in a positive light. 

45. Black had difficulty during his career as a DCI agent in dealing with good and 

bad on an even level. His emotions often affected his judgment. 

46. Black had been placed on one work improvement plan as a result of his spray 

painting the boat discussed above. DCI saw that as evidence of his inability to control his 

emotions and make bad decisions. 

47. Black testified that when he spray painted the message on the boat he "knew that 

it was not smart"."Yet, he did it anyway. 

48. Bl~ck was criticized for how he hai1dled a disagreement with a prosecuting 

attorney in sendi~g negative comments to everyone in the DCI tluough an email. DCI 
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administration correctly determined that such criticism should be handled in a different way and 

in a rnore litnited fashion. 

49. Black received a one day suspension without pay for commenting on a Keloland 

Blog and identifying himself as a DCI agent in a manner that the DCI was concerned would be 

interpreted as an official comment on their behalf. 

50. On June 28, 2013, Black had been placed on ·a 60 day work improvement plan by 

his immediate supervisor Even. 

51. At that time that work improvement plan was imposed on Black, the DCI 

specifically relied on the tape recording that he had made and which found its way to the 

internet, the spray painting of the boat discussed above, and 15 other notations in his personnel 

file that addressed his conununications ability with others and his emotional reactions in regard 

to relationships with others and the impact of that on his decision making. 

52. Or.le purpose of the work improvement plan in June, 2013, was to get the message 

across to Black tliat they didn't want any more of these type of events involving emotional 

reactions or poor judgment to occur. Shortly after the work improvement program was 

completed, Black was again disciplined for the blog comment identifying himself as a DCI 

agent. 

53. During the course of events concerning Black which became public, various law 

enforcement officers and agencies contacted Even and asked him what Was going on, why did 

this happen and the like. 

54. There were articles concerning Black in the Aberdeen Newspaper and on the 

internet. They were affecting public knowledge and confidence, 
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55. Black explained the incident where he spray painted the boat as representing an 

impulsive reaction to his frustration with his divorce proceedings. 

56. Black's response to the Keloland blog identifying himself as a DCI agent was 

noticed by the Attorney General's Office and brought to the attention of the DCI by that office. 

57. The letter written by Black to Patricia during the course of their divorce which 

was ultimately placed on the internet by unidentified parties admitted to acts of violence in 

breaking and destroying personal property and physical contact between Black and Patricia. 

58. By statute, the DCI is the law enforcement agency charged with the duty and 

obligation to assist other agencies including both local and state agencies, municipal police 

departments, county sheriffs and others engaged in law enforcement. 

59. The role of the DCI is unique and law enforcement in South Dakota. As explained 

by assistant director Satterlee they "police tl1e police". 

60. when Black sent an email to all DCI employees state wide criticizing and 

blaming an assist8.nt attorney general for the manner in which they prosecuted a case, Gortmaker 

' intervened with then Attorney General Larry Long to save Black's job. Gortmaker correctly 

viewed it as an example of Black's emotions overcoming his reason and judgment. 

61. The tape recording which ultimately made it to the internet and which involved 

Agent Black among others was in the eyes of Director Gortmaker very inappropriate and harmful 

to the DCI and its image. 

62. Gortmaker was justifiably concerned about the incident where Black spray 

painted the boat because it also showed a continuation of Black's emotions overcoming his 

judgment. 
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63. Gortinaker was justifiably concerned about Black's response on the Keloland 

news blog criticizing a mother who had posted remarks about a swat team exercise, and 

identifying himself therein as a DCI agent. He viewed that as a continuation of poor judgment on 

the part of Black_ 

64. Gortmaker and the DCf detennined that Black's behavior over a period of time 

reflecting poor judgment and a tendency to react emotionally affected him, his credibility and his 

ability to carry out his duties as a DCI agent. 

65. After the initial of intent to terminate letter dated February 21, 2014, and Black's 

re.sponse, the DC! conducted additional investigation which among other things revealed 540 

pages of text messages many of which were sent by Black, Director Gortmaker reviewed all of 

those and he had never seen them prior to that time. 

66. Gortmak.er's review of the text messages confmned his decision that Black should 

be terminated. 

67. Among other things Black admitted to his wife in a text message that he would 

take the stand and admit to adultery when he had previously specifically denied such actions to 

Director GortmaICer in response to a specific and direct question. 

68. GOrtmaker made the determination that if Black would lie to his wife, Black 

would lie to him in the course of his duties and respoiisibilities. That has always been 

Gortmaker's rule in·dealing with other employees of the DCI. 

69. Throughout the course of his employment with DCI, Blacl( had been furnished 

'Written personnel evaluations commenting on his need to improve his control of emotion, he was 

offered counseling, he was placed on two work improvement plans in an effort to improve his 

performance and save him as an agent. 
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70. Black's inability to control .his emotional response to stressful events as set fo11h 

above negatively affected the confidence of others in him as an agent and in the DCI as well as 

their respective relationships with other law enforcement agencies and individuals. 

71. Black's repeated behavior in permitting his emotions to overcome his better 

judgment and reasoning reflected unfavorably on the State and the DCI and destroyed 

confidence in the·operation of the DC[ as well as adversely affecting the public trust in the State 

and the DCI. 

72. Black's behavior and in particular his tendency to react emotionally to stressful 

situations and not use his better judgment became known to other law enforcement agencies and 

individuals and to the public in general. 

73. Black's emotional responses to stressful situations and his tendency to allow 

emotion to overcome better judgment and reason caused his supervisors at the DCI to lose trust 

and confidence in his ability to effectively act as an agent and a representa1ive of the DCI. 

74. Biack violated rule 7.010 l of the DCI personnel policy manuat in that he failed to 

conduct himself on and off duty in a manner that reflected favorably on the DCI. 

75. Blitck violated rule 7.0101 of the DC! personnel policy manual in that his conduct 

both on and off duty adversely affected the morale and ·efficiency of the DCI and diminished 

public confidence. 

76. Black's conduct and violation of the DCI policy set forth in the preceding two 

findings of fact negatively impacted the trust of others in the DCI and those iri other law 

enforcement agencies in regard to Black's ability to perform the duties of his position and 

reflected poorly on the DCI. 
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71. The evidence presented at the hearing is sufficient to establish good cause for 

Black's termination by DC!. 

78. Black's actions as set forth in these findings of fact disrupted the efftciency or 

morale of the DCI. 

79. Black violated standard work rules and DCI policies established for the safe, 

efficient or effective operation of the DCI. 

80. Black violated the provisions of ARSD 55: I 0:07:04(26). 

81. The basis for tennination given to Black in the initial notice of intent to terminate 

letter dated February 21, 2014, and in the supplemental nOtice of termination dated March 14, 

2014, was supported by credible evidence in the record and persuasive facts. 

82. Good cause and factual support exist to support the discipline which was imposed 

on Black as a result of the facts and circumstances described in these fmdings of fact. 

83. Good cause existed for the termination of Black by the DCL 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. The Civil Service Commission of the State of South Dakota has jurisdiction over 

both the subject ~atter of this proceeding and the parties. 

2. Ali of the evidence and testimony was heard by a quorum of the Civil Service 

Commission for the State of South Dakota. Of those members present, three were experienced in 

law enforcement as that term is utilized in SPCL 3-6D-1. 

3. The DCI met its burden of going forward, its burden of proof, and its burden of 

persuasion to establish there was good cause for discipline to be imposed on Black. 

4. The DCI met its burden of going forward, its burden of proof, and its burden of 

persuasion to establish there was good cause for Black's tennination. 



5, Given the facts and circun1stances which existed and which are described in these 

findings of fact and conclusions of law, there was good cause for the DCI to terminate Black's 

employment. 

6. These conclusions of law are based on the_facts and other eviden~e presented at 

the hearing held on September 16, 2014 and on the Commission's assessment of the credibility 

of the various witnesses as well as on the memorandwn decision dated April 12, 2015, which is 

attached hereto, labeled as Exhibit A and incorporated herein by reference. 

7. Black's appeal is dismissed and the decision of the DCI in regard to the 

termination of Black's employment is upheld. 

8. The memorandum decision entered by the Civil Service Commission dated April 

12, 2015, is hereby incorporated fully be reference. 

9. An order consistent with these findings of fact and conclusions of law shall be 

issued by the Civil Service Commission. 

Dated this /1,-liday of May, 2015. 

SOUTH DAKOTA CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 

JM~~ 
BY: 
It's Chairman 
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CIRCUIT COURT OF SOUTH DAKOTA 

SIXTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
HUGHES COUNTY COURTHOUSE 

P.O. BOX 1238 
PIERRE, SOUTH DAJCOTA 57501 ·1238 

JOHN BROWN 
PRESIDING CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE 

Phone: (605) 773-3970 
Fax: (605) 773-6492 

John.Brown@ujs.state.sd. us 

Timothy W'halen 
Whalen Law Office, P.C. 
Lake Andes, SD 57356 
whalawtim@cme.coop 

Robert Anderson 
May, Adam, Gerdes & Thompson 
Pierre, SD 57501 
RBA@mayadam.net 

February 1, 2016 

MONAWEIGER 
COURT REPORTER 

Phone: (605) 773-3971 
Mona.Weiger@ujs.state.sd.us 

KATIE J. HRUSKA 
SIXTH CIRCUIT LAW CLERK 
Katie.Hruska@ujs.slate.sd.us 

Re: Hughes County Civ. No. 15·125: Mark Black v. Division of Criminal 
Investigation 

MEMORANDUM DECISION 

This is an appeal from the Civil Service Commission regarding Mark Black's 
termination of employment. The Division of Criminal Investigation terminated 
Mark Black for cause. Mark Black eventually appealed that decision to the 
Commission, which affu·med termination. Mark Black now appeals to this Circuit 
Court. This Court affirms the Commission. 

BACKGROUND 

Mark Black ("Black") began employment as an agent with the ·Division of 
Criminal Investigation ("DCI") on August 5, 2005. AR. at 110. He was terminated 
on Februai·y 24, 2014. AR. at 88. Before being terminated, Black was considered 
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one ofDCI's top five age11ts. HT. at 110 (Even); HT. at 139 (Satterlee). Black was 
awarded the Distinguished Service Award in 2009. AR. at 254. Everyone agreed 
that Black was recognized as a good agent who performed his work exceptionally. 

However, the record shows a long history of temper, emotional imbalance, 
and poor judgment when under stress. These have been continuous concerns of DCI 
since Black's fu·st year of employment. Within his first year, he received high 
marks and praise on his evaluation of September 7, 2006, but was told that he 
needed "to continue to remind himself to maintain his composure and not allow his 
emotions to take over." AR. at 112. For the first part of 2007, his evaluation read, 
"Mark needs to remind himself to maintain a positive attitude when things are 
difficult or do not turn out the way 11e hoped." AR. at 115. Another evaluation six 
months later in February of 2008 revealed the same problem: "Mark needs to 
maintain his composure duxing stressful times when dealing with others in" law 
enforcement. AR. at 118. Later that year, his evaluation advised that "Mark on 
occasion makes poor decisions with regards to his relationship with others. Mark 
had at times a very difficult 6 month period and became frustrated and 
disappointed. This became an issue when he sent a resignation email to all agents 
in the DCI and to the Attorney General." It continued on to recommend 
improvement by seeking "out avenues to relieve his stress and not allow his 
emotions to get the best of him. Mark understands what is expected of him, but has 
in the recent past made poor choices in how he expresses himself." AR. at 121. The 
email resulted in 2-day work suspension and 60·day work improvement plan, and 
Black saw a counselor. He received an additional five similar evaluations outlined 
in Zeeb's second letter. AR. at 105; 122-36. Black was put on a work improvement 
plan "based upon a documented history of his difficulty with stressful/emotional 
reactions to situations. Mark needs to keep his head down and make sound 
decisions at all times." AR. at 140; 226. 

Outside of work, Black commented on the KELOland blog about a SWAT 
training event. Because he indicated he was a DCI agent on his Facebook page, his 
comment was linked, and it appeared that the comment was made on behalf of the 
DCI. He wrote: "This story is an excellent example of a waste of time by the media. 
This 'mother' would rather whine to get her face on camera than be a parent and 
explain to her child, it is the people that protect us practicing to keep us safe from 
bad guys." AR. at 105; 229. Black was disciplined with a !-day suspension. 

Black had a pending divorce occmring around 2013 that was very hostile. 
Black was very D.·ustrated and spray-painted the phrase "Patty wins" on his boat 
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that was parked on the street in front of his home. On February 13, 2014, his ex· 
wife filed a petition for a protection order. That same day, Blaclr's supervisor, Brian 
Zeeb, wrote to Black advising him that because he had to relinquish his service 
weapon, he had to be "on administrative leave with pay until this issue [of the 
protection order] is resolved or until further notice from me." AR. at 35. The 
Protection Order alleged many things, of which none were the basis of termination 
for cause. Instead, the only basis in the protection order was found in an attached 
document, one handwritten letter by Black himself to his then-wife. That letter 
dated October 23, 2013 included these passages: 

"As for my temper, rage, and razor tongue, I finally 
figured out how bad I hurt everyone around me. 
Especially you. I said numei·ous hateful things ... 
"1 know you feel like a victim ... 
''Yes babe I know I punched walls and doors, broke dishes, 
pictures. 
"I pushed and shoved you as well for that I am sorry too. 
A[n] honest reflection is that we both mistreated each 
other ... " 

AR at 59-60. Because of the admission in the letter of physical contact that may 
arise to domestic simple assault and a clear showing of Black's continued lack of 
emotional control and poor judgment, DCI (through Zeeb) sent a letter dated 
February 21, 2014, stating that it intended to terminate Black's employment. AR. 
at 88·91. 

The notice of termination letter cited AR.SD 55:10:07:04(26) and DCI Policy 
7.0101 as a basis for finding just cause to terminate. AR at 88-89. In response, 
Black was given the opportunity to be heard and wrote a lengthy letter explaining 
bis side of the story. AR. at 92-102. This response letter caused Supervisor Zeeb to 
reconsider. Zeeb reviewed numerous documents and information and outlined his 
findings in another letter. He stood by his decision and advised Black on the appeal 
process afforded to him. AR. at 103· 106. Black appealed to Director Gortmaker 
who reinvestigated and reconsidered. In doing so, he instead found more support 
for termination and affirmed Zeeb's decision. AR. at 170·71. Specifically, Black 
texted his ex·wife on May 17, 2013, the following, "Not after I talre the stand and 
admit to adultery. I told you I'll give you what u want. Btw [by the way] I broke up 
w/Lynda." AR. at 170. Gortmaker had asked Black if he committed adultery, to 
which Black said no. In light of this text, Gortmaker considered Black was lying to 
him or lying to his wife, in either case being a violation of DC! Policy 7.0103 
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"Integrity" a11d "unbecoming co11duct" of an agent under 7.0101. Gortmal{er stood 
by Zeeb's decision. 

Then, Blacl{ appealed to the Attorney General, Marty Jackley, who also 
affirmed Zeeb's decision and denied the appeal. AR. at 197. 

Next, Black appealed to the Civil Service Commission. At the hearing, DCI 
pxesented witnesses who testified about Black's long history of emotional imbalance 
and poor judgment. Black presented numerous commendation exhibits and 
witnesses who testified about his character and being a great agent. The 
Commission considered all of the above acts and found that just cause existed to 
terminate the employment of Black. AR. at 279·80. Findings and Conclusions were 
entered. AR. at 315·28. 

Black now appeals to this Circuit Court. This Court heard oral arguments by 
counsel on January 6, 2016. This Court now affirms the decision of the DCI 
administrators and the Commission. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

Agency decisions concerning questions of law are fully reviewable.1 "Whether 
the facts establish just cause for termination is a legal question reviewed de nova." 
Irvine v. City of Sioux Falls, 2006 S.D. 20, if 4. "In reference to the civil service 
board's factual findings, we have said that 'we do not judge witness credibility, a 
matter left to those presiding fu·st hand."' Id. Otherwise, this court's review of a 
decision from an administrative agency is governed by SDCL 1-26-36. "The court 
shall give great weight to the findings made and inferences drawn by [the 
Commission] on questions of fact" and reverse only when those findings are "clearly 
erroneous in light of the entire evidence in the record."2 Docume:q.tary evidence is 
reviewed de novo.a 

ANALYSIS 

I. Whether the facts relied on by DOI establish just cause to terminate Black's 
employment? 

1 Hayes v. Rosenbaum Signs & Outdoo1·Adver., Inc., 2014 S.D. 64, 'ii 7, 853 N.W.2d 878, 881. 
2 Williams v. S.D: Dep't of Agr., 2010 S.D. 19, 'ii 5, 779 N.W.2d 397, 400; SDCL 1-26·36. 
3 Ma1·tz v. Hills Materials, 2014 S.D. 83, 'iJ 14, 857 N.W.2d 413, 417. 
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DCI cited one regulation and one policy that were violated by Black 
continuously throughout his employment as support for just cause to terminate 
Black's employment. The Commission cited the same two authorities for finding 
just cause existed to terminate. 

The fu·st regulation, ARSD 55:10:07:04, is entitled, "Causes for disciplinary 
action." It reads in relevant part, 

Disciplinary action under this section may be taken for 
conduct within or outside the scope of employment. 
Disciplinary action may be talten for just cause as 
reported to the commissioner, including the just causes 
listed in this section: ... (26) The employee has engaged· 
in conduct, either prior to or duxing employment with the 
state that reflects unfavorably on the state, destroys 
confidence in the opexation of state services, or adversely 
affects the public trust in the state. 

ARSD 55:10:07:04(26). 

Black's main argument is that DCI did not present the xight witnesses to 
prove that Black "engaged in conduct that reflects unfavoxably on the state, 
destroys confidence in the operation of state sexvices, or adversely affects the public 
trust in the state." Black would require DCI to present witnesses from the general 
public, outside of the agency, to testify whether Black's conduct spoiled their 
personal view of, confidence in, and trust of the state and DCI. To take this 
proposal to its logical extxeme, Black would require a parade of individuals to the 
com·t and having them polled without suggesting what level of personal knowledge 
each person would have, whexe these people need to reside, or how many members 
of the public are needed for DCI to meet its burden of proof. Black would have some 
amount of random individuals testify about their opinion that would somehow be a 
reflection of the general public's opinion. Additionally, this proposal has judicial 
economy concerns. 

Instead, to meet its burden, DCI presented the directors and assistant 
dll·ectors of the DCI who had substantial experience working in DCI, observing and 
working with the agents and the public, and who are charged with the duty of 
managing DCI. One way it manages the DCI is handling and improving the 
public's opi1rion of the DCI. "A witness may testify to a matter only if evidence is 
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introduced sufficient to support a finding that the witness has personal knowledge 
of the matter. Evidence to prove personal knowledge may consist of the witness's 
own testimony." SDCL 19-19-602. Those members of DCI testified as laypersons 
with personal knowledge of what is expected of an agent with regard to public 
opinion, public trust, and public appea1·ance. These witnesses also had personal 
knowledge of the events that occurred surrounding Black. These witnesses are the 
best witnesses available for determining whether conduct may destroy confidence in 
the agency or adversely affect public trust in the agency. They are best able to 
effectively gauge the potential impact an agent's actions may have before actual 
damage to the agency or its public image occurs. 

Further, Black presents no authority for his proposal that "the test is to show 
that parties independent of the DCI administration were adversely affected as 
provided by this admirristrative rule.'' BlackS Brief at 14. V\lb.ile the failure to cite 
authority is fatal for an issue at the Supreme Court level,4 it is illustrative to this 
circuit court that the witnesses who testified, being charged with managing and 
supervising the agency, were competent and provided appropriate opinions that 
Black's conduct fit within the just cause described in section 26 of this Rule. 

DCI also found Black's conduct was unbeco ing of n agent, in violation of 
DCI Policy 7.0101, which provides that 

agents shall conduct themselves on and off d ty in a manner that 
reflects favorably on the division. Conduct H coming to an agent 
means conduct contrary to professional st nda~s that shows an 
unfitness to discharge duties or conduct wf· adve ely affects morale 
or efficiency of the division or diminishedp lie confi ence. 

\ 

Black argues that an ert witness is necessary to explain to the court the 
professional standards requ of an agent to discharge his duties, before 
determining whether Black as 't. Black argues that that expert must come 
from outside of the agen y because the administrators are biased, and their 
testimony would be self·se ving. 

First, there is no rule of evidence ~·oh,iting bias or self-serving testimony to 
be admitted. That only goes to the weig~~~:~ evidence that the court will give it. 
See Donat v. Johnson, 2015 S.D. 16, ({?' ~ N.W.2d 122, 128 (citing State v. 

4 "As has been stated many times by this Court, [Appellant's] failure to cite authority is fatal." 
Steele v. Bonner, 2010 S.D. 37, iJ 35, 782 N.W.2d 379, 386 (citing SDCL 15·26A·60(6)). 
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Berge1·on, 452 N.W.2d 918, 926 (Minn. 1990) ("e) l~ng that the objection that 
testimony is 'self-serving' appears to be a varia -ion on the objection that a 
defendant is incompetent to testify because of an ,. t~:rest' or 'bias' in the case, an 
objection that is no longer valid under the moder rules ~\evidence."). 

Second, expert testimony is necess ry£4en the "expert's scientific, technical, 
or other specialized knowledge will help t t ier of fact to understand the evidence 
or to determine a fact in issue." SDCL 19- -702. "To be helpful, of course, expert 
opinion must offer more than something ors can infer for themselves." State v. 
Guth.lie, 2001 S.D. 61, ~ 32, 627 N.W.2 401, 415. The professional standards of an 
agent are not a matter of scientific, te ·cal or specialized knowledge. This court, 
sitting as the trier of fact, does not eed testi ony to help it understand any of the 
evidence presented. The court ca infer for 'tself the professional standards of a 
law enforcement agent, and ow those standards we1·e violated in this 
circumstance. An expert is n needed to stablish that emotional control is a 
professional standard for a Ia enforceme officer. An expert is not needed to 

explain that a history of emot· nal imbalan and a hot temper may cause one to be 
unfit for law enforcement d es or adverse a ect morale in the division. 

Even if an expert was required p the court understand what conduct is 
"professional" for an agent, Director Go maker and other supervisors who testified 
are such experts qualified to give such p'nions. 

DCI also presented Black's e luatio s as exhibits. The evaluations show the 
expectations and standards req · ed of an a ent and how each is assessed. In this 
case, those evaluations show a lfistory of conduct that Black was unable to keep a 
cool head and deal with his stf s and anger in a very stressful job. 

Additionally, one of his job dutie is to inv stigate other law enforcement 
agents, sometimes those accused of domest1 viol ce. The admission in the letter 
that he "pushed and shoved" his ex·wife pre ts him from performing that duty 
because he has lost all credibility specific to t issue. But further, his course of 
conduct and the way he handles stressful s' uatio s gives one pause as..~o how well 
Black will testify at trial. Testifying is a ery stres 1 but very important duty of 

an officer. This Tecord is full ~f i eachable ot ~r acts (whether those are 
admissible is not an issue before this ourt) making it dangerous for him to testify 
in any case on behalf of the State. s credibility has bee~amaged. 
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DOI also met its burden of proof that Blaclt's actions adversely affected the 
morale or efficiency of D CI or diminished public confidence. There were examples of 
conduct including exposure of embarrassing communications or documents on the 
internet, and public displays of frustration and anger, and an agency·wide email 
criticizing an assistant attorney general's work performance. Zeeb even received 
calls about people concerned over Black's actions. HT. at 92. 

Combining the long, continuous course of conduct and the episodes of public 
outbursts, Black's actions were contrary to professional standards, which show he is 
unfit to discharge the duties of an agent. DCI met its burden of proof that Black did 
not conduct himself on and off duty in a manner that reflects favorably on DCI, 
contrary to DCI Policy 7 .0101. 

Findings of Fact 

Black points to several factual findings that he argues w'ere erxoneous and 
require reversal. No finding was wholly unsupported by the record or so egregiously 
erroneot1s to warrant reversal of the Commission's decision. 

First, FOF 6 said the boat was in "Patty's" possession when in fact it was in 
ft.·ont of Black's home. The significance of this finding is to describe that Black 
spray·painted his boat with angry words, "Patty Wins," in frustration of the divorce. 
Also, it was still marital property, so both parties had property rights to it. This 
finding does not require reversal. 

Black contends that FOF 7 and 8 indicate that Black admitted to allegations 
in his handwritten letter. The words "admit" or "admission" are not in those 
findings. Instead, FOF 7 summarizes the content of that letter where Black 
acknowledged that he "pushed and shoved" his wife. FOF 8 explains DCI's concerns 
about this letter. Neither is erroneous. 

Black alleges that Gortmaker and Jackley "made it clear to the DCI 
administration that they were simply tired of hearing Black's name." Appellant's 
Br. at 21. Black fails to cite the record for this alleged motivation. Instead, 
Exhibits 3, 5, 18, and 20 are letters from Zeeb, Gortmaker, and Jackley. Those 
letters are absent of any "clear" intention to fire Black because of gossip or 
annoyance. Those exhibits lead to the reasonable inference that DCI had dealt with 
Black's constant and repeated unacceptable and inappropriate behavior, which is 
well documented in the record. 
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The rest of Blach:'s complaints with the Findings are consistent with the 
record and have already been addressed elsewhere in this opinion. The court 
cannot say the Commission's factual findings were clearly erroneous in light of the 
entire evidence in the record. See SDCL 1-26-36. 

Lastly, Black spends a considerable amount of time proving he was a good 
agent. That is undisputed and irrelevant. Black was not terminated for inadequate 
work performance or poor case management. He was terminated because his 
emotions and anger cause him to act without thinking in a manner contrary to 
professional standards and unbecoming of a state employee and a law enforcement 
officer. Under this Court's de nova standard of review, the facts establish that just 
cause existed for DCI to terminate Black's employment. The Court affirms the 
Commission's and DCI's decision to discipline Black in the form they chose, 
termination. 

II. Was Black provided his full due process rights? 

Black complains that he was not afforded due process during his termination 
proceedings. First, Black argues that he did not have notice that prior disciplinary 
actions would be a basis for termination. 

He had notice on February 21, 2014 that he may be terminated due to specific 
acts alleged in the protection order and Black's statements in his handwritten 
letter. The decision became final when Zeeb gave notice on March 14, 2014 
outlining several examples of how Black had destroyed his own reputation but also 
the public's and DCI's confidence in Black to maintain professional standards. This 
served as notice that all those prior acts showed a course of conduct that Black was 
unable to control his emotions in stressful situations and to consider the 
consequences of his actions. He has been afforded every opportunity to be heard at 
every level of this appeal process. 

Second, Black cites no authority that prohibits prior conduct already subject 
to discipline, from being used in consideration of just cause for a future termination. 
Prior conduct can be the basis for just cause when an employee has a history of bad 
conduct and continues to act adversely to their employer. See Irvine v. City of Sioux 
Falls, 2006 S.D. 20, ~ 15, 711 N.W.2d 607, 612 (finding a long and continuous 
history of attitude problems recorded in employee's evaluations). 

Finally, Black argues that after he was terminated, additional reasons and 
grounds were added. YVhile Gortmaker did add another fact of just cause after 
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termination, there was no added "ground" or policy violation. Gortmaker merely 
cited the Integrity expectation at 7.0103. Lying, or violating this "golden rule," is a 
violation of Policy 7.0101, unbecoming conduct of an agent. Even if there were some 
violation of due process for adding another cause or a new ground, without the 
alleged fact of lying about adultery, the record still supports the agency's decision 
that just cause existed for disciplinary action by a preponderance of the evidence. 

CONCLUSION 

Fo1· the foregoing reasons, the Commission's decision is AFFIRIY.IED. 

Dated this 1st day of February, 2016. 

Honorable John Brown 
Presiding Sixth Circuit Court Judge 
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ST!-\TE OF SOUTH D/-\l(OTf.\ 

DiliO\\\O(l)M (l)fF C~iMi~Al i!>JlilE\\\'ifiGfol.'!JiOl[>! 
OFFfGIE OF AITORNEY GENERAL 

GEORGES. MICKELSON CRIMINAL JUSTICE CE!\lTER 
PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA 57501*8505 

PHONE (605) 773-3331 
FAX (605) 773-4629 

law Enforcement Training 
Slate forensic Laboratory 

MARTY J. JACKLEY 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 

February 21, 2014 

Special Agent Mark Black: 
PO Box 117 
Aberdeen, SD 57402-0117 

Dear Special Agent Black: 

In accordance with Administrative Rules qf-South Dakota (ARSD) 55:10:07:03, this 
letter is notice of intended disciplinary .. action. On February 24, 2014, at 5:00 PM, I 
intend to terminate your employment ·as a Special Agent with the Division of Criminal 
Investigation. Additionally, you·-·will continue to be suspended with pay until a final 
decision is rriade concerning Whether to proceed with your te1mination. 

The basis for this intended action is ARSD 55: 10:07 :04, which states: 

55:10:07:04. Causes for disciplinary action. Disciplinary action under this section may 
be taken for conduct i-vithin or outside the scope of employment. Disciplinary action may 
be taken for just cause as reported to the commissioner, including the just causes listed in 
this section: 

(26) The employee has engaged in conduct, either prior to or during employment with the 
state that reflects unfavorably on the state, destroys confidence in the operation of state 
services, or adversely affects the public trust in the state. 

This action is based on the following.summary of facts:, 

On February 13, 2014·, Patricia Ann Blick, your former wife, filed a Petition and 
Affidavit for a Protection Order (Domestic Abuse) and a Petitioner's Affidavit in Support 
of Petition for a Protection Ofder at the Brown County Courthouse in Aberdeen, South 
Dakota. In the Petitioner's affidavit, Patricia cites several incidents that allege domestic 
abuse: 

I) Specifically, in the summer of 2008, you broke half of Patricia's china, ripped 
her shirt while holding her on the kitchen floor, and punched holes in a doo.r,Faniiiid~~!'!'!!!"!"!"'-"'11. 
walls of your daughter's room. SJ . EXHIBIT 
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Special P.~gent Mark_ Blaclc 
February21,2014 
Page2 

2} In the spring of2009, you physically piclced up Patricia, tearing her pants zipper, 
and carried her outside your home and locked her out of the house. 

3} In Billings, Montana, you pushed Patricia up against a wall in a cabin you were 
staying in. 

In the Petitioner's affidavit, Patricia included a copy of a handwritten letter that you 
wrote to her on October 23, 2013. In the letter on page 3, you stated, "I know you feel 
like a victim and that v,rolUlds me as well. Yes babe I know I punched walls and doors, 
broke dishes, pictures. I pushed and shoved you as well for that I am sorry too. A [sic] 
honest reflection is that we both mistreated each other." 

This handwritten letter has now become a public document, which was brought to my 
attention when the Brown County Sheriff served the Order for Protection on you on 
February 13, 2014. DCI administration was not aware of this conduct prior to February 
13, 2014. You have admitted to what appears to be a simple assault (domestic violence) 
in violation of SDCL 22-18-1. 

SDCL 22-18-1. Simple assault--Misdemeanor--Felony for subsequent offenses. Any 
person who: 

(1) Attempts to cause bodily injury to another and has the actual ability to cause the 
in_jury; 

(2) Recklessly causes bodily injur;1 to another; 

(3) Negligently causes bodily injury to ano'lher with a dangerous weapon; 

(4) Attempts by physical menace or credible threat to put another in fear of imminent 
bodily harm, with or without the actual ability to harm the other person; or 

(5) ]ntentional/)1 causes bodily inju1y to another which does not result in serious bodily 
injury; 

is guilty of simple assault. Simple assault is a Class 1 misdemeanor. Hov.iever, if the 
defendant has been convicted of, or entered a plea of guilty to, tl-110 or more violations of 
§ 22-18-1, 22-18-1.1, 22-18-26, or 22-18-29 within ten years of committing the current 
offense, the defendant is guilty of a Class 6 felony for any third or subsequent offense. 

This also violates DCI Policy 7 .0 I 01. 
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Special Agent l\ifark Blaclc 
February 21, 2014 
Page 3 

7.0101 Unbecoming Conduct 

Agents shall conduct themselves on and off duty in a manner that reflects 
favorably on the Division. Conduct unbecoming to an agent means conduct 
contrary to professional standard.s that shows ·an unfitness to discharge duties or 
conduct which adversely affects morale or efficiency of the Division or diminished 
public confidence. 

As a result of your actions, it is my intent to terminate your employment as a Special 
Agent. You have the right to present reasons, in person or in writing, why I should not 
terminate your employment.- IfyoU wish to present reasons in person, you must do so at 
10:00 AM on Monday, February 24, 2014, in iny office. If you wish to present reasons in 
writing, the reasons must be received by me on or before this time. 

Sincerely, 

/f<P.)/i 
!# 

{ 

Brian K. Zeeb 
Assistant Director 
SD Division of Criminal Investigation 

cc: PersolU1e! File 
Director Bryan Gortmak:er 
SSA Jason Even 
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55:ll®:@8:®2:. ApJP'eall firomi irliDsmillss2lls, irliemio~.i.OI!l!9 §fil!SfiJlltJrllSlloirn, ired!lilctli@llll Ii.mi way, or 
tieirmllinatiorn. A status employee may appeal a disciplinary action taken in accordance 
with § 55:10:07:04 or a termin3tion pursuant to § 55:10:09:02 within 14 days after 
notification of the disciplinary action or termination. The appeal shall be made pursuant 
to the departmental grievance procedure found in§ 55:10:08:16 if the department does 
not have an approved procedure. 

Soan.rr(:e: 39 SDR 99, effective December 3, 2012. 
<Gener.fl Auihorily: SDCL 3-6D-l 4. 
ILaw bmp!emen>led: SDCL 3-6D-14. 

55:10:08:16. Appeal pro<edure. Appeals made pursuant to§ 55:10:08:01, 55:10:08:02, 
55: 10:08:03, 55: 10:08:04, or 55: 10:08:05 shall follow the appeal procedure in thissection 
unless the employee's department has an approved departmental appeal procedure. The 
appeal procedure shall be as follows: 

(I) Appeal to the DCI Director. The employee or applicant shall submit a written 
staten1ent of the grievance and remedy sought to the DCI Director within 14 days after 
the event causing tl1e grievance. The DCI Director shall respond to the grievant in 
writing within 14 days and after receipt of the written grievance. If not satisfied with the 
response, the employee may, within 14 days from the dci.te of the notice, proceed to step 
2; 

(2) Appeal to the Attorney General. The grievant shall submit in writing the grievance 
and the remedy sought to the Attorney General for the appointing authority. The 
Attorney General shall reply i11 writing within 30 days after receipt of the Mitten 
grievance. If not satisfied with the response, the employee may, within 14 days from the 
date of the notice, proceed to step 3; 

(3) Appeal to commission. The grievant, who wishes to appeal to the commission, shall 
submit in ·writing the grievance and the remedy sought to the commission. Any appeal 
shall be addressed to: The Civil Service Commission, c/o The Bureau of Human 
Resources. The employee shall also send a copy of the appeal to the agency head; and 

(4) Appeal to court. The decisio11 of the commission may be appealed to circuit court 
pursuant to the provisions of SDCL Chapter 1-26. 

Any written grievance or appeal submitted by an employee may be delivered personally 
or mailed by first-class mail. If mailed, the notice is effective on the date the notice is 
postmarked. 

Sour-~e: 39 SDR 99, effective December 3, 2012. 

<General Auihority: SDCL J-6D-14. 
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STATE OF SOUTl-! DAl<OT,~~ 

i!l'~lfD:<!IlO~ Of CIRilmiUil~Al IlN'\llE:<!'lrilGA 1ril06'! 
Of-'!'=UCE OIF A ITORNEY GENERAi. 

GEORGES. l\/lJCKELSOf\J CRIMINAL JUSTICE CEf'IJTER, 
PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA 57501-8505 

PHONE {605) 773-3331 

l\.liAIR1Y J. JACKLEY 
/'.TTORNEY GEMERAL 

F.A.X (605) 773-4629 
.Lavi Enforcement Training 
St11te forensic Lzbo:alory 

March 14, 2014. 

-
Mark Black CERTIFIED - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
38396 132nd St. 

Aberdeen, 50 57401 

Dear Mr. Black: 

I am in receipt of your February 23, 2014, letter in which you indicated that you would like me to 
reconsider proceeding with your termination. I have had the opportunity to review and consider your 
correspondence dated Februaty 23, 2014, and also additional information to include the following 
items: 

"' Brown County Protection Order documents, Petition and Affidavit for Protection Order 
- ---- ---- - --- (Domestic- Abuse);-dated-2-1-3-14;-5 pages;-- -------- -- -- -------··--·-- · · ------- -- ·-

o Brown County Protection Order documents, No!ice of Hearing, dated 2-13-14, 2 pages; 

"' Brown County Protection Order documents, Order for Protection, dated 2-13-14, 3 
pages; 

e Brown County Protection Order documents, Petitioner's Affidavit in Support of Petition 

for Protection Order, dated 2-13-14, 40 pages; 

e Brown County Protection Order documents, Brown County Sheriffs Office Receipt of 
Service, dated 2-14-14, 2 pages; 

e North Dakota Bureau of Criminal Investigation (ND BCI) Investigative Report of Domestic 
Violence Allegations, 8 pages; 

o Brown County Sheriff's Office Report. dated 12-9-13 Investigative Report of Theft, 8 
pages; 

o Aberdeen Police Department Report dated 1-27-14 Investigative Report of Identity 
Theft, 7 pages; 

a Corresponcjence among yourself, Patty Black, ond Patty Black's attorney, 19 pages; 

"' Audio recording of your interview with ND BCI, dated 2-19-14, 1hour7 minutes; 

e Audio recording of Morgan Black's interview with ND BCI, dated 2-19-14, 24 minutes; 

e Audio recording of conversation between you and Patty Black, S minutes; 

e Copy of text messoges between you and Patty Black, dated 12-19-12 to 12-8-13, 540 

pages. 

Your continued conduct has had an irreversible effect on your ability to continue to perform your duties 
as o Special Agent. Your conduct has not only damaged your reputation as an agent, but it has also 
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destroyed the public and Division's confidence in your ability to maintain professional standards at all 
times while on and off duty. You have shown a lack of ability to deal with stressful situations and an 
inability to keep your emotional reactions in control. You have also· continued to fail in the ability to 
consider consequences of your actions and communications insuring your decisions do not bring 
discredit to yourself, the Division, and the Attorney General's Office. 

The Division has repeatedly attempted to work with you over the years to help improve your conduct. 
This has occurred in many ways including supervisors addressing areas of weakness and needs 
improvement in your evaluations, coaching you in your day-to-day development and relationships; 
holding you accountable by disciplinary action, implementing a Work Improvement Plan, and offering a 
relocation of your duty stafion. These progressive discipline attempts have obviously failed to change 
your behavior. Building and maintaining relationship:S are core functions of the Division. It is made 
abundantly clear to each and every current and future employee of the Division that relationships are of 
the utmost importance. 

The following are several examples of attempts made by the Division to address these issues and to 
Correct your conduct: 

9-7-06 Evaluation - Needs Improvement section - Notation to remind yourself to maintain_your 
_composure.and .. not-al!ow-your emotions to take over;· 

8-.1-07 Evaluation - Needs Improvement section - Notation to remind yourself to maintain a positive 
attitude when things are difficult or do not turn out the way you hoped; 

2-13-08 Evaluation - Relations with Others/Public- Notation regarding a traffic stop in your personal 
vehicle by the South Dakota Highway Patrol when you became frustrated and vocal toward a trooper. 
Needs Improvement section - Notation regarding maintaining your composure during stressful times 
when dealing with others in law enforcement; 

5-18-08- Email resigning your position as a DCI Agent due to frustration over the Attorney General's 
Office's handling of the Nick Berbos case and harassment by Berbos; 

6-4-08- Memo regarding your email to all DCI Agents and Attorney General Long and your perception 
of Assistant Attorney General Mayer's incompetent manner in dealing with the case. This unbecoming 
conduct was cause for a two-day suspension without pay and required meetings with Dr. Magnavito on 
a monthly basis; 

8-12-08 Evaluation - Relations with Others/Public- Notation regarding disagreements with other 
investigators in Aberdeen and taking the high road. Needs Improvement section- Notation regarding 
the need tci seek out avenues to relieve your stress and not allow your emotions to get the best of you; 

9-3-08- Memo to all agents from you regarding your frustration with the Berbos case and your apology 
to Assistant Attorney General Mayer and to all agents. You explain your regret for acting hastily; 
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3-13-09 Evaluation - Relationships vvith Superiors/Peers- J\Jotation regarding the need to remain in 
control of your emotions and not let others affect how you do your job. Needs Improvement section -
Notation regarding the need to continue to work on your relationships with others in this assigned area, 
vvhich at times can be a challenge; 

8-30-11 Evaluation - Relationships with Others/Public- flJotation regarding ironing out differences that 
you may have with people and not to let things fester. Needs Improvement section - Notation 
regarding the need to deal with work issues when they arise so it does not affect parties involved for a 
prolonged time period; 

3-20-12 Evaf_uation - Relationships with Superiors/Peers- Notation regarding involvement in an office 
conflict and encouraging to learn from this situatidn and apply to future relationships. Needs 
Improvement section - Notation regarding the need to do a better job of dealing with things on the 
front side so they do not turn into bigger issues down the road; 

9-6-12 Evaluation - Nee~s Improvement section - Notation regarding the need to make sure that your 
passion does not become the focal point of your investigations and dealing with things on the front side 
and moving on; 

2-7-13 Evaluation- Relations with Others/Public- Notation regarding the need to make sur-e to take 
things in stride and work toward remedies. Written and Oral Communications- Notation regarding a 
recording that made its way to the internet. Needs Improvement section - Notation regarding dealing 
with issues that are positive or negative· on an even level; 

6-3-13- Meeting regarding spray painting your boat with "Patty Wins" due t9 frustrations with Patty 
Black over the divorce process; 

6-28-13 Work Improvement Plan - Notice regarding your continued conduct and the adverse effect on 
the ability of both the DCI and Attorney General's Office to conduct business effectively with other 
officers and the public; 

7-30-13 Evaluation - Needs Improvement section - Notation regarding being placed on a Work 
Improvement Plan regarding your history with stressful and emotional reactions to situations and 
making sound decisions at all times; 

10-8-13- Notice with intent to discipline regarding a one-day suspension without pay due to a 9-18-13 
response to a KELOLAND.com story about a SWAT training event and response as a South Dakota DCI 
Agent stating the story was a waste of time by the media and the mother would rather whine to get her 
face on camera than explain to her child the need for law enforcement training; 

1-29-14 Evaluation-Written and Oral Communication section - Notation regarding a one-day 
suspension v,1ithout pay for a written comment on KELOLAND.com where you identified yourself as a OCI 
Agent. Needs Improvement section - Notation regarding the need to understand that others in the 
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agency can recognize when you are not happy and isolating yourself from others is not a positive way to 
deal with issues. 

I have fully considered all the information you have provided to me. After consideration, I stand by my 
decision to terminate your employment with the South Dakota Division of Criminal Investigation as I 
referenced in my February 21, 2014, letter to you. The reasons given in this letter in support of my 
decision to terminate your employment with the DCJ are based on additional review of documents and 
are intended to supplement and further explain my initial decision. Effective at 5:00 PM on March 14, 
2014, you are terminated. 

Pursuant to the Administrative Rules of South Dakota {ARSD) 55:10:08:16, you have the right to appeal 
this decision. You have 14 days from the date at the top of this letter (March 14, 2014) to go to the next 
step in the appeal procedure. If you want to appeal this decision, this letter will allow you to proceed to 
Step 2 of the appeal procedure. Step 2 is an appeal to Director Gortmaker. Your failure to meet any of 
the time limits in the appeal process will be considered a withdrawal of your appeal in accordance with 
ARSD 55:10:08:14. 

Brian K. Zeeb 
Assistant Director 
SD Division of Criminal Investigation 

cc: Director Gortmaker 
Attorney General Jackley 
Personnel File 
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

The Jurisdictional Statement, Statement of Legal Issues, Statement of the Case, 

and Statement of the Facts will not be restated herein, as the Appellant will rely upon his 

initial brief for these matters.  As in the Appellant’s Brief, the Appellant shall hereinafter 

be referred to as “Black”.  The Appellee shall hereinafter be referred to as “DCI”.  

References to the Commission hearing will be by “CH” followed by the page number and 

line number if necessary.   References to Commission exhibits shall be by “Exh.” 

followed by the exhibit number or, if used, the exhibit letter.  This Reply Brief is 

intended only to be responsive to the arguments contained in the Appellee’s Brief.  

Consequently, Black is not abandoning the arguments made in the Appellant’s Brief by 

not restating same herein. 

ARGUMENT 

ISSUE 1: Whether there was good cause under the governing law, rules and 

      regulations and the facts as presented to the civil service commission to 

      terminate Black’s employment with the South Dakota Division of 

      Criminal Investigation.  

 At the onset it is important to note that the entire case presented against Black by 

DCI centers around very few and isolated incidents, to the exclusion of the vast majority 

of Black’s performance record during his entire career with DCI.  The incidents relied 

upon by DCI to establish just cause for terminating Black’s employment were, largely, 

matters which had already been addressed and/or resolved by prior disciplinary actions or 

simple discussions with Black, or were incidents that involved his personal life and did  

not affect the performance of his work duties.  Furthermore, the testimony and evidence  
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presented by the DCI at the hearing before the Civil Service Commission of South 

Dakota (Commission) were from within the administrative framework of DCI and did not 

include front line agents from DCI, other South Dakota Department of Public Safety staff, 

other law enforcement officers or staff, other agencies, or  sources outside of the State of 

South Dakota governmental offices.  Critical to the inquiry herein is the fact that DCI 

was an advocate in this matter and was asserting its position to uphold the termination of 

Black’s employment throughout these proceedings.  There never was a neutral moment 

in the investigative process nor the appellate procedure where DCI attempted to view the 

evidence objectively.  This position is made abundantly clear to Black from the onset and 

has been maintained throughout the proceedings against Black.  Moreover, it is readily 

apparent that DCI engages in cherry picking of certain facts, comments and other 

evidence to support its decision to terminate Black’s employment.  There are several 

problems with this maneuver by DCI, but the most prominent one is that DCI’s cherry 

picking disregards the context of the facts, comments and evidence presented to the 

Commission and the plethora of evidence supporting Black’s position.  Consequently, 

the DCI’s arguments as set forth in the Appellee’s Brief are wholly unsupported by the 

law, facts and evidence in this case.   

A.  Grounds for Dismissal. 

 DCI asserts that Black relies in large part on the argument that the DCI 

administrative staff were not capable of making a decision that Black violated the 

Administrative Rules of South Dakota (ARSD) and the DCI policies so as to terminate 

Black’s employment with DCI.  This is a misapprehension of Black’s argument.   

                                    2 



Black’s argument in this regard is that the DCI administrative staff made the initial 

decision to terminate Black’s employment.  This decision involved Attorney General 

Marty Jackley (Jackley), DCI Director Bryon Gortmaker (Gortmaker), DCI Assistant 

Director Brian Zeeb (Zeeb), DCI Supervising Agent Dan Satterlee (Satterlee), and DCI 

Supervising Agent Jason Even (Even).  Again, it is critical to remember that these 

individuals were adversaries of Black and advocated against Black throughout the entire 

disciplinary proceedings.  The initial decision was based upon the DCI administrative 

staff’s determination that Black engaged in conduct which violated the ARSD and DCI 

policies.  Black disagreed with the decision by DCI and exhausted his administrative 

appeals.  The administrative appeals were heard and considered by Black’s adversaries 

who were the very same people who determined that his employment should be 

terminated.  These very same people are also the same witnesses who advocated against 

Black, testified for DCI, and were offered by DCI to the Commission as the professional 

and expert witnesses who are able to establish the professional standard to which Black is 

required to adhere and the grounds for terminating Black’s employment.  In short, it is 

the position of DCI that it is the investigative body, the charging agency and officer, the 

trier of facts necessary to convict, and the entity that governs the evidence to be 

considered on appeal.  The problem with this format is apparent.  If the Commission 

had required DCI to produce independent witnesses to prove its claim, then the outcome 

of this case would have been substantially different because of a gross lack of evidence 

against Black by independent sources.   

 Moreover, given the testimony from Black’s witnesses, there most likely would  
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not have been any individual who would have been able to testify that DCI had just cause 

to terminate Black’s employment or that DCI complied with the standard established by 

the ARSD and the policies.  Clearly, the above scenario begs for an independent expert 

to establish the professional standard and to set the stage of compliance for Black.  In 

addition, the ARSD and the DCI policies seem to clearly require that independent 

witnesses provide evidence of just cause for the firing and proof of the violations of the 

ARSD and the DCI policies.  This is also apparent given the adversarial position the DCI 

and its administrative staff have relative to Black.  Moreover, this process is only fair 

under the system of employment rights created by the State by the enactment of the 

governing ARSD and the DCI policies.  The independent expert is consistent with 

evidentiary standards set by this Court in order to prove a certain standard of conduct.  

See, Luther v. City of Winner, 2004 S.D. 1, ¶9, 674 N.W.2d 339.  The above scenario 

also demands a fair hearing where the witnesses produced by DCI not only be its 

administrative staff, but also consist of professionals from outside of the agency and the 

public.  Not only did DCI not call an expert to establish the appropriate professional 

standard in this case, but they did not call any witnesses who could testify or provide any 

evidence that Black’s conduct reflected unfavorably on the state, destroyed confidence in 

the operation of the services provided by the state, or adversely affected the public trust in 

the state.  Black’s superiors accused him of the above offenses, but, again, they are not 

the test.  The test is to show that parties independent of the DCI administration were 

adversely affected, as provided by this administrative rule.   

 Black, on the other hand, produced four sitting sheriffs from his northeastern  
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South Dakota work area and his partner, Dave Lunzman (Lunzman), who was still 

employed by the DCI to show that his actions had not effected his ability to perform his 

work.  Moreover, Black’s witnesses testified and  produced evidence that Black’s 

relationship with other law enforcement agencies was solid and nothing that he did either 

on duty or off  duty reflected unfavorably on the state or destroyed confidence in the 

operation of the state services or adversely affected the public trust in the state.  Black’s 

witnesses testified to Black’s effectiveness as a DCI Special Agent and that his 

relationship with them was not harmed in any respect from the antics of Patty Black 

(Patty) nor by Black’s conduct and actions in any respect.  CH., pp. 192-220.  Also, the 

sheriffs and Lunzman clearly indicated that no “black eye” had been given to DCI as a 

result of Black’s conduct, nor had the DCI lost any respect or credibility with other law 

enforcement agencies or the public because of Black’s actions.  Id.  DCI, however, 

wholly failed to interview or communicate with the sheriffs or Lunzman prior to 

terminating Black’s employment and failed in all respects to call any witness that could 

show the public or other law enforcement agencies had any issue with Black or his 

actions or conduct in any regard. 

 The DCI relies upon the conclusion of the Circuit Court and cites to its opinion 

regarding the testimony of the DCI administrative staff.  Appellee’s Brief, p. 19.    This 

point, again, misses the mark.  In essence, all of the DCI administrative staff vouched for 

each other and determined that they all had made the right decision.  This process is  

devoid of any requirement that the DCI produce uninterested witnesses to say that the 

DCI administrative staff was either right or wrong in the manner in which they exercised  
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their authority under the ARSD and the governing policies in Black’s case.  The plain 

fact of the matter appears to be that DCI was not able to produce independent witnesses 

and could not find anyone who would produce the evidence needed to establish any 

violation of ARSD or the DCI policies as alleged against Black outside of the DCI 

administrative staff. 

 DCI also makes an issue of the claim that it would be required to disclose Black’s 

conduct as exculpatory material or impeachment material in any criminal case that Black 

would have worked on after the disciplinary matter.  This contention was asserted by the 

Circuit Court as well.  This position is untenable in both circumstances, as it is nothing 

more than mere speculation.  The basis for both the DCI and the Circuit Court’s position 

is that the evidence associated with Black’s disciplinary matters might be subject to 

disclosure under either the United States Supreme Court cases of Brady v. Maryland or 

Giglio v. United States.  Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 83 S.Ct. 1194, 10 L.Ed.2nd 

215 (1963); Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 150, 92 S.Ct. 763, 31 L.Ed.2nd 104 (1972).  

Neither DCI nor the Circuit Court would wade into the certainty of this issue, but merely 

suggested and speculated that the disciplinary action against Black might require 

disclosure.  DCI cites the recent South Dakota Supreme Court decisions relative to the 

disclosure of an officer’s personnel and discipline record in a criminal assault case 

pursuant to a subpoena duces tecum in support of this speculation.  See, State v. Smith, 

2016 S.D. 55, — N.W.2d — ; State v. Johnson, 2016 S.D. 56, — N.W.2d —.  Neither 

Smith nor Johnson are persuasive in Black’s case.  This Court, in both the Smith and 

Johnson cases, denied the requested disclosure of the officers’ personnel and discipline  
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records and neither case reached the Brady or Giglio issue.  Smith, 2016 S.D. at 55, fn. 1; 

Johnson, 2016 S.D. at 56, fn.1.  Since the Court did not address the Brady and Giglio 

issues in Smith and Johnson, it is speculation to conclude that the allegations against 

Black would be subject to such a disclosure.  Moreover, if the Brady and Giglio 

disclosures were truly concerning for DCI, surely there would have been some 

disciplinary action against Black before the instance action given the importance DCI 

attached to Black’s prior disciplinary record. 

 DCI argues that Black inappropriately relies upon the positive aspects of his 

evaluations during his career with DCI in support of his contentions.  This position is 

absurd.  It is wholly illogical to ignore Black’s outstanding evaluations which were 

rendered by DCI supervising staff in this matter.  DCI, however, emphasizes the paltry 

poor evidence on Black’s evaluations and rely thereon for support of its position.  This 

reliance is misplaced and wholly inappropriate given the picture painted of Black’s 

outstanding work performance by an examination of the entire evaluation evidence.  

Black’s few misgivings certainly did not outweigh his positive attributes nor did they 

justify the termination of his employment.   

 In addition, there can be no question that Black’s termination was solely based 

upon the meritless Protection Order (PO) proceeding instituted by Patty against Black.  

While the DCI elects to argue otherwise, the uncontroverted evidence shows that the sole  

basis for the termination was the PO proceedings.  Specifically, Exhibits #3 and #5 refer 

only to the PO pleadings, investigations conducted pursuant to the PO pleadings or 

allegations contained therein, items referred to in said pleadings, or documents and other  
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evidence used as exhibits in the PO hearing.  Exhs. #3 and #5.  The “additional 

grounds” for terminating Black’s employment set forth by Gortmaker was Black’s alleged 

untruthfulness or, as Gortmaker put it - violating Gortmaker’s golden rule.  CH, pp. 165, 

261.  It is critical to note that Gortmaker’s personal rules are not policy, administrative 

rules, nor law.  They are just as explained by Gortmaker and Black at the Commission 

hearing - nothing more than Gortmaker’s personal belief and certainly not legal grounds 

for terminating Black’s employment.  Furthermore, the DCI relied heavily, if not 

exclusively, on Black’s letter that was attached as an exhibit to the PO pleadings filed by 

Patty.  This allegedly incriminating letter was in Patty’s possession from the time it was 

delivered in October of 2013, until she filed the PO in February of 2014.  Exh. #2.  

During this four month time period Patty harassed and harangued Black with false reports 

to law enforcement, complaints to Black’s attorney, and through a variety of other media, 

but failed in all respects to bring to the attention of any law enforcement agency the 

allegedly “incriminating” nature of Black’s letter and his purported conduct.  The simple 

truth of the matter is that Patty knew the letter was not truthful and did not contain 

“evidence of abuse” by Black, but in order for the letter to do the maximum damage to 

Black’s employment, it had to be disclosed at precisely the right time and in precisely the 

right way.  Hence the disclosure of the four month old letter in the PO proceedings.  The  

final nail in the DCI coffin relative to the PO grounds is that Judge Eugene Dobberpuhl 

made detailed findings on the PO proceedings when he dismissed same and specifically 

held that  
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... 38. The Court finds that any unwanted physical contact between the parties 

does not rise to the level of physical abuse and is too far removed to warrant a 

protection order. 

 

39.  As with any marriage, the parties had disagreements throughout the 

marriage, however, this Court does not find that the disagreements rose to the 

level of assault or domestic violence that would warrant a protection order. 

 

40.  The Court does not find that the actions of Mark rise to the level of 

warranting a permanent protection order.  

 

Exh. I.  It is also critical to note here that the burden of proof at the PO hearing was by a 

preponderance of the evidence, which is a light standard compared to the criminal 

standard.  Patty could not carry this light standard of proof at the PO hearing even with 

the allegedly damning letter from Black.  Moreover, the investigation by the North 

Dakota Bureau of Criminal Investigation revealed no domestic violence nor any criminal 

activity by Black,  did not result in Black being prosecuted for anything, and did not 

paint Black in a bad light with regard to his work.  CH., pp. 37-38; Exh. #4.  Clearly, 

DCI’s reliance on Black’s letter was misplaced and wholly inappropriate and did not 

warrant the termination of his employment.   

 DCI alleges that Black violated DCI policy 7.0101 and takes issue with the 

manner in which Black dissects this policy.  DCI policy number 7.0101 defines conduct 

unbecoming as follows: 

 Unbecoming Conduct - Agents shall conduct themselves on and off  

 duty in a manner that reflects favorably on the Division.  Conduct  

 unbecoming to an agent means ...[1]... conduct contrary to professional  

 standards ...[2]... that shows an unfitness to discharge duties or ... 

 [3]... conduct which adversely affects morale or efficiency of the  

 Division or diminished public confidence.      

Clearly, there are three elements to the charge of conduct unbecoming.  There is no  
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question that before the DCI can get to elements numbered 2 and 3, it must first show 

sufficient facts and evidence to establish element number 1.  If  DCI cannot establish 

element number 1, then the conduct unbecoming charge fails on its face.  Consequently, 

DCI must have shown that Black engaged in conduct which was contrary to professional 

standards.  DCI failed to produce such an expert witness and, therefore, it cannot 

establish the first element of the conduct unbecoming charge.  See, Supra.   

  Assuming, for the sake of argument, that the DCI did establish the first element of 

the conduct unbecoming charge, then, in order to meet its burden, DCI must produce 

evidence to establish that such unprofessional conduct was directly related to and showed 

an unfitness to discharge duties or was conduct which adversely affected the morale or 

efficiency of the Division or diminished public confidence.  The burden of proof 

imposed upon DCI required that it produce witnesses to establish elements 2 and/or 3.  If 

DCI alleges that Black engage in conduct that showed he was unfit to discharge his 

duties, then they would need to produce witnesses to this effect or show by his 

performance evaluations that he was unfit to perform his duties.  No witnesses were 

called in this respect and Black’s performance evaluations were virtually impeccable.  If 

the morale or efficiency of the Division is affected, then other officers and staff from the 

DCI must be produced to establish this fact.  DCI failed to produce such witnesses.  

Black, on the other hand, produced the four sitting sheriffs and his DCI partner who was 

still employed with DCI at the time to testify favorably on his behalf.  If DCI elected to 

prove that Black’s actions diminished the public confidence in DCI, then some witness, 

other than the DCI administration, must have been called to testify as to the problems  
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created by Black; however, no such witnesses were called and Black produced the four 

sitting sheriffs and his DCI partner to testify on his behalf.  In short, absent an expert 

witness and the appropriate lay witnesses or other law enforcement witnesses, DCI cannot 

prove the conduct unbecoming charge against Black. 

 The final DCI policy alleged to have been violated by Black is DCI policy 7.0103 

which provides as follows: 

 Integrity - Agents shall be truthful in all matters relating to the operation  

 of the Division.  Any conduct act, neglect, error or omission regarding  

 these matters may subject an agent to disciplinary action. 

 

The grounds for termination of Black’s employment based upon the above policy were an 

after thought by Gortmaker.  No allegation based upon the above policy was made by 

anyone prior to Gortmaker receiving Black’s case on appeal.  Moreover, this new  

allegation was not work related and did not have anything to do with the operation of the 

division as contemplated by the above policy.  Furthermore, the basis for the allegation is 

purely Gortmaker’s personal belief, feelings or opinions. 

 DCI appears to argue that the Commission had the duty to make the final 

determination in this case and was the check in the system to avoid an unfair result.  This 

position is not correct in this case.  The Commission was the final fact finding tribunal in 

this matter, but it committed reversible error because its findings are clearly erroneous 

given the fact that DCI failed to produce the essential witnesses to meet its burden to 

justify the termination of Black’s employment as argued supra.  The Commission relied 

upon the testimony of the DCI administrative staff and no independent and corroborating 

proof of their testimony.  The findings entered by the Commission verify this position.   
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The lack of independent or corroborating evidence may not be an issue in every case, but 

it is in this one since Black produced four sitting sheriffs and his current DCI partner to 

contradict the assertions of the DCI administrative staff.  Given this contradiction in 

evidence, it was incumbent upon the Commission from a burden of proof standpoint to 

require that DCI produce independent and corroborating evidence of its position.  After 

all, the Commission is not a rubber stamp for the DCI and its administration, but has an 

affirmative duty to sort out the facts and verify and confirm same when credible and  

contradictory evidence is produced as in this case.    

 In light of the above, it is Black’s position that the DCI failed to establish just 

cause for his termination, the disciplinary action against him was inappropriate in all  

respects, and said action was clearly motivated by some intentions other than the alleged 

violation of either the ARSD or the DCI policies.     

B.  Erroneous Findings of Fact. 

 The general argument advanced by the DCI on this issue is that Black disagrees 

with the Findings of Fact rendered by the Commission because he lost the appeal.  Black 

most certainly does disagree with the Commission’s findings and their decision because it 

was patently wrong given the evidence before it.  Moreover, the findings are clearly 

erroneous given the fact that DCI failed to produce the essential witnesses to meet its 

burden to justify the termination of Black’s employment as argued supra.  DCI relies 

heavily on the argument that the Commission made the findings that it did and, therefore, 

no further evidence is required for DCI to prevail in this matter.  Therein lies the 

problem with this case.  The Commission relied upon the testimony of the DCI  
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administrative staff and no independent and corroborating proof of their testimony.  The 

findings entered by the Commission verify this position.  The lack of independent or 

corroborating evidence may not be an issue in every case, but it is in this one since Black 

produced four sitting sheriffs and his current DCI partner to contradict the assertions of 

the DCI administrative staff.  This was clearly erroneous given the facts and evidence 

before the Commission.  The failure by the Commission to require independent and 

corroborating evidence of the DCI administrative staff is, in and of itself, clearly 

erroneous.  Black fully understands the governing law regarding this Court’s review of 

findings of fact on appeal.  See, Certifiability of Jarman, 2015 S.D. 8, 860 N.W.2d 1. 

This standard of review, however, is not insurmountable and a reversal due to erroneous 

findings of fact is permitted where this Court finds that , “... after reviewing the entire 

record, ... [the court is] ...  left with the definite and firm conviction that a mistake has 

been made...”.  Estate of Schnell, 2004 S.D. 80, ¶8, 683 N.W.2d 415.  Black asserts 

herein that based upon a review of the entire record, and not just the facts cherry picked 

by DCI, the Court will be convinced that a mistake has been made by the Commission 

and the Circuit Court.    

ISSUE 2: Whether the South Dakota Division of Criminal Investigation complied 

                 with the governing law, rules and regulations when it terminated    

                 Black’s employment. 

 

 Black has made two arguments in regard to this issue.  

 First, he was not properly notified of the reasons for the termination of his 

employment.  Black was initially notified of the disciplinary action against him by a 

letter dated February 13, 2014.  Exh. #1.  This letter specifically states in the first  
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paragraph as follows: 

 

 This letter is to inform you, effective immediately, you are on  

 administrative leave with pay, due to the temporary protection  

 order served today in Brown County. ... (Emphasis added). 

 

Exh. #1.  There are no other grounds, reason or basis for the administrative leave stated 

in this letter.  The next letter to Black was dated February 21, 2014, and cited as the sole 

reason for the intended disciplinary action the protection order affidavit and its contents.  

Exh. #3.  Black appealed the intended disciplinary action.  Exh. #4.  DCI denied 

Black’s appeal of the termination of his employment by virtue of a letter dated March 14, 

2014, with the primary basis for the denial of the appeal resting on the protection order 

matter.  Exh. #5.  DCI also referenced the past disciplinary actions against Black in the 

March 14, 2014, letter, but, as argued previously, most of those disciplinary matters were 

addressed and dealt with by DCI administrative staff prior to the action to terminate 

Black’s employment.  Furthermore, the protection order matter was litigated and 

dismissed by Judge Dobberpuhl on March 21, 2014.  The past disciplinary matters from 

2013 forward were primarily in relation to Black’s highly contentious divorce proceeding.  

The appeal to Gortmaker was the first instance when Black learned that he would be 

disciplined for an integrity issue.  Exh. #18.  Clearly, Gortmaker added a new charge to 

the disciplinary action after Black had proceeded through most of the administrative 

appeals process.  Based upon the above process it seems abundantly clear that the 

grounds for terminating Black’s employment snowballed with each letter he received 

from the DCI administration.  First, the grounds for termination of Black’s employment 

was the protection order matter.  Second, after an appeal, the grounds grew from just the  
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protection order matter to include the past disciplinary actions which had been, largely, 

resolved.  Third, the integrity issue is created by Gortmaker.  Due process does not 

permit a snowball attack against an employee in disciplinary actions, but demands that the 

employee received notice and an opportunity to be heard on the charges against him in a 

“... meaningful time and in a meaningful manner ...” before his employment is 

terminated, not while the process is unfolding against him.  Hollander v. Douglas 

County, 2000 S.D. 80, ¶17, 683 N.W.2d. 181.  

 Secondly, the DCI administration acted as advocates for their position and their 

actions were not supported by independent experts nor witnesses.  This argument is set 

forth above and in Black’s initial brief and will not be repeated herein.    

CONCLUSION 

 Black prays that the Commission and Circuit Court decisions be reversed and he 

be awarded all benefits he lost as a result of the termination of his employment. 

REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT 

 Black hereby requests oral argument. 

 Dated this 22
nd

 day of August, 2016. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                   

     TIMOTHY R. WHALEN  

     Whalen Law Office, P.C. 

     P.O. Box 127    

     Lake Andes, SD 57356    

     Telephone: 605-487-7645 

whalawtim@cme.coop    

 Attorney for the Appellant 
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 

 Timothy R. Whalen, the attorney for the Appellant hereby certifies that the  

15-26A-66(b)(4).  The Appellant’s Reply Brief contains 22,080 characters and 4,258 

words.  Further, the undersigned relied upon the word count of the word processing 

system used to prepare the Appellant’s Reply Brief. 

 Dated this 22
nd

 day of August, 2016.  

  

 

                                                                                           

     TIMOTHY R. WHALEN  

     Whalen Law Office, P.C. 

     P.O. Box 127    

     Lake Andes, SD 57356    

     Telephone: 605-487-7645 

whalawtim@cme.coop    

 Attorney for the Appellant 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 The undersigned hereby certifies that he served two true and correct copies of the 

Appellant’s Reply Brief on the attorney for the Appellee at his address as follows:  

Robert B. Anderson, May, Adam, Gerdes & Thompson, P.O. Box 160, Pierre, SD 57501, 

rba@magt.com by e-mail and by depositing same in the United States first class mail, 

postage prepaid, on the 22
nd

 day of August, 2016, at Lake Andes, South Dakota. 

 Further, the undersigned hereby certifies that the original and two copies of the 

above and foregoing Appellant’s Reply Brief were mailed to Shirley Jameson-Fergel, 

Clerk of the Supreme Court, State Capitol Building, 500 East Capitol Avenue, Pierre, SD 

57501-5070 by depositing same in the United States first class mail, postage prepaid, on  
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the 22
nd

 day of August, 2016.  Further, one copy of the Appellant’s Reply Brief was 

e-mailed to the aforesaid Clerk of the Supreme Court on the 22
nd

 day of August, 2016, at 

her e-mail address as follows: SCClerkBriefs@ujs.state.sd.us. 

      

                                                                                        

   TIMOTHY R. WHALEN  

     Whalen Law Office, P.C. 

     P.O. Box 127    

     Lake Andes, SD 57356    

     Telephone: 605-487-7645 

whalawtim@cme.coop    

 Attorney for the Appellant 
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